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“Most species do their own evolving, making it up as
they go along, which is the way Nature intended. And
this is all very natural and organic and in tune with
mysterious cycles of the cosmos, which believes that
there’s nothing like millions of years of really frustrating
trial and error to give a species moral fiber and, in some
cases, backbone.” ― Terry Pratchett, Reaper Man
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Abstract
Tracking the evolution of function in enzyme superfamilies is key in understand-
ing how important biological functions and mechanisms have evolved. New genes
are being sequenced at a rate that far surpasses the ability of characterization by
wet-lab techniques. Moreover, bioinformatics allows for the use of methods not
amenable to wet lab experimentation. We now face a situation in which we are
aware of the existence of many gene families but are ignorant of what they do
and how they function. Even for families with many structurally and functionally
characterized members, the prediction of function of ancestral sequences can be
used to elucidate past patterns of evolution and highlight likely future trajector-
ies. In this thesis, we apply in silico structure and function methods to predict the
functions of protein sequences from two diverse superfamily case studies.
In the first, the metallo--lactamase superfamily, many members have been struc-
turally and functionally characterised. In this work, we asked how many times
the same function has independently evolved in the same superfamily using an-
cestral sequence reconstruction, homology modelling and alignment to catalytic
templates. We found that in only 5% of evolutionary scenarios assessed, was
there evidence of a lactam hydrolysing ancestor. This could be taken as strong
evidence that metallo--lactamase function has evolved independently on multiple
occasions. This finding has important implications for predicting the evolution of
antibiotic resistance in this protein fold. However, as discussed, the interpretation
of this statistic is not clear-cut.
In the second case study, we analysed protein sequences of the DUF-62 super-
family. In contrast to the metallo--lactmase superfamily, very few members of
this superfamily have been structurally and functionally characterised. We used
the analysis of alignment, gene context, species tree reconciliation and compar-
ison of the rates of evolution to ask if other functions or cellular roles might exist in
this family other than the ones already established. We find that multiple lines of
evidence present a compelling case for the evolution of different functions within
the Archaea, and propose possible cellular interactions and roles for members of
this enzyme family.
xiii

1. Introduction & Motivation
”Pattern, like beauty, is to some extent in the eye of
the beholder”
Peter Grant, 1979
1.1. What is enzyme evolution?
The majority of the population are familiar with Darwin’s ‘Tree of Life’ - the idea
that all organisms share common ancestry [1]. Indeed, the idea of our closest
evolutionary relatives being primates is well publicised and accepted (e.g. [2]).
Behind this organismal evolution lies the molecular evolution of genes and pro-
teins which ultimately affect the fitness of an organism and its chance of survival.
These levels of evolution are ultimately interlinked.
This work focuses at the level of enzyme evolution. Enzyme evolution comprises
the evolution of enzyme coding genes, their products and the after effects on the
metabolism of a given organism. Mutations affecting the metabolic machinery of
an organism can change the ability to produce products and degrade substrates
enabling the adaptation to external changes.
1.2. Why is studying enzyme evolution important?
We have theories as to how evolution works based on patterns and observations
in nature. We discuss some of these as well as methods that have been de-
veloped to plot and predict evolution. Every day, many more protein sequences
are discovered than can be manually structurally and functionally characterised
[3]. This leaves us with a backlog of many sequences for which we have no clue
of structure, function or cellular role. For example, according to Mudag et al., a
quarter of known protein families are devoid of members with either structural or
functional annotation [4]. A large part of the problem is that structurally and func-
tionally characterising a gene product in the laboratory is a lengthy and expensive
process, and takes far longer than genome sequencing.
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Increasingly, in silico methods are being used to ascertain function from sequence
data (e.g. by authors such as Radivojac et al.[5]). The benefit of these in silico
techniques is that they are much cheaper in terms of time and resources, allowing
for many more predictions of protein function to be made. The area of bioinform-
atics and chemoinformatics is rapidly expanding, with an ever increasing plethora
of tools to choose from. Examples of studies which demonstrate the use of cur-
rently available in silico prediction tools include those by Gerlt et al., Alderson et
al., Jacobson et al. and Steffen-Munsberg et al. [6, 7, 8, 9].
One of the main criticisms of such in silico methods is that although often quicker
to perform, they can be less accurate in their designation of function [7, 10, 11].
This is because bioinformatic strategies tend to work from empirical knowledge
of other related (homologous) or similar enzymes. Rather than experimentally
demonstrating function, bioinformatics has the power to make informed predic-
tions of enzyme function.
The prediction of past, present and future enzyme functions has a particularly rel-
evant application in understanding disease and in the design of drugs to combat
it. Kumar et al. describe the use of phylogenetics as a ‘telescope’ that allows
us to review the results and consequences of billions of years of experimentation
through natural selection [12]. Phylogenetics enables us to review evolutionary
inventions that have tended to persist and be independently invented in evolution.
Correlating this information with environmental changes can give us important in-
formation regarding folds, reactions and mechanisms that are likely to be selected
for in a wide range of circumstances. A particularly significant example of this is
in the evolution of antibiotic resistance, where the past patterns of resistance can
inform our predictions of likely future trajectories [13, 14].
The more data we have on enzyme structures and functions the more accurate our
predictions are likely to be. The real strength of bioinformatics lies in the number
of proteins for which in silico predictions can be made. In addition to this, although
one in silico strategy may be relatively inaccurate, its conjunction with the results
of other orthogonal bioinformatics strategies can reveal patterns in a dataset with
good reliability in a way that individual wet-lab experiments would not be able to
achieve.
1.3. What does this thesis contribute to the field?
In this work, we explore and evaluate the use of such in silico techniques to ask
specific questions about two very different enzyme superfamilies. Part II of this
thesis examines the metallo--lactamase superfamily. This constitutes a case-
study where we predict enzyme evolution in a superfamily with a wealth of avail-
able structural and functional information. In contrast, our study of the DUF-62
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superfamily (Part III) constitutes a case study of functional prediction in a super-
family where relatively few members have been characterised, and for those that
have, their cellular role is under question. Each of these superfamilies is popu-
lated with enzymes of medical interest and provides interesting examples of the
evolution of catalytic machinery for a diverse array of substrates.
For each case study we started with the construction of alignment and phylogeny
for each superfamily. In each case, we used differing methods as a reflection
of the level of sequence, structural and functional annotation available; although
a common theme throughout this thesis is the use of methods that are informed
by structure. The level of structural and functional data available for each super-
family was key in the defining questions concerning the evolution of function that
we could ask. For the DUF-62 family, where structural and functional data was
sparse, we used in silico methods to explore how many other functions/cellular
roles might exist in the family, other than the few characterised. For the metallo--
lactamase superfamily, the wealth of structural and functional information allowed
for a question to be asked at a finer granularity of detail. For this superfamily,
we asked whether the same function, achieved by different catalytic machinery in
different enzymes, was the result of one divergent or multiple independent events
of evolution.
For both cases, we aimed to answer our question by predicting function and/or
cellular interactions of sequences that were not characterised. In this way, we
demonstrate methodological procedures of diagnosing function when: 1) Many
functions are characterised throughout the superfamily but differentiating between
different scenarios of evolution is not simple and 2) When hardly any functions
are known and multiple sources of prediction must be combined. Making predic-
tions for things other than protein function, such as the reconstruction of ances-
tral sequences, can only be achieved by bioinformatic methods. In this thesis,
we exemplify the use of methods only achievable by computational analysis to
decipher important biological questions. Moreover, constructing alignments and
phylogenies for evolutionarily diverse superfamilies such as these is by no means
a trivial task [7]. In this thesis we demonstrate the use and application of methods
to construct robust alignments and phylogenies for enzyme superfamilies, whilst
also considering how to deal with phylogenetic uncertainty.
The metallo--lactamase superfamily includes enzymes that confer one mechan-
ism of antibiotic resistance - an ever-emerging threat. We aimed to assess the
possibility that the same antibiotic-hydrolysing function has evolved more than
once in the same superfamily. The results of our work are important in future
drug-design efforts, since evolutionary studies such as these have the power to
reveal patterns in evolution. The DUF-62 superfamily is populated by the SAM
hydrolase enzyme, which although characterised in terms of chemical mechan-
ism, is a mystery in terms of cellular role. We asked whether this function and
cellular role is likely to be conserved across the superfamily, which includes or-
ganisms that live in diverse and extreme environments. Our findings indicate that
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multiple cellular roles, and/or functions are likely to have evolved in this family,
providing important first steps in the structural and functional characterisation of
more members of this diverse superfamily.
4
Part I.
Enzyme evolution and the methods
used to study it
5

2. Enzyme evolution from a
theoretical perspective
Figure 2.1.: New enzymes are thought to to evolve by a process of duplication from
the original, ancestral enzyme (top) followed by further divergence and specialisation,
shown by changes in shape and colour (middle). Although divergent, we can see pat-
terns of similarity in extant enzymes, represented here by colour and shape in related
enzyme families (encompassed by dashed circles) that helps us determine their ances-
tral relationships.
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2.1. Why do enzymes evolve?
Natural selection acts on all heritable traits, from the morphological, right down
to the biochemical level. As the process of transcription and translation is costly,
in terms of resources, energy and time for the cell, useless biological molecules
tend to get ‘lost’ in evolution. For example, pseudogenes, homologous to their
functional relative, have lost their protein coding ability. This has come about via
a process in which genes, not positively contributing to fitness, acquire mutations
that eventually render them untranslatable. These pseudogenes become obsol-
ete in the genome - a stark reminder that if something is not used it will eventually
be lost in the process of evolution. Environments change over time, and a gene
may find itself in a different organism or in the same lineage under different con-
ditions. The enzyme must therefore evolve to meet the needs of the cell and
ultimately the organism in order to be propagated in future generations.
2.1.1. What drives the evolution of metabolism?
Enzymes are the catalytic components of an organism’s metabolism. Each com-
ponent of the metabolic engine may undergo evolutionary changes that constitute
positive, neutral and maladaptive traits. Much like Darwin’s tree of life, enzymes
also share common ancestry. Enzymes have diverged in evolution in order to
carry out specific and required functions that differ between types of organisms
and their environments. In this way, much as we do with organisms, we can
group enzymes by ancestry - we say these related groups of enzymes are ho-
mologous and we call the whole set of homologous enzymes a superfamily. If
these homologous enzymes have diverged after a speciation event we call these
enzymes ‘orthologous’ and if they differ due to a duplication event, ’paralogous’
[15, 16, 17, 18]. Within superfamilies, although related, exist diverse functions
and chemical mechanisms of catalysis.
At this point, it is worth highlighting the fact that discerning genetic function has
been viewed in different ways in the literature. For example, ENCODE the Encyc-
lopedia of DNA Elements [19, 20] characterises gene function by virtue of demon-
strable biochemical activity. However, as discussed by Graur et al. these bio-
chemical activities used for functional classification by ENCODE, including gene
transcription, transcription factor binding, histone modification, chromatin con-
formation and DNA methylation, are not always indicative of gene functionality
[21]. It is argued that other factors such as effect on fitness and phenotype need
to be taken into consideration [21, 22, 23]. In this work, we define function from
information gained from experimentally characterised protein structures. For ex-
ample, we might diagnose the function of a translated gene sequence from the
presence of amino acids shown to contribute to catalysis in related, experimentally
characterised structures.
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Despite the variety of enzyme chemistries observed in nature there are fewer
types of enzyme structure than there are genes in the human genome [24, 25,
26, 27] Viewed from this perspective, enzyme fold space is limited (as is protein
sequence space [28]) and evolution has re-invented multiple protein structures to
achieve a diverse variety of functions [29, 24]. What drives the evolution of new
folds and structures? In general, current opinion can be summarised to fall into
three main categories - substrate specificity, chemical mechanism and active site,
as described by Gerlt et al [24].
Substrate specificity
In 1945 Horowitz suggested that the driver of the evolution of metabolic networks
is the depletion of substrates in the environment - resulting in a ‘backwards’ evol-
ution model [30]. Horowitz asked us to imagine an organism that was only cap-
able of catalysing the last step of a modern metabolic pathway (A) [30]. Initially,
this organism is capable of survival, since it finds the substrate (A) needed for
the last step in a substrate-rich hypothetical environment [30]. However, as the
population increases substrate A decreases [30]. In these conditions, organisms
capable (by a chance repertoire of a combination of genes for example) of syn-
thesising substrate A by say, enzyme B are at a clear selective advantage [30]. In
this way, a new enzyme in the metabolic pathway (B) has evolved retrospectively
from the point of view of the final product in the metabolic pathway [30]. Horowitz
hypothesised that this process can happen repeatedly, resulting in long ‘chains’
of metabolic pathways in which the product of one enzyme reaction is the specific
substrate for another [30].
Chemical Mechanism
A later theory, as discussed by Babbitt and Gerlt, and, Herschlag, D and O’Brien
is that there existed a primordial pool of enzymes. Not optimised nor particularly
specialised, but nevertheless, by chance, able to catalyse a range of partial reac-
tions [31, 32, 33]. For example, take an enzyme from this primordial pool - it has
the ability to catalyse reaction A quite well, but, by chance, it also on occasion
successfully stabilises the transition state needed for reaction B. If there are mul-
tiple copies of the enzyme available, for example, after a duplication event, then
whilst one copy of the enzyme is free to carry out its ‘main’ function, the duplicated
copy is free of selection pressures and evolution can fine tune its sideline activity
- reaction B. After years of divergent evolution we end up with two homologous
enzymes A and B, both derived from one common ancestor but performing di-
verse chemistries, driven by an enzyme’s inherent ability to catalyse a range of
reactions [31, 32, 33].
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This theory, of enzymes being ‘recruited’ to metabolic networks, has been ex-
plored by Caeteno-Anoles et al. in 2007 and is an extension of the theories of Nei,
Ohno and Force et al. [34, 35, 36]. The constructed MANET database reveals
that enzymes from the same homologous family have been recruited to perform a
wide range of enzyme reactions [37]. Further, Caeteno-Anoles et al. propose that
in a prebiotic world many enzymes had already been ‘invented’, adding support
to the idea of a preexisting ‘pool’ of ancient (albeit inefficient) enzymes.
This theory goes along with the observation by others such as Babbitt, Gerlt and
Todd et al. , that superfamilies tend to share some conservation in overall chemical
mechanism but are able to catalyse a wide diversity of substrates [31, 33, 38].
Although Todd et al. do concede that in some cases substrate may be the driving
force, as seen in some superfamilies such as the crotonase-like superfamily [38].
Evolution driven by either ‘chemical mechanism’ or ‘substrate’ is difficult to tease
apart as they are often interlinked [38].
Active site
A third point of view, is that the very shape or architecture of the enzyme is under
constraint [24]. From this point of view, we can imagine that enzyme A is able
to support the reaction A, via positioning of various important functional groups
involved with catalysis. However, in a different biological context (for example,
in a different metabolic pathway) the same enzyme architecture may perform a
different enzyme reaction by virtue of its optimally placed functional groups in a
different location than needed for enzyme reaction A. This differs from the above
proposal that chemical mechanism dominates, since in the above scenario the
enzyme may adopt different conformations, therefore allowing different substrates
to bind. Here, the enzyme is more of a ‘fixed’ platform in which fortunately placed
chemical groups are able to catalyse a variety of different reactions [24]. The idea
of evolution using a structural ‘scaffold’ has been discussed in relation to specific
enzyme families, for example, by Aravind in reference to the diverse range of
chemical reactions that have evolved in the metallo--lactamase superfamily [39].
A spectrum of hypotheses
We can therefore imagine the different hypotheses of the ‘drivers’ of evolution
as lying on a spectrum (Fig.2.2), with Horowitz ‘backwards evolution’ theory re-
quiring that enzymes be extremely substrate specific, since both the original en-
zyme A and the next evolved enzyme B share specificity for either substrate or
product respectively [24, 30]. In contrast, the hypotheses that either ‘chemical
mechanism’ [31, 32, 33] or ‘active site’ [24] are the drivers for evolution require
that promiscuity plays a role. For the ‘chemical mechanism’ driver hypothesis,
it was noted that enzymes in homologous superfamilies tend to share at least a
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Figure 2.2.: In this illustration, the enzyme active site is white and the substrate grey.
In substrate driven evolution the enzyme is monogamous in terms of substrate (left).
In chemical mechanism evolution the enzyme is promiscuous in terms of substrate but
partially conserved in the chemical mechanism utilised, shown by differing substrates
binding to the same area of the active site (centre). This is in contrast to active site
driven evolution where the enzyme is substrate promiscuous and is also not necessar-
ily conserved in terms of chemical mechanism, depicted here by different substrates
binding to different areas of the active site (right).
common partial chemical mechanism even when members catalyse a wide array
of substrates. For this to be the case, the common structural scaffold of this family
has had to allow for different substrates to bind – by virtue of a flexible enzyme
active site but has used conserved steps in the chemical reaction to create diverse
products. Looking to the other extreme, if the ‘active site’ acts as ultimate driver
for evolution then then the protein scaffold remains fixed – the platform of catalytic
amino acids are able to catalyse many different reactions and the enzyme is, by
definition, highly substrate-promiscuous. A classic example is the TIM barrel fold,
which hosts a dazzling array of molecular functions [40] and, as typified by the
description of active site dominance by Gerlt and Babbitt, occurs in independent
superfamilies [24].
2.1.2. ‘Driven’ evolution in context - arms races and
evolutionary warfare
In effect, we are in competition for resources with other organisms. This driv-
ing force, in which organisms use their repertoire of enzymes to fight for limited
resources, is a key example of ‘why’ enzymes evolve. The world is in flux - pop-
ulations that do not adapt die, and species become extinct as a result. Under-
standing ‘why’ enzymes evolve is part of the process for developing and finding
cost effective and rational novel drugs and targets. Enzyme evolution is a current
and relevant process to all of human society - it has consequences far beyond
abstract theories in textbooks. For example, antibiotic resistance, used as a case
study in this thesis, is partially conferred by the ongoing ability of -lactamase
enzymes to render ineffective antibiotic drug molecules that would otherwise kill
the pathogenic microbe. It is important to understand the driving forces for such
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evolutionary changes if we are to advance in fields such as antibiotics and anti-
microbials.
There have been many studies that have focused on evolutionary arms races,
some with relevance to human health. Juarez et al. in 2008 pinpointed the struc-
tural sites in snake venom disintegrins that were under both positive and negat-
ive selection in evolution and discussed their rationalisation in terms of biological
function [41]. Russell et al. in 2011 compared the evolution of insects and bac-
teria to xenobiotics introduced into the environment in the form of pesticides [42].
Insects and bacteria have evolved very different mechanisms to cope with these
xenobiotics due to the different selection pressures of xenobiotics on insect and
bacterial metabolism that is confounded by environmental, metabolic and genetic
constraints [42]. For example, bacterial enzymes seem to have reached a higher
level of optimisation compared to those of insects [42]. This result seems anti-
intuitive given the greater pressure of xenobiotics on insect life processes [42].
However, the authors reflect that bacteria have bigger populations, a greater fre-
quency of Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT) events, shorter generation times and
are able to metabolise wider variety of compounds [42]. There are other examples
of apparently rapid evolution of resistance to environmental by bacteria, such as
[43], but, at the time of writing, a direct comparison of the ability to degrade xenobi-
otics in different organisms appears unique to [42]. The authors argue that as well
as learning about insecticide resistance the bacterial response to insecticides may
actually be helpful in exploring new remediation strategies and ‘provide[s] unique
opportunities to characterize this evolutionary process as it unfolds in real time’
[42].
2.2. How do enzymes evolve?
How do the changes, driven by forces discussed above, come about? How do di-
verse superfamilies of enzymes, originally derived form a single ancestral enzyme,
become populated with diverse and divergent enzymes of different functions?
2.2.1. The materials for enzyme evolution
In order for neofunctionalisation (the process of an enzyme acquiring a new func-
tion) to occur and become fixed in a population, there must be a way in which
a given gene is able to acquire new mutations and not hamper the preexisting
fitness of an organism. This is especially true when evolution occurs in house-
keeping genes for which successful function is imperative for survival.
In 1970, Ohno proposed that duplication of genes, created in a stochastic fash-
ion by unequal crossing over during recombination, retro-transposition or whole
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chromosome duplication [44], provides the necessary material for neofunction-
alisation [35]. By having an extra copy of a gene the organism is then able to
maintain fitness whilst also providing evolution the opportunity to mutate the copy
of the gene. Much like organismal evolution, the products of the two genes may
compete for the same substrates and cellular niche or the gene may acquire an
unrelated new function that provides an advantage to the organism and therefore
may become fixed in the population. The majority of duplications lead to the gen-
eration of pseudogenes rather than new genes with new functions. However, in
organisms with short generation times, such as pathogenic bacteria, these short
generation times allow for rapid exploration of the fitness landscape [45, 46].
There is some debate as to exactly when the duplication event happens in the
process of gene neofunctionalisation (for examples see [7]). It is known that many
enzymes display promiscuity and/or substrate ambiguity. The question lies as
to whether duplication allows a gene encoding an already promiscuous enzyme
to acquire mutations that will allow the gene to fully sub-functionalize or whether
duplication represents an obligatory event before an gene can start acquiring new
mutations and undergo neofunctionalisation (Fig.2.3) [47, 48].
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3.: Two possible scenarios involving the process of duplication and neofunction-
alisation. In Sub-Figure (a) the gene is duplicated before process of neofunctionalisation
begins, represented by yellow colouring. This is in contrast to Sub-Figure (b) where the
gene has already started the process of neofunctionalisation, coloured in yellow, before
the process of duplication.
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2.2.2. The process of specialisation from promiscuity
The first enzymes
A recent paper by Carter discusses the possibility that the very first enzymes were
in fact ‘urzymes’ (the ‘ur’ prefix from the Germanic root meaning ‘primitive’) [49]. It
is thought that these urzymes might have composed a conserved structural core
that is observed in modern day enzyme superfamilies and hence would have been
much smaller in size and less complex than enzymes we see today. The authors
state that these urzymes may have existed in a ‘molten globule’ state thereby
allowing the same urzyme to have many different conformations [49].
What did the first enzymes look like? When considering this we must take into ac-
count their energetic surroundings. As Wolfenden points out, it was Darwin who
mused that life may have began in a ‘warm little pond’ (Letter to J. D. Hooker, 1
Feb [1871]) [50]. Assuming, as Wolfenden has, that Earth was warmer than today
then, in catalytic terms, this may have had big implications as to how we under-
stand the ability of modern enzymes to overcome enthalpic barriers. Initially warm
surroundings of the early Earth allowed what would be otherwise insurmountably
high enthalpic barriers at current temperatures to be crossed much more easily
[50](Fig.2.4). In fact, higher temperatures are likely to increase the rate of spon-
taneous mutations [50]. This idea by Wolfenden [50] could be seen as analogous
to a ‘greenhouse’ of enzymes, with conditions enabling a wide range of reac-
tions to be sampled and polypeptide variants to be explored, before temperatures
cooled and those achieving rate enhancements were preserved.
There is good evidence for ancient enzymes being - 1) more thermostable
(e.g.[51, 52, 53, 54]) and 2) promiscuous (e.g.[55, 47, 56]) Studies have used
ancestral sequence reconstruction to model the properties of ancient enzymes.
Some of these studies have looked at enzyme families relevant to medicine, such
as the class A - lactamases and hypothesised that their increased promiscuity
was probably due to dynamic properties rather than major differences in structure
[57], tallying with the ‘molten globule’ ancient enzyme discussed by [50].
Promiscuity as an advantage for the modern-day enzyme
However, promiscuous activity is not just reserved for ’primitive’ enzymes existing
on an archaic Earth - promiscuity appears to be a trait present in modern enzymes
as well. As Copley so succinctly puts it - ‘Moonlighting is mainstream: Paradigm
adjustment required’ [58]. There are subtle differences between the definition
of ‘catalytic promiscuity’, ‘substrate ambiguity’ and ‘moonlighting’ that are briefly
summarized in (Tab.2.1). However, for the present purposes, these terms are
all under the umbrella term ‘promiscuous’ meaning an enzyme able to perform
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Figure 2.4.: In this figure, a Greenhouse is used as an analogy for warmer temperat-
ures, with the brown soil level representing the energy level landscape. On the left, in
the Greenhouse, warmer temperatures allowed for a polypeptide (red star) to explore
topological fold space more extensively, since the enthalpic peak of enzyme conforma-
tional changes were more accessible from a higher overall baseline energy level. This is
in contrast to the figure depicted on the right, where colder temperatures make ‘climbing
mountains’ more difficult since the baseline energetic start point is lower [50].
more than one function - whether that be different substrates or reactions, within
or outwith the principal active site.
Pandya et al. point out in their review that promiscuity is linked to evolvability -
in this case, an enzyme’s ability to neo- or subfunctionalise [59]. Khersonsky and
Tawfik also review the mechanistic aspects that underlie the process of neofunc-
tionalisation via promiscuous activities [47]. Evolvability is a term that can be used
to describe different processes, as discussed by Brown [60].
Clearly, the classic ‘textbook’ definition of enzymes being fixed in structure and
monogamous with their specific substrate ignores the wealth of evidence that
promiscuity is not a trait reserved for ‘primative’ enzymes only but is a phe-
nomenon that is apparently being selected for. Flexibility was found to be selected
for in an ongoing process in the metallo--lactamases at the expense of stability
[61] and may play a key role in maintaining substrate binding adaptability - key in
the evolution of drug resistance. Baier and Tokuriki found that despite the distinct
functions seen in this metallo--lactamase superfamily modern day enzymes still
display promiscuity and is a sign of ‘connectivity between catalytic landscapes’
that may allow for novel functions to arise [62].
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Catalytic promiscuity Enzymes that catalyse substrates that are not necessarily
similar to the native substrate, by chance
Substrate ambiguity Enzymes that catalyse a range of chemically related
substrates, similar to the native substrate
Moonlighting Enzymes that have evolved other functions by use of
regions other than the active site
Table 2.1.: Working definitions of catalytic promiscuity, substrate ambiguity and moon-
lighting. Definitions derived from those described by Khersonsky and Tawfik [47].
2.2.3. Evolutionary pressures shaping enzyme function
The process of duplication and enzyme promiscuity is key in allowing polypeptide
chains to sample protein function space. Imagine an enzyme, recently duplicated,
employing a promiscuous activity that confers fitness to the host. How does this
variant gene become fixed (reaching a frequency of 100%) in a population, and
go on to ‘specialise’ further in this promiscuous, variant activity? In the follow-
ing paragraphs the theorised action of selective forces on protein structure and
function will be discussed - mainly in reference to the excellent and wide ranging
review by Pal et al. [63].
Positive selection
Positive selection, is a form of directional selection described by Darwin [1]. An
example of a recent definition is provided by Pal et al. as ‘[...] the accelerated
spread of a beneficial genetic variant in the population owing to the increased
reproductive success of its carriers’ [63]. In general, positive selection happens
when functional constraint is lifted and the fitness gained by exploring sequence
space outweighs the variants sampled that negatively impact fitness. Examples
include arms races between host and pathogen or when compensatory mutations
occur after some deleterious mutation affecting a protein’s stability has occurred
(an example of epistasis) [63]. For example Juárez et al. found that residues
exposed on the surface of disintegrin, found in snake venom and responsible for
stopping blood clotting, were under positive selection in evolution [41]. Strangely
enough, these surface regions do not serve a specific functional role, but, as the
authors speculate, these regions of positive selection may indicate past recruit-
ment as a toxin - by a process of neofunctionalisation after being integrated into
genes of the genome that encode venom proteins [41].
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Purifying selection
Purifying selection or ‘negative selection’ is defined by Pal et al. as ‘The removal
of a deleterious genetic variant from the population [arising from, for example,
genetic drift or linkage to adaptive traits] owing to the reduced reproductive suc-
cess of its carriers’ by [63]. In contrast to positive selection, negative selection,
therefore, can be seen acting when functional constraints are conservative. Any
possible fitness gain by sequence variation is outweighed by the chance that such
a mutation could negatively impact protein function. In terms of protein structure
and function, the less exposed to solvent a residue is, the more constrained it is
by purifying selection [64]. This seems intuitive since those residues important
for the stability of a protein (often found nearer the core) are more likely to be
conserved. Pal et al. also go on to discuss how ‘multi-tasking’ proteins - or those
with many different interacting proteins - are likely to be under higher levels of
purifying selection than those with fewer interactions [63]. In this case, a muta-
tion is much more likely to hamper at least one function if a protein has many of
them, leading to less robustness in the tolerance of new mutations. Sometimes,
the environment can impose these conditions - for example, Das and Misra found
that functionally uncharacterised, ‘hypothetical’ proteins were under negative se-
lection in Deinococcus radiodurans, known for its ability to recover from bouts
of high levels of radiation [65]. The authors argue that this is indicative of these
hypothetical proteins serving a fundamental and conserved role in recovery after
DNA damage [65].
The neutral and nearly neutral hypothesis
As accounted by Nei, there has been much debate as to the role of selective
evolution (positive and negative) versus neutral drift in maintaining the diversity
of genotypes between different organisms [66]. Such a debate goes beyond this
thesis, but assuming that both ‘selective’ forces of positive and negative evolution
play a role in determining genotype - to what extent does neutral evolution shape
the evolution of protein structure and function?
How we define a ‘neutral’ mutation is under debate [66]. For the purposes of this
discussion, we define a ‘neutral’ mutation as one that does not have a substan-
tial impact on the function of a protein in a specific biological context and on the
fitness of an organism as whole. This definition takes into account Wagner’s pro-
posal that we consider neutrality as a trait that allows for ‘robustness’ in evolution
and hence evolvable innovation [67]. Wagner proposes that the innovations we
see in enzyme evolution, are key examples of the role of neutral evolution in ac-
tion. If some promiscuous function does not affect the ability of the native function
to proceed then the mutation is neutral in that specific cellular context. A classic
example, Wagner gives, is the product of the -crystallin gene which has differ-
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ent functions in different tissues, and is often used as the ‘classic’ moonlighting
example [7, 68].
2.2.4. Other processes in enzyme evolution
Until this point we have considered broad brush influences on enzyme evolution.
Gene mutation results in observed changes to hereditary information (substitu-
tion) if not eliminated from the gene pool by natural selection. There are various
processes that can happen pre-translationally and post-translationally that are not
a direct result of specific nucleotide mutations but still affect how enzymes function
and ultimately evolve (Fig.2.5).
Regional genomic influences
The genomic environment of a gene means that neighboring genes do not evolve
independently. It has been observed that not all parts of the genome evolve at
the same rate, the most convincing evidence for such, as highlighted by Pal et
al. [63], comes from studies in mammals [69]. It is those areas of the genome
that are prone to recombination that tend to experience high mutation rate, as the
double-strand break machinery tends to be error prone [70]. If an advantageous
mutation goes into fixation it may carry with it a proximal mutation, which may
be negative or neutral. This proximal mutation therefore goes into fixation not by
the direct action of selective pressure but by what Smith and Haigh term ‘hitch
hiking’ [71, 72]. An interesting consequence of the process of recombination is
that it can break up areas in which disadvantageous mutations have ‘hitch-hiked’
thereby increasing the ‘efficiency of selection’ [63].
Gene fusion
Gene fusion can happen by exchange of genetic information between chromo-
somes resulting in two formally separated genes that now are translated into one
protein product. Functionally, gene fusion is thought to confer benefits for meta-
bolic processes. For example, in large cells, the compartmentalisation of different
enzymes circumvents the reliance on diffusion [73]. Genes found to be fused to-
gether in the genome are often found to share similar functions [73]. In fact, in
the biotechnology industry, gene fusion is sought after - with possibilities for ‘sub-
strate channeling’ and increases in overall stabilities leading to a more efficient
conversion of metabolic products [74].
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Domain enlargements, recruitment & rearrangement
Insertions can provide an increase in functional specialisation and complexity [38].
Todd et al. provide a good example of the evolution of an allosteric regulatory site
in phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase - suspected to be by peptide addition [38].
As Todd and colleagues point out though, there are always exceptions to the rule
and evolution does not always promote domain enlargement, it sometimes pro-
motes domain shrinkage depending on the circumstances [38]. The combination
of domains can make a difference to the overall function of a protein. For ex-
ample, in the TIM barrel glycosyl hydrolase superfamily, the TIM barrel domain
can combine with different domains to carry out a diverse array of functions [38].
Subunit assembly & oligomerisation
In many proteins, the assembly of identical protein chains does not change the
function of a protein [38]. However, when the chains are not all identical, i.e. in
a ‘heterooligmer’, overall changes in protein function can come about by their as-
sembly [38]. The benefits of such an assembly can be similar to those discussed
for ‘gene fusion’. For example, the tryptophan synthase alpha-chain protein and
the large subunit of carbonyl phosphate-synthase can associate and allow for the
efficient channeling of intermediates [75, 76]. A similar channeling strategy has
been shown to be used by proline catabolic enzymes PRODH and P5CDH [77].
2.3. What patterns do we see in enzyme evolution
and do they match theory?
Superfamily members tend to be diverse in function - probably due to optimisa-
tion of promiscuous functionality. We see evidence of this in the lactamase and
the DUF 62 superfamilies, in which a diverse range of reactions (although sharing
commonalty in chemical mechanism) are present. In the metallo--lactamase su-
perfamily, we have evidence that the ancestor of the metallo--lactamase enzyme
may not have resembled either class of extant metallo--lactamase and may have
served another function.
The diversity of functions seen in homologous superfamilies may be indicative
of the promiscuous, generalist enzyme ancestors as hypothesised by Jensen
1976 [79]. It appears that in evolution, a pattern emerges where optimisation of
structure is balanced with conformational flexibility. This need for balance was
discussed by Tokuriki et al. in 2009 and is described as an ‘evolvability and
activity trade off’ [80]. The scale of this balance is determined by the specific
metabolic process that an enzyme is involved with, for example, Tokuriki et al.
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Figure 2.5.: (1) In the process of gene recruitment a gene is recruited to another biological
process where it performs a different function. For example, the δ-crystallin gene has
been found to perform different metabolic and structural roles, depending on the biolo-
gical context that the gene is expressed in [68]. (2) In gene fusion, the protein products
of two genes are translated together in the same polypeptide chain. The fused protein
product may now perform a different function. For example, in the cyanobacterium Syn-
echocystis, gene fusion has resulted in a the A-type flavoproten being translated with
a NAD(P)H:flavin oxidoreductase domain [78]. (3 & 4) Protein domains can assemble
it oligomeric structures. These can either be with the same type of domain, homooli-
gomers (3) or with different types of domains, heterooligomers (4). Thiamine pyrophos-
phate dependent enzymes use the combination of different domains to achieve different
functions, although all members of the superfamily share two domains in common which
bind thiamine pyrophosphate, as reviewed by Todd et al. [38].
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ask if enzymes involved in secondary versus primary metabolism might be more
‘evolvable’ [80]. We can imagine this reflects how secondary metabolism ad-
apts to changing environments throughout evolution, whilst keeping ‘core’ primary
metabolism conserved and functioning.
Structural ‘scaffolds’ allow for novel functions to evolve within a conserved active
site. That is, within a diverse superfamily, there is often a clear, conserved struc-
tural scaffold in which catalytic residues necessary for a reaction occur [81]. But
even within this conserved site occur areas of flexibility - both structurally and evol-
utionarily. The flexibility is necessary for the enzyme to balance evolvability and
activity [80]. A key example of this is in loops that are often found to bind substrate
and enable conserved structural scaffolds to evolve novel functions [80, 82].
Much work, surveying a large number of enzyme superfamilies, has found dis-
tinct trends in structural scaffold evolution. For example, Anantharaman et al. in
2003 noted that in general, catalytic residues stay conserved within superfamil-
ies - it is the substrate binding and co-factor binding that differ [81]. The authors
go on to give examples of structural scaffolds that have evolved multiple catalytic
functions. Some ancient folds such as the P-Loop hydrolases are fairly narrow
in terms of chemical reaction whereas others, such as the TIM barrel, are relat-
ively broad [81]. The authors attribute this to two different ‘modes’ of evolution -
wherein the P-loop hydrolase evolution was driven by the need for diverse sub-
strate targets, whereas the evolution of TIM barrels by wide ranging exploration
of chemical reaction space. Much like Anantharaman et al. in 2003, Todd 2001 et
al. note that substrate specificity, rather than reaction chemistry, changes across
superfamily members with different functions, although there is often a common-
ality in the chemistry of the substrates a superfamily may catalyse - even if diverse
[38]. In some cases, such as the metallo--lactamase family, the same function
appears to have evolved more than once independently. It seems that some folds
are particularly amenable to certain chemical reactions. This also appears in the
SAM hydrolase family in which the ability to modify SAM, by substitution or hy-
drolysis via the utilization of different nucleophiles, is conserved and is used in
a variety of functions in this superfamily. Todd et al. in 2002 focuses on cases
where the same way of catalysing a substrate has evolved twice in one homo-
logous family [83]. Sometimes the residues between these two ‘inventions’ are
identical, sometimes not, sometimes they lie in equivalent parts of structure, but
often not [83]. In other cases, such as for the ferritins the analogous, functionally
equivalent residues, are in a different active site altogether [83]. Todd et al., writ-
ing in 2001, also cite examples including the Zn peptidase superfamily [84] and
the FAD/NADP(H)-dependent disulphide oxidoreductase superfamily [38].
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3. How can we reconstruct the
history of evolutionary events?
We can see evidence of enzyme evolution when comparing sequences, structures
and enzymes across different superfamilies. How do we detect these patterns
even across highly divergent families where the phylogenetic signal may be weak?
In this chapter, we discuss the methods used in the process of mapping the evol-
utionary history of enzymes. In the next, we look at methods that allow us to
ask interesting biological questions based on these alignments and phylogenetic
trees. In this thesis, we focus on phylogenetic tree construction. These trees are
in fact, a subset of a wider phylogenetic network [85], in which non-vertical modes
of inheritance are mapped along with the vertical ones. Such networks can be
useful in the visualization of relationships between taxa, including: recombina-
tion, Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT) and hybridization [85]. However, although
Ancestral Sequence Reconstruction (ASR), as is utilised in this work, can be per-
formed on networks, the procedure actually integrates the results of the multiple
tree topologies (for example, as discussed by Arenas and Posada [86]).
Mapping enzyme evolution requires an informative data set, where the differences
in specific character traits can be compared (in this case an alignment of amino
acids or nucleotides). The difference, called the ‘evolutionary distance’ is quanti-
fied as the number of amino acid substitutions at a given site between two homo-
logous sequences. Details of the relative substitution events at each position of
the alignment can be used in the construction of a phylogeny. The tree can then
be assessed by means of some statistical support measure.
Since this thesis focuses on the measurement of evolutionary distances within
highly divergent enzyme superfamilies, often with a wide range of functions, se-
quence and structural diversity, only certain methods are appropriate. It is only
these that will be discussed, particularly in their application to the enzyme super-
families covered in this thesis, along with the benefits and challenges they bring
forth.
When attempting to detect the phylogenetic signal in diverse enzyme superfamil-
ies particular themes emerge. As discussed in Chapter 2, enzyme superfamilies
tend to share a conserved structural scaffold in which different functions have
evolved. This observation is congruent with the findings of Chothia and Lesk, and
Illergård et al. that structure is more conserved in evolution than primary sequence
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[87, 88]. That is, when analysing divergent superfamilies, a structurally informed
approach will be most useful in identifying evolutionary changes.
This structurally informed approach is an important ally when dealing with highly
divergent enzymes, as sometimes, the phylogenetic signal can be weak and con-
flicting, leading to poorly supported phylogenetic trees.
3.1. Alignments
3.1.1. Sequences & Structures
3.1.1.1. Sequence selection for phylogenetics
The data we use to infer the number of substitution, insertion and deletion (indel)
events between a set of protein sequences is usually an alignment of the coding
nucleotide or amino acid sequences. How do we choose these nucleotide and
amino acid sequences? When we construct a phylogeny there are a number of
key assumptions we make that are reflected in the corresponding choice of data
set.
The fundamental assumption we make in phylogenetic construction is that our
data set members are homologous (i.e. share a common ancestor). Enzyme su-
perfamilies are a good example of this, although divergent in sequence and func-
tion, members share conserved sequence motifs and structural elements which
indicate they are probably derived from a common ancestor. Of course, some-
times, similar sequences and structures can arise by convergent evolution out-
with superfamilies which may lead to a false assumption of homology. However,
the process of alignment, in which each nucleotide or amino acid is ‘matched’ to
another similar amino acid or nucleotide in another sequence, iterated over all
sequence positions reveals the overall similarity of a set of sequences and hence
the extent of assumed homology. If two sequences had converged to have similar
properties, we would not expect to see this homology over most positions in the
sequence. The assertion of homology of two sequences is a subjective process,
and involves the examination of homology (determined via alignment) through-
out the entire sequence - but especially in suspected functional regions where we
might expect high levels of conservation.
The next assumption we make is that the sequences, although similar enough
to assume homology, have enough differences that they are phylogenetically in-
formative. To be phylogenetically informative, a column in the alignment needs
to have a distribution of characters that can be used to discriminate between dif-
ferent tree topologies. Examples of a phylogenetically uninformative column of
an alignment include character states that are the same for all taxa, or where no
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two character states are the same. Although for Maximum Likelihood (ML) meth-
ods, even columns of an alignment that share the same state are still informative
- since they imply a low rate of evolution.
When looking at sequence based alignments we have two options, nucleotide or
amino acid alignments. It could be argued that nucleotide alignments provide a
greater depth of information about evolutionary changes in a gene. This is due
to the fact that each amino acid is coded by three nucleotides forming a codon
(which is translated by the ribosome). The code is degenerate, and some amino
acids can be coded by more than one codon. This is mainly due to the ‘wobble’
in the third codon position. If a mutation happens in a codon but does not change
the amino acid coded this is called a synonymous mutation. If the change res-
ults in a change in amino acid we call this a non-synonymous mutation. The
strength of nucleotide analyses is that the data set reveals both synonymous and
non-synonymous changes at each amino acid position, in contrast to amino acid
alignments, which can only give us information on non-synonymous changes.
The problem arises in the fact that the possible state space of nucleotides is so
much smaller than for amino acids. For nucleotides there are only 4 states pos-
sible whereas for amino acids there are 20 (only counting typical amino acids).
So when analysing enzymes that have evolved over long evolutionary distances,
the chances that two positions will have evolved to the same state by chance,
rather than true homology, is much higher when looking at nucleotide alignments.
This is not such a problem over shorter evolutionary distances where fewer muta-
tions are likely to have occurred. However, since we are looking at families of
highly divergent enzymes (e.g. in CATH, the cut-off for a sequence family is as
low as 35% sequence similarity [89]) changes at the protein level are usually most
representative of the underlying evolutionary processes.
Phylogenetic reconstruction assumes that the sequence set is an adequate rep-
resentation of biological reality. A sequence data set is by its very nature limited
and there tends to be a level of subjectivity in the choice of sequences, although
the experimenter can make sure they use a consistent and repeatable approach,
such as only picking sequences above a given significance threshold. Sequences
should be from a wide range of organisms - to reflect their taxonomic distribution.
Not only this, but sequences should reflect the relative proportions of organisms
they are found in ensuring one group of organisms is not heavily overrepresented
[90]. Finally, the best quality sequences should be used - ideally, full-length, with
a solved structure in a curated database. Although, depending on data availability
satisfying all these conditions is not always possible.
3.1.1.2. Sequence databases
Different sequence databases group sequences together by different criteria. Of
those that are curated, UniProt is an example of a closed database covering ‘all’
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sequences [91] whereas RefSeq, in contrast, aims to provide a non-redundant,
curated, database of sequences [92].
3.1.1.3. Uniting sequence, structure & function
We focus on sequence databases that utilise structural and functional information
here - since this structural information is necessary for phylogenetic reconstruction
of divergent superfamilies.
The CATH database uses structural similarity to define similar folds and structural
classes [89]. In addition to making structural comparisons, CATH clusters se-
quences with more than 35% sequence similarity into homologous superfamilies
(Fig.3.1) [89]. The CATH definition of a homologous superfamily is used by many
other programs discussed in this thesis. SCOP [93] and Dali Domain Dictionary
[94] are examples of other databases of homologous enzyme superfamilies but
differ in their assignment of enzymes to superfamilies. This is due to a difference
in the definition of a domain and fold class [95, 96]. SCOP is the result of manual
assignment into classes whereas CATH and DALI utilise automatic methods, al-
though CATH uses manual inspection as part of the process for more difficult
cases [89, 96, 97].
Databases such as MACiE [98], EzCatDB [99] and SFLD [100] focus on enzyme
catalytic mechanisms. MACiE, focused on in this work, comprises a database of
non-homologous enzyme chemical mechanisms. Rather than being defined by
overall reaction, as is typified by the Enzyme Classification (EC) system, reac-
tion steps are taken into account. Therefore two enzymes carrying out the overall
same reaction, with the same protein fold (as defined by CATH), but by different
reaction steps will be classified as two separate entries. This is useful for com-
paring the evolution of enzyme mechanisms [101] and for comparing cases of
evolutionary convergence to the same function or mechanistic step [102].
The Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) [103] integrates information from the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) [104], EC, MACiE and the literature to annotate catalytic sites in pro-
teins. The CSA can be used to annotate functional sites and compare a protein
with other structurally solved enzymes. The CSA can also be used to construct
‘active site templates’ to help compare or discern function between different en-
zymes, examples of studies using active site templates include [102, 105, 106].
CATH homologous superfamilies have been used to create maps of functional
evolution in FunTree using structurally informed sequence alignments to create
phylogenetic trees of homologous superfamilies [107, 108]. By annotating the
trees and alignments with information from the CSA and MACiE, FunTree enables
the visualization of the evolution of function within a superfamily.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1.: A schematic diagram showing the process of CATH domain searching and
chopping. If chopped domain has >35% sequence similarity to enzyme in database
then labeled as homologous, either automatically (a), or in trickier cases manually (b)
(adapted from Greene et al. [97], Figure 3).
3.1.1.4. Databases dealing with enzyme properties
Some databases group not by sequence similarity or structure, but offer informa-
tion and specific properties for comparison . These include BRENDA [109] which
annotates enzyme chemical reactions and pathways, KEGG [110] which offers in-
formation of an enzyme at the cellular level, including pathways and interactions,
and STRING [111] in which genome context is used to infer functional association.
3.1.1.5. Searching for additional protein sequences
Expressions, position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs) (Fig.3.2) and hidden
Markov models (HMMs) (Fig.3.3) form the basis of many sequence alignment
strategies, for examples of their early use see Srormo et al. [112] and reviews
such as that by Yoon [113]. These strategies are used to find similar sequences
from a database as compared to a query sequence. A walk-through of these
techniques with basic examples is given in Figures 3.2 & 3.3 .
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Examples of programs that use expressions as part of their search strategy in-
clude ProSite [114, 115] and InterPro [116] in which expressions from a range
of different databases are used in an automatic process and amalgamated with
manual editing. In contrast, PFAM [117] uses HMMs to populate its database with
protein families.
There are a vast array of sequence searching tools - suitable for different methods.
Here, we contrast BLAST [121] one of the most common search tools with HMMR3
[122] a more specialist and complex tool.
A basic BLAST search is best for finding near relatives. Variants, such as PSI-
BLAST [121], have been developed to look for more distant relatives by using
a constructed PSSM based on a set of aligned homologous sequences [120].
The BLAST search looks for similarity of blocks of sequence called ‘words’. The
sequences are then ranked by similarity score [120].
In contrast, HMMR3 is better for searching for more distant sequences. HMMR3
uses a profile as a starting point that encapsulates the properties of a whole set of
sequences into one profile using a HMM (Fig.3.4) [123]. The profile is derived by
calculating the probabilities of reaching each state (amino acid) in the sequence.
3.1.2. Multiple alignment strategies
3.1.2.1. Progressive
Multiple alignment strategies aim to take a set of sequences, assumed to be ho-
mologous, and align them in such a way that the positions of amino acids are lined
up to maximise homology.
The matching and weighting of alignment positions for any set of sequences de-
pends on parameters of the PSSMs or Hidden Markov model. However, when
there are many sequences in a data set, the problem becomes more computa-
tionally complicated. A balance between a strategy that is exhaustive enough to
find an optimal (or near optimal) multiple alignment and one that is feasible in
terms of computational resources must be found.
In short, most multiple alignment strategies are heuristic - that is, they are not
guaranteed to find the most optimal solution [120]. It is therefore important to find
a strategy that reduces the complexity of the problem whilst getting as close to the
optimal solution as possible. Heuristic multiple alignment strategies tend to use
one of two main strategies - iterative or progressive [120].
Progressive alignments are highly efficient in the way that they find a multiple
alignment solution. As a first step, the data set of multiple alignments is aligned
sequence by sequence in a pairwise manner to find sequences that are most
similar to each other (shown as tips of the guide tree in Fig.3.5). The nodes in
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The	  regular	  expression	  for	  this	  alignment:	  
[MG][CM][AG][Any	  amino	  acid]	  Y	  [LV][WT]	  
This	  does	  not	  differentiate	  between:	  
a) GMGR	  -­‐ -­‐ YVT	  
b)MCAG	  -­‐ -­‐ YLW	  
Where	  sequence	  a)	  is	  less	   likely	  to	  be	  homologous	  than	  sequence	  b)	  (the	  consensus	  
sequence).	   	  
Sequence	  expressions	  
MCA---YLT 
GCAGGGYLW
MCAA--YVW
MMA---YLW
MCGV--YLW
Here	  is	  a	  short	  sequence	   alignment:
Position	  based	  sequence	  weight	  scheme	  
How	  do	  we	  create	  a	  scheme	   that	  differentiates	  between	  these	   two	  
scenarios?	  	  
Let	  us	  take	  the	  first	  three	  columns	  of	  the	  alignment	  :	  
The	  process	  on	  the	  right	  calculates	   a	  number	  that	   is	  the	  weight	  of	  each	  
residue,	  given	  its	  position	  in	  the	  alignment.	  
M=	  1/8 C=	  1/8 A= 1/8
G= ½ M= ½ G= ½
M C A 
G C A
M C A
M M A
M C G
M is one out	  of	  two	  possible	  states	  in	  
the	  column.	  M	  occurs	  4	  times	  
therefore	  =	  
(½)	  /	  4	  =	  1/8
If	  all	  states	  were	  the	  same	  in	  a	  column,	  M	  would	  be	  1/1	  states	  in	  
the	  column	  and	  M	  	  would	  occur	  5	  times,	  therefore	  =	  (1/1)/5	  =	  1/5	  
If	  all	  states	  were	  different	   in	  a	  column,	  M	  would	  be	  1/5	  states	  in	  
the	  column	  and	  M	  would	  occur	  1	  times,	  therefore	  =	  
(1/5)/1=	  1/5
This	  reflects	  the	   fact	  that	  neither	  scenario	  gives	  us	  information	  as	  
to	  residue	  preference	  in	  a	  given	  alignment	  column.
Figure 3.2.: A walkthrough deriving a simple sequence expression and a position based
sequence weight scheme. This example position based sequence weight scheme uses
the Henikoff and Henikoff position-based sequence scheme [118]. The scheme assigns
weights over alignment columns, rather than over whole sequences, as other methods
do [118]. Figure adapted from and inspired by Henikoff and Henikoff, Krogh, Zvelebil
and Baum [118, 119, 120]. 29
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Sequence Column	  weights/3 Total	  weight
MCA	   18 +18 +183 0.125
GCA
12 +18 +183 0.25
MCA 18 +18 +183 0.125
MMA	   18 +12 +183 0.25
MCG
18 +18 +123 0.25
Total 1
We	  can	  now	  use	  these	  position	  specific	  weights	  for	  each	  residue	  to	  define	  weights	  for	  each	  sequence:	  
Now	  we	  can	  evaluate	  the	  first	  three	  columns	  of	  our	  query	  sequence	  based	  on	   the	  position	  
specific	  weights	  defined	  from	  our	  original	  alignment:	  
a) GMG:	  0.5	  
b) MCA:	  0.125	  
Even	  just	  working	  out	   the	  sequence	  weights	  for	  the	  first	  three	  columns	  gives	  us	  an	  
indication	  that	  sequence	  a)	  is	  weighted	  much	  more	  heavily	  and	  therefore	  is	  less	  likely	  to	  be	  
homologous	  than	  sequence	  b).	  
Hidden	  Markov	  models
M:#0.8
G:##0.2
C:#0.8
M:##0.2
A:#0.8
G:##0.2
Y:1 L:#0.8
V:##0.2
W:#0.8
T:##0.2
V:#0.2
A:##0.2
G:#0.6
1 1
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.6
1 1
Using	  this	  Hidden	  Markov	  model	  we	  can	  evaluate	  the	  probability	  of	  our	  consensus	  sequence	  belonging	  
to	  our	  homologous	  sequence	  family	  –
Consensus:	  MCAG	  -­‐ -­‐YLW	  𝑝 𝑀𝐶𝐴𝐺𝑌𝐿𝑊 = 0.8	  ×1	  ×0.8	  ×1×0.8×0.6×0.6×0.6×1×1×0.8×1×0.8 = 0.07
This	  is	  a	  very	  simplified	  example.	  In	  reality,	  the	  probabilities	  of	  each	  residue	  in	  each	  state	  would	  reflect	  
the	  proportion	  of	  20	  amino	  acids.	  The	  assessment	  of	  a	  whole	  alignment	  would	  use	  a	  profile	  HMM	  where	  
there	  would	  be	  multiple	  possible	  routes	  between	  states.
Figure 3.3.: A walkthrough deriving a simple position based sequence weight scheme
(continued from Fig.3.2) and a simple HMM from the alignment in (Fig.3.2). Figure
adapted from Krogh, Zvelebil and Baum [119, 120].
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Figure 3.4.: Pfam profile logo for glycosyltransferase family 18 (PF15024). Produced at:
http://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF15024. The x-axis denotes the position in the alignment,
the y-axis is the contribution measured in bits.
(Fig.3.5) represent intermediate alignments in the pairwise strategy. Intermediate
alignments are built by aligning progressively similar sequences and intermediate
alignments in a hierarchical manner forming a ‘guide tree’. The problem with using
this guide tree to build an alignment is that it very much depends on the the initial
alignments and clustering. If these initial alignments are sub-optimal, then this is
propagated through the whole process [120].
Figure 3.5.: In a progressive alignment strategy, sequences are aligned in order that
corresponds to the guide tree. In the cartoon above, sequences thought to be most
similar according to the guide tree are aligned first (steps 1, 2 and 3) resulting in two
groups of aligned sequences. These two groups are then aligned in the last step (4).
Adapted from Figure 6.19 of Zvelebil and Baum, [120].
Clustal [124] is an example of an alignment program that uses a progressive align-
ment strategy. Intermediate alignments can be weighted to correct for guide tree
bias, for example, programs such as T-Coffee [125] do this [120].
3.1.2.2. Iterative
An iterative alignment strategy is one in which alternative alignments, other than
those guided by an initial guide tree, are considered. Iterative alignments are
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slower but often more exhaustive in finding the closest approximation of the global
optimum [120].
Some iterative alignments consider all possible combinations of aligned se-
quences others, however, use the splits (topology) of the guide tree to inform the
choice of combinations [120], thereby finding a reasonable compromise between
computational time and accuracy.
The MUSCLE algorithm has been shown to be more accurate than ClustalW,
which uses a progressive alignment strategy [126, 127]. The strategy employed
by the MUSCLE program uses an initial guide tree and progressive alignment,
from which a distance measure is calculated and used to make another guide tree
and then a further progressive alignment. Finally this guide tree is then chopped
up to make smaller sub-tree alignments which are then realigned to look for an
increase in score [127]. The authors call this refinement and improvement of pro-
gressive alignment - an iterative strategy informed by distance measurements and
subtree splits [127].
MAFFT, [128, 129, 130, 131, 132] (Multiple sequence Alignment based on Fast
Fourier Transform) finds regions of homology using an efficient and novel method
whereby each amino acid of an alignment is considered as a vector of its volume
and polarity value [128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. This takes into account that evolution
‘sees’ the physico-chemical properties of amino acids, not the individual amino
acids themselves. Therefore, by taking into account physico-chemical proper-
ties, the method accounts for structurally neutral substitutions - such as leucine
to iso-leucine. Although somewhat indirectly, MAFFT therefore accounts for the
structure-function relationships of amino acids.
MAFFT allows users to choose a strategy in aligning their multiple sequences
[128, 129, 130, 131, 132]. Options range from a progressive alignment using a
guide tree only to further options using iterative refinement and tree dependent
restricted partitioning to inform further iterations.
3.1.2.3. Adjusting parameters for particular scenarios
As well as the strategy for multiple sequence alignment, other parameters can
be changed in order to tailor the alignment strategy to individual data sets. For
example, the substitution matrix used determines the weights, costs and over-
all costs of transitions from one amino acid to another. How are these matrices
defined? We can use BLOSSUM matrices [133] or PAM matrices [134] which
are derived from the empirical data of the conservation of amino acids between
sequences at different levels. Depending on how divergent the sequences in an
alignment are, a different substitution matrix may be more or less appropriate to
model and infer evolutionary events [120].
Gap penalties can be incorporated into a HMM and are assigned as penalties
(Fig.3.3). Gaps in an alignment indicate insertions or deletions in a sequence.
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These are relatively rare events, since indels occurring in functional parts of a
polypeptide may have detrimental consequences. However, sometimes, when
aligning highly divergent protein sequences too high a gap penalty can hinder the
correct alignment of homologous blocks of sequence. Over large evolutionary
distances, the chance of deletions and insertions increases, especially where a
process of subfunctionalisation or neofunctionalisation has occurred. It is there-
fore necessary, at high evolutionary divergence to allow for the occurrence of gaps
and not penalise too harshly. Alignment methods such as DIALIGN [135] work on
this premise. Alternatively, incorporation of structural information as employed by
Expresso [136] is the preferred choice in this thesis. For example, it is helpful if
gap penalties in an alignment are weighted as a function of their position in the
3D structure of a protein.
3.2. Reconstructing phylogenies
3.2.1. Models of enzyme evolution
3.2.1.1. Transforming alignments into phylogenetic trees
The data about evolutionary events for each amino acid position in an alignment is
transformed into a map of the evolution of each sequence. How do we map these
evolutionary relationships between sequences based on a sequence alignment?
A multiple alignment represents the data we observe from the evolution of a group
of homologous sequences. The model of evolution refers to the individual events
of substitution, insertion or deletion of amino acids at each position in the poly-
peptide chain. There are many models available, based on empirical data on the
evolution of protein sequences. We use statistical methods to find which of these
already available, empirical models best fits our data. Once chosen, this model
tells us about about the substitution events and rates of mutation between in dif-
ferent sites of the alignment, and this can be used to infer the relative evolutionary
relationships between sequences in our alignment.
The information on the evolutionary relationships between our sequences can be
used to construct a single tree topology, for example, in parsimony, by constructing
the shortest tree that accounts for all the mutational events we have inferred from
our alignment. Or, the information we have gained from our alignment can be used
to distinguish between multiple candidate topologies, as is employed by Bayesian
and Maximum Likelihood strategies.
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3.2.1.2. Mechanistic approximations of protein sequence evolution
The p-distance A simple approximation of the evolutionary distance between
two rows of an alignment, i.e. two polypeptide sequences, is to work out the frac-
tional alignment distance (p-distance), where L equals the number of sites shared
by two aligned sequences (excluding positions where one of the sequences has
a gap) and D equals the number of sites that differ [120] :
p = D
L
This simple approximation does not take into the biological context in which se-
quences evolve. For example, sites may have undergone substitutions more than
once, especially as evolutionary times increase. In addition, genes, chromosomes
and organisms do not all evolve at the same rate (for examples see work by Lynch
[137]).
The Poisson distribution can be used to correct for this. Using the Poisson dis-
tribution we can derive a probability of the number of mutations at any given site
assuming a given rate. We can use this distribution to calculate the probability of
a mutation event for any given site and call this the ‘evolutionary distance’.
The Poisson distribution, where n represents the number of mutations and rt rep-
resents rate per site per time unit. The following ten equations are from those
stated and discussed by Zvelebil and Baum [120]:
P (n; rt) = e rt(rt)n/n!
Therefore, to calculate the probability of no mutation occurring in a sequence for
a given time and rate [120]:
e rt(rt)0/0!
e rt1/1
e rt
If we take two sequences, the probability of no mutations having occurred in each
of given site for a given time and rate would be [120]:
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e 2rt
In terms of p-distance (which is a parameter we know) this is equal to (assuming
no independent mutations have led to identical residues in both sequences by a
convergent process) [120] :
e 2rt = 1  p
Since evolutionary distance (d) is approximated by the average number of muta-
tions per site, this is equivalent to our measure of rt and can now be re-written as
[120] :
1  p = e d
But this is the probability of no mutations at either site in two sequences. To calcu-
late the inverse, i.e. the probability of mutation for a site between two sequences,
we can derive the Poisson corrected distance (dp), [120] :
ln(1  p) =  d
dp =  ln(1  p)
The gamma parameter
An assumption made in the calculation of fractional alignment distance (p-
distance) is that rates between sites are the same [120]. A gamma distribution
can be used to approximate the size of variation between sites, via one para-
meter, a [120]. At short evolutionary distances (p<0.2) the gamma approximation,
p-distance and Poisson corrected p-distance all give similar estimates for evol-
utionary distance. It is at greater evolutionary distances where the estimation
of evolutionary distances between the three approximations varies significantly
[120].
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3.2.1.3. Empirical approximations of protein sequence evolution
Mechanistic approximations, which explicitly model the biological process of se-
quence evolution, have been developed and become much more complicated
than a p-distance approximation. It is therefore common to see complex mechan-
istic models being employed for mapping the evolution of nucleotide sequences.
Examples of more complex mechanistic models employed for nucleotide evolution
include: Jukes-Cantor [138], K80 model [139] and Tamura-Nei [140] all of which
can be used with the gamma distribution to account for variability in mutation rate
between sites.
When looking at protein sequence evolution, deriving a mechanistic model be-
comes unreliable. This is because parameter space is much smaller for four pos-
sible bases versus 20 amino acids. As such, empirical models are often used
instead. These models use existing protein data sets to derive estimates about
probabilities for protein mutations. The data sets sample from a wider protein
population and are therefore more or less appropriate to model particular sets of
proteins.
The JTT matrix [141] is derived from determination of substitution rates of similar
sequences from a large protein database. This is an update on the method by
Dayhoff 1978 [134], in which closely related known proteins (to try and alleviate
the effect of multiple substitutions at the same site) were aligned and phylogenetic
trees built. From these trees and alignments, Dayhoff and colleagues estimated
ancestral sequences which were used to count the number of substitutions ne-
cessary to evolve today’s extant proteins [142].
An update to this database is based on nuclear proteins is the Whelan and Gold-
man (WAG) [143] database based on 182 alignments of proteins. The more recent
LG matrix uses 3,912 alignments and accounts for variability between sites in its
matrix calculation [144].
3.2.1.4. Picking models - different criteria
The (LRT), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) It might seem most intuitive to use the latest updated version
of the Dayhoff matrix to model the evolution of a given protein alignment. This is
certainly one strategy, but it must be remembered that a sequence set is a sample
of a wider protein population and may have different characteristics that are better
described by one model of evolution than another.
It is therefore wise to use a statistic to measure how closely a given data set
matches the available substitution models. This is the process of model selection
and generally, three statistics can be used for model selection - each with their
own strengths and weaknesses.
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The LRT The LRT can be used to discriminate between two nested models. It
can be used to discriminate between use of the same model but with a different
number of parameters [142]. For example, by distinguishing between two substi-
tution models that only differ by their number of rate parameters
The likelihood ratio test statistic, with 24l being twice the log likelihood difference,
L0 being the likelihood of the null model, L1 being the likelihood of the alternative
model, l0 and l1 being the log values of each respective likelihood [142]:
24l = 2log(L1/L0) = 2(l1   l0)
The log likelihood difference between two models can be used to determine if
the more complicated model, which always fits the data better than the less com-
plicated model, does so to significantly justify the use of extra parameters. The
statistic approximates a 2 distribution which can be used to determine the signi-
ficance of on the outcome depending on the number of degrees of freedom [142].
The LRT is somewhat limited in its use, since it can only feasibly compare between
two models that are nested [142]. This is not usually the case when considering
different substitution models.
The AIC and BIC In contrast, the AIC [145] and BIC [146] can be used when
comparing multiple, non-nested models.
For example the AIC1 (Akaike information criterion), where p is the number of
parameters, and l is the optimum log likelihood [142] :
AIC =  2l + 2p
and the BIC (Bayesian information criterion), where n is the sample size (whether
that be sequence length, or sequence length multiplied by the number of se-
quences) [142]:
BIC =  2l + plog(n)
both determine the worth of extra parameters by assessing if they improve the
optimum log likelihood of a model given the data suffieciently. The difference
is that the BIC penalises models with more parameters to a greater extent as a
function of sequence length than the AIC. Although, a ‘corrected’ version of the
AIC exists, called AIC2 that penalises extra parameters more heavily [147].
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Accounting for invariant sites Some sites in an alignment are phylogenetic-
ally uninformative. Their total conservation between sequences does not allow us
to discern alternative evolutionary scenarios or topologies. These sites can be ac-
counted for separately in model estimation with a separate rate parameter which
is thought to help model the sites under variation more accurately [148, 149, 150].
However, as discussed by Yang [142], some believe that adding an invariant site
proportion to a gamma distribution is rather futile, since the gamma distribution
takes account of low rate at sites with a  1. In addition, the proportion of in-
variable sites p0 is not robust to the addition of sequences and their level of di-
vergence, since more sequences with divergence leads to a lower proportion of
constant sites, which in turn lowers the estimate of p0 [142].
3.2.2. Sequential generation of tree topologies
Distances between sequences can be used for generation of a tree topology by
a strategy of stepwise clustering [120]. One variant of these clustering methods
is Neighbour Joining (NJ) which adopts the principle of parsimony - that is, the
truest approximation of the tree will be that of the shortest length [151].
No molecular clock is assumed in NJ, unlike Unweighted Pair-Group Method using
Arithmetic averages (UPGMA) [152] which produces an ultrametric tree where
a constant rate of evolution is assumed - leading to all tips being equal in their
distance back to the root of the tree. The root of the tree is assumed to be ancestral
to the other taxa (ingroup). Whether this method is appropriate depends on the
likelihood that all taxa have evolved with substitutions at an equal rate in the data
set.
The Fitch-Margoliash method [153] generates a tree using a similar strategy to
UPGMA. However, although additive like UPGMA, it is not ultrametric and not
rooted. Its additivity means that any two branches connected to two nodes can
be added to get the distance between nodes [120].
These methods are relatively quick and efficient, and so often used for large sets
of sequences. However their clustering strategy means only one complete tree
topology is ever explored and does not allow for the comparison of alternative tree
topologies. This is problematic when the inferred topology is not representative of
the true tree. For example, when assuming a parsimonious model of evolution.
3.2.3. Evaluating tree topologies using a global optimality
criterion
The number of trees possible increases factorially with the number of taxa
[154]. An efficient tree topology exploration will assess each topology variant en-
countered by a criterion ‘s’. The goal, is either to find a topology with the greatest
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Figure 3.6.: In exploring tree topology space, step size is important. Using NNI moves
may actually result being ‘trapped’ in a local minimum. NNI moves simply swap neigh-
boring subtrees by changing their relative connectivity to their shared branch. In con-
trast, SPR moves, which use a larger step size by ’pruning’ subtrees and ’regrafting’
at another point in the tree may be more successful in more widely sampling the tree
topology landscape and so finding the global minimum value of ‘s’.
or smallest value of ‘s’, depending on what measure is used to evaluate trees. For
example, this might be increasing the likelihood or decreasing the overall length
of a tree as is aimed for in a parsimony strategy.
3.2.3.1. Search strategies
A branch bound strategy to search for optimal tree topology or topologies is an
efficient way to navigate through tree topology space to a maximum or minimum
‘s’ [120]. The algorithm starts at a baseline topology, before adding an additional
sequence in all possible positions [120]. Those topologies with a higher value
of ‘s’ than the baseline tree will be rejected and only a subset of topologies will
be kept for further sequence addition [120]. The branch and bound algorithm,
although exhaustive in its results, is also computationally expensive [120].
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3.2.3.2. Optimising tree topology
For bigger data sets, even the branch and bound method is too intensive since
the number of tree topologies to evaluate increases dramatically as a function of
the number of sequences in the underlying alignment.
For data sets containing more sequences and therefore more possible trees it
is necessary to take smaller steps from an initial starting tree. The steps are
forms of branch swapping and include, at their smallest NNI (nearest neighbour
interchange), SPR (Subtree Pruning and Regrafting) to TBR (Tree Bisection and
Reconnection) which is the largest of these optimisation strategies [120]. Smaller
steps are more prone to getting stuck in local minima (Fig.3.6) than methods that
take larger steps [120].
3.2.3.3. An example in action - The PhyML process
PhyML is feasible for use with small to medium sized data sets. As such, PhyML
relies on smaller moves to optimise a reasonable tree [155]. In its original version,
PhyML used NNI moves to explore the tree topology landscape, however, this was
susceptible to being caught in local minima [155]. As such, the latest version of
PhyML makes use of SPR moves also. To reduce the computational burden of
introducing these SPR moves a filtering strategy similar in methodology as the
branch and bound method is used [155].
3.2.4. Evaluation of multiple tree topologies - character based
methods
‘Character based’ methods including parsimony, Bayesian and maximum likeli-
hood (ML) can be used to evaluate multiple, alternative tree topologies. How do
we evaluate these tree topologies? The most simple, parsimony, will choose the
tree topology which involves the fewest number of mutations to reconstruct the
evolutionary history of the alignment [156]. However, this assumes a situation of
minimum evolution that is not always reflective of the true tree, or data, at hand.
For a given topology, we wish to have a measure of the probability that the tree
hypothesis (H) is correct given the alignment (D) that is P(H|D). Being a condi-
tional probability, we would need to know the probability of our tree to estimate
the probability of our alignment (assumed unknown). In reality, we do not know
the probability of our tree but do know the probability of our alignment. So how do
we infer our confidence of an unknown hypothesis (our tree) given an alignment
(our data)?
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3.2.5. Bayesian methods to construct phylogenetic trees
There are two ways to approach this problem. One is to use the law of joint
probability to derive a way of finding P(H|D), assuming a set of prior probabilities
as part of the process - this is a Bayesian approach [120].
Bayes’ theorem allows for a derivation of a direct measure of confidence for a tree
topology given the data. Bayes’ theorem uses the law of joint probability to derive
P(H|D). The following four equations are taken from [120]:
The probability of two joint events [120]:
P (D;H) = P (D)P (HjD)
This can be also written in reverse [120]: :
P (D;H) = P (H)P (DjH)
since both are equal to P (D;H) then [120]:
P (D)P (HjD) = P (H)P (DjH)
If we divide both sides by P (D) to get P (HjD) [120]:
P (HjD) = P (H)P (DjH)
P (D)
So now we have a way to calculate the posterior probability of the hypothesis
given the data P(H|D) - which involves dividing the likelihood of the data given the
hypothesis P(D|H) (multiplied by a prior probability of the hypothesis) divided by
the probability of the data (e.g. the residue composition in the alignment).
The issue of contention with this approach is the use of a ‘prior’. The prior in-
troduces knowledge about the ‘true’ tree topology before the evaluation of tree
topologies has begun - effectively biasing the sample to be sampled.
The problem is, how to select these priors objectively? In some cases, practi-
tioners of Baysian phylogeny use ‘flat’ priors - in an attempt to circumnavigate
the subjectivity in prior assumptions. However, setting a ‘flat’ prior for one para-
meter can have unexpected consequences for another parameter - for example,
topology on clade size [142, 157, 158].
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3.2.5.1. Maximum Likelihood (ML)
The ML method [159] assumes that picking the topology that maximises the like-
lihood of the data is the most likely tree, L(H|D) [120, 157]. The process of ML is
summarised for a simple tree in (Fig.3.7).
Therefore, there is no measure of objective confidence in the tree. The maximum
likelihood strategy gives the probability of the data given the tree topology.
3.3. Assessing phylogenetic support and reliability
Despite the subjectivity of prior assumptions used in Bayesian phylogeny recon-
struction the interpretation of phylogenetic support is much more straightforward
using a Bayesian strategy. The output is a posterior probability of the tree topo-
logy and other parameters being true given the underlying alignment and prior
assumptions made. In contrast, determining what a ‘likelihood’ means is by no
means as straightforward [142]. A likelihood does not say anything about the
probability of the tree topology being true within the entire population of possible
trees. Rather, a likelihood gives a measure of the best-fit of the topology to the
data, it does not give any indication as to how significant this is in terms of a wider
population of all possible trees.
One alternative measure of support for trees is a measure of reliability of each
bifurcation - this bootstrap procedure is commonly used to assess the support of
trees. However, the interpretation of a bootstrap value is not straightforward - as
is evidenced by the wide range of viewpoints on the matter [142].
3.3.1. What does the Bootstrap actually mean?
A bootstrap sample repeats the tree building process (with all conditions the same
as the original) with a perturbed alignment which is sampled with replacement.
The perturbed alignment is formed by sampling the original alignment columns
to form a pseudo alignment - where columns from the original alignment may be
missing or duplicated. The overall number of columns in this perturbed alignment
is the same as the original alignment.
• Repeatability - It has been argued that bootstrapping is a way of further
sampling the tree topology space for that alignment and can be approxim-
ated to sampling the full distribution of trees [142, 160, 161, 162].
• Frequentist - type I error rate/false positive rate. This views the probability
of the tree being true as opposed to some null hypothesis that it isn’t true
[163].
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Illustrated	  above	  is	  a	  tree	  of	  four	  species	   (1,2,3	  &	  4).	  At	  a	  particular	  site	  the	  data	  observed	  is	  T,C,A,C	  
for	  each	   of	  the	  species	   respectively.	   Nodes	  6,	  5	  are	  ancestral	   and	  0	  is	  the	  root.	  Branch	  lengths	  are	  
measured	  as	  the	  number	  of	  substitutions	  per	  site	  and	  labelled	  as	  ‘𝑉’.	   	  	  
The	  probability	  for	  a	  nucleotide	   (xhth column	  in	  the	  alignment)	   at	  the	  root	  is	  given	  by:	  𝑝(𝑥ℎ 	  𝜃 = ∑ ∑ ∑ [𝑔𝑥0𝑃𝑥0./ 𝑥6(𝑉6)𝑃𝑥6𝑇(𝑉4)	  𝑃𝑥6𝐶(𝑉3)	  𝑃𝑥0𝑥5(𝑉5)	  𝑃𝑥5𝐴(𝑉2)	  𝑃𝑥5𝐶(𝑉1).9.: ]
Where	  𝜃 constitutes	   the	  branch	  length	  (𝑉)	  and	  transition/transversion ratio	  parameters	   included	  in	  
the	  model	  (𝑔 and	  𝑃)	  .𝑔𝑥:=	  Prior	  probability	  that	  node	  0	  has	  nucleotide	   𝑥:, <= 	  according	  to	  K80	  model.	  𝑃𝑥:=	  Probability	  of	  transition	  of	  unknown	  sequence	   at	  𝑥>	  ?@	  𝑥A .	  
We	  do	  not	  know	  the	  sequences	   for	  ancestral	  nodes.	  Therefore	  all	  possibilities	  for	  nodes	  5	  and	  6	  must	  
be	  taken	  into	  account.	  
We	  assume	   each	  site	  to	  be	  independent,	  so	  the	  product	  of	  the	  probabilities	  at	  each	   site	  gives	  us	  the	  
probability	  over	  the	  whole	  tree.	  An	  alternative	  measure	   is	  the	  log	  likelihood	  which	  takes	  the	  sum	  of	  
all	  sites:	  
𝑙 = log 𝐿 = G log	  {𝑝(𝑋ℎ>JK< |	  𝜃)}
4:C2:	  C	   3:	  A1:T
0
V2 V16 V3V4
Maximum	  Likelihood	  
Figure 3.7.: A walkthrough of the maximum likelihood method for a simple tree. Adapted
from Yang[142], Figure 4.1.
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• Accuracy - this is the most ambitious of interpretations [164]. This sees the
result as an equivalent of the probability that the given clade is present on
the true tree.
In this work, the closest approximation we make is that the bootstrap is a measure
of repeatability. We approximate that perturbing the data set by bootstrapping is
an approximation of building trees from another data set derived from the same
genes with the same parameters. We look for common features in this foray into
tree topology space, and use it as a guide to test the robustness of our ML tree.
3.3.1.1. Alternatives to the bootstrap
The bootstrap is computationally costly and can be difficult to interpret. There are
variations and alternatives to this procedure. For example the bootstrap interior
branch test [120]. The data is permutated and sampled with replacement - much
like bootstrapping. However, in this scenario, the tree topology is constrained
to remain the same and the branch lengths differ. The test aims to look at the
proportion of zero length branches inferred when re-sampling the data set as a
measure of confidence in the branch [120].
Despite challenges in interpreting the bootstrap we found the bootstrap allows us
to explore alternative scenarios of evolution. The lack of clear consensus within
our bootstrap set may have been indicative of a particularly rugged, or particularly
smooth likelihood landscape [102]. Other methods, such as the interior branch
strategy do not allow for the direct exploration of other topologies by the user. A
Bayesian strategy would have constrained the distribution of topologies to explore
- resulting in a less exhaustive search.
3.3.1.2. Long branch attraction
Figure 3.8.: In Long Branch Attraction, the wrong tree can be inferred due to the ‘at-
traction’ of long branches. This is shown in this figure as taxa A and B being inferred
as sharing a common ancestor on an unrooted tree when in fact, taxon A is a sister
group to taxon C and taxon B is a sister group to taxon D, as depicted in the ’true tree’.
Adapted from of Zvelebil and Baum [120], Figure 8.21.
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Even if trees are assessed as optimal and well supported by the data artifacts can
occur that lead to misleading topologies. One of these is Long Branch Attraction
(LBA) (Fig.3.8) and is a particular problem when using a model of parsimony when
building phylogenies e.g.[165, 166].
The phenomenon is seen when longer branches are wrongly grouped as sis-
ter taxa on a phylogenetic tree [142]. This happens because statistically, those
branches with more substitutions are likely to share similar amino acid compos-
itions at any one site through sheer chance [142]. This can be misinterpreted
during phylogeny building as close homology [142].
This problem can be overcome by using a more sophisticated model of evolution,
which incorporates different rates of evolution for different lineages although the
model has to be realistic, even if more complex [142]. It is also important that
sequences are selected carefully for phylogenetic analyses. For example, the use
of adequate taxon sampling breaks up the long branches into a larger number of
short branches [167, 168].
Being aware of the possibility of LBA in our work, we have carefully selected mod-
els of evolution based on the data at hand, stayed away from maximum parsimony
strategies and carefully selected sequences that are from a wide range of taxa and
roughly representative of taxonomic group size [102].
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4. Investigating the evolution of
function in silico
Assessment of enzyme function as restricted to ‘wet’ laboratory assays is an ex-
cellent way to discern function at a case-by-case level. However, bioinformatics
has the power of empirical knowledge and pattern detection - therefore enabling
bioinformaticians to make informed, intelligent hypotheses about function that can
be ratified in the lab. An approach such as this, using bioinformatics in conjunction
with more ‘traditional’ lab techniques, allows for a greater area of enzyme function
space to be explored whilst being much more efficient in terms of time and money.
We can use phylogenies to explore evolutionary relationships between biological
sequences. Sometimes, having a ‘bird’s eye view’ of enzyme data (as bioinformat-
ics does) can reveal patterns that would not be obvious by lab work alone. Having
an idea as to the order in which sequences have evolved, we can ask interest-
ing questions. These questions might revolve around sequence divergence or
ancestral sequence inference and can provide the data for further more specific
investigations on enzyme function in the lab.
The study of bioinformatics is, by definition, restricted by the data available. There-
fore, there exists an inherent bias in families with more data which then tend to
be more amenable to bioinformatic methods and yield more statistically and bio-
logically robust results. Not all possible methods are discussed in this chapter,
but rather those used in this thesis are evaluated.
4.1. Ancestral sequence/state reconstruction (ASR)
4.1.1. Theory
Originally proposed by Pauling and Zuckerkandl in 1963 [169], ancestral se-
quence reconstruction involves the inference of character states for each column
of the alignment based on extant character states (Fig.4.1). As discussed for
different tree building methods, a parsimony based strategy cannot quantify the
certainty of any ancestral reconstructions. Maximum likelihood and Bayesian ap-
proaches consider a range of possibilities, due to their ability to incorporate more
complex models of protein evolution. Fully Bayesian methods give a probability
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but are based on subjective prior assumptions. Although, some level of subjectiv-
ity in prior assumptions is in common with any method.
Figure 4.1.: Illustrated is a simple parsimonious approach for carrying out ASR on a phylo-
geny for the column 2 of the above section of an alignment. Ancestral nodes are labelled
with possible states going from leaves to tips, before resolving state unions by passing
back down from the root to tips. More sophisticated models can be incorporated in ML
and Bayesian methods.
4.1.2. Applications
Ancestral sequence reconstruction is important for understanding how protein
functions within homologous protein families have evolved. By looking at the se-
quences of ancestors we can infer possible functions (either currently extant or
not) and use the information to model the trajectory of past evolution [56, 102].
In some cases, methods that reveal patterns in the evolution of function within
a superfamily can be used to understand the evolution of modern day proteins
[170].
4.1.3. Different methods and software available
In some ASR studies, a Bayesian method of ancestral sequence reconstruction
(e.g. by Huelsenbeck and Ronquist [171]) is preferred as its results are more
easily interpretable - with the posterior probability value being read as the degree
of confidence in a given ancestral reconstruction. It has been demonstrated that
a fully Bayesian strategy can be more robust in the modelling of thermostability of
protein sequences [172] and so has been the method of choice for some [52, 57].
However, a study comparing ASR Bayesian and ML analysis of LeuB enzymes
showed that an ML strategy actually generates kinetically more feasible estimates
in contrast to those generated by a Bayesian strategy [51].
Along with other authors, including Edwards and Shields, and Ashkenazy et al.
[173, 174], we have chosen to use an ML ASR strategy [102]. ML ASR predictions
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use an empirical Bayes method [175, 176], where prior weightings are derived
from the data at hand. Our justification for this lay in the need to set subjective
priors and the limited sampling of trees as is necessary in a fully Bayesian ASR
analysis [102].
4.2. Homology modelling
4.2.1. Theory
Ancestral sequences can be used to model the possible functions of ancestral
proteins. Clues as to the function of such a protein might be found in its amino
acid sequence. However, the linear sequence of a protein is not representative
of its native, folded 3D structure. Although we code these complex structures as
strings of amino acid units for the purposes of alignment, this is not representative
of function in vivo.
The process of homology modelling can be used to infer the likely three dimen-
sional structure for a given protein sequence. This is possible due to the fact that
structure is more conserved than sequence [87]. Even though two sequences
may have little in common at the sequence level, they still may fold into a sim-
ilar structure. Comparing the structure of two proteins can help amplify any low
level signal of homology that may not be obvious at the sequence level - given the
plethora of evolutionary events that can change the exact sequence of a protein.
Using this observation, we can extrapolate that certain sequences tend to fold in
certain ways and use this empirical information to build homology models.
A detailed explanation and discussion on the topic of homology modelling is bey-
ond the scope of this thesis. However the main principles and steps are discussed
here:
Structural homologs are found and aligned to template
The query sequence, from now on referred to as the ‘target’, must be queried
against other proteins in a structural database (e.g. the PDB) to look for proteins
with a similar sequence, or a similar section of sequence [120]. At this point one
or more of these sequence matches (now referred to as a ‘template’) is aligned to
the target sequence [120].
The accuracy of this alignment is incredibly important. Since a template is being
used to infer the 3D structure of a protein, the template and the target must be
correctly matched up. Mismatches can have big consequences for the integrity of
the downstream structure. For example, when charged residues are modelled to
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lie within a hydrophobic core, this goes against our prior empirical knowledge of
protein structure [177].
Modelling the structurally conserved core
Conserved parts of the protein, that align to the template without major insertions
or deletions, are modelled first [120]. These tend to correspond to secondary
structure elements such as beta sheets and helices. Amino acid side chains are
also modelled at this stage. In more than 90% of cases, the amino acid conform-
ations can be directly transferred between query and template [120]. In cases
where this direct transfer is not applicable, empirical information as to the most
common conformations of amino acid chains in the form of a rotamer library is
used [120].
Modelling less conserved parts of the sequence
Gaps and deletions in the alignment are modelled as highly flexible loop struc-
tures, which are most likely to vary in evolution. They are often the site at which
diverse substrate specificity evolves within superfamilies [178, 179]. It is there-
fore necessary to model these structures in order to elucidate function - although
their variability makes this challenging. A template approach surveys a database
of known protein structures to find a match with sufficient sequence similarity to
the loop sequence so that its structure can be inferred [120]. Alternatively, ab
initio methods can be used to predict a loop structure using empirical knowledge
of amino acid geometry [180].
4.2.2. Different methods and software available
Determining the possible structure of a polypeptide sequence is highly in demand
for researchers in many different fields. As such, there are a variety of online tools
that automate the process of homology modelling, e.g. the I-TASSER and Phyre
servers [181, 182]. These are assessed by the Critical Assessment of Structure
Prediction (CASP) [183] and the Fully Automated Structure Prediction (CAFASP)
[184]. The assessment consists of researchers using their software to predict the
structure of proteins whose 3D structure has been solved - for example by X-Ray
crystallography or NMR - but whose structure has not been released into the public
domain. The attempt at predicting this known 3D structure is then assessed by
independent reviewers or, for the case of CAFASP, by an automated evaluation
technique.
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4.3. Reconciling gene and species trees - inferring
evolutionary events
Gene and species trees often differ. These differences can be used to diagnose
gene duplication, transfer and loss events. It is important to know the history of
a gene in this genomic context because duplication events can be the seeds for
neofunctionalisation and subfunctionalisation.
4.3.1. Theory
Reconciling a binary species tree and a binary gene tree is conceptually quite
straightforward . When mapping a gene tree and species tree inferring transfers,
losses and duplications are kept to a minimum - a program such as Notung uses
a parsimonious strategy [185]. As such, the duplication, loss and transfer score
() is minimised [186]:
 = cDD + cLL+ cTT
However, the inclusion of transfers makes the mapping more complex. Inclusion
of the possibility of transfers means that the gene tree is no longer constrained by
the species tree topology and multiple solutions to the mapping problem can be
found - sometimes these are equally optimal [185] [186].
The weighting of these events can be changed by the user. This is important when
considering different biological contexts, for example, the cost of transfers could
be down-weighted to reflect horizontal gene transfer prevalence in a prokaryote
phylogeny [187].
4.3.2. Different methods and software available
As discussed, the inference of evolutionary events is important for many applica-
tions. As a result, there are many algorithms and programs available that can be
used to infer HGT events, some of the more well known being RIATA-HGT [188],
EEEP[189] and Prunier [190].
It is necessary to take into account transfers, duplications and losses in order
to accurately reconcile species trees and gene trees. Notung is unique in the
way that it considers a broad range of evolutionary events, including duplication,
transfer, loss and incomplete lineage sorting [185].
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4.4. Comparing evolutionary rates between
different phylogenetic groups
4.4.1. Theory
How do we ask questions about the evolution of sequence, structure and function
after a transfer or duplication event?
As discussed in Chapter 2, duplication events provide an unconstrained copy of a
gene which is then free to accumulate mutations and possibly, change in function
[35]. The difference in evolutionary constraints between these two genes can be
detected as a difference in evolutionary conservation [191].
How do we detect these differences? One way might be to analyse the proportion
of non-synonymous rates dN of substitution as compared against synonymous
rates dS of substitution, as expressed by the normalised ratio ! used in software
such as PAML [192]:
(! = dN/dS)
A greater proportion of non-synonymous than synonymous mutations indicates
positive selection (!= >1), a greater proportion of synonymous mutations than
non-synonymous indicates negative selection (!= <1) and the same frequency
of non-synonymous and synonymous mutations (! =1) indicates neutral evolu-
tion. One of the problems with this approach is that the codon level can become
swamped at large evolutionary distances (as discussed in Chapter 3).
Algorithms exist to compare substitution rates at the amino acid level. Two ex-
amples we will consider are the Evolutionary Trace [193] method and DIVERGE
[194, 195].
Both methods employ the fact that at the amino acid level, lack of conservation
of particular regions of a protein can imply a lifting of evolutionary pressure and
therefore potential for neofunctionalisation. Residues conserved within their func-
tional subgroup are called ‘class specific residues’ [196]. Both Evolutionary Trace
[193] and DIVERGE [194, 195] assume that functional subgroups can be inferred
by sequence conservation.
In the Evolutionary Trace method, these class-specific residues are ranked based
on the number of divisions a tree must undergo for them to be class specific [196].
As such, those with a rank of a low number (1,2,3...) represent class specific
residues that occur and are conserved near the root of the tree - their conserva-
tion early in evolution may indicate a fundamental role in protein function [196].
Class residues with higher numbered ranks (4,5,6...) represent those in which
only small subgroups are the residues conserved [196]. This may be indicative
of subfunctionalisation or neofunctionalisation. As the ranks get higher in number
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the power to detect signal from noise decreases with decreasing group/sample
size [196].
These ranked class specific residues can then be mapped onto structure. Class
specific residues that cluster spatially can be indicative of functional sites [196].
If these differ between two diverged groups this may be indicative of a change in
function.
The problem with evaluating conservation of residues this way is that there is no
statistical basis on which to differentiate functional divergence and neutral drift. A
statistical framework needs to be implemented to assess the significance of dif-
ferences detected. Gu uses the measure of evolutionary rate between two sub-
groups as a proxy for a measure of conservation [197]. DIVERGE tests whether
the rates of evolution between two subgroups are correlated after a duplication
event [197]. If the subgroup rates are correlated, a low coefficient of divergence
is assumed. If, however, the subgroup rates are found to be independent a high
coefficient of divergence is inferred.
Gu et al. measure the extent of type I functional divergence between cluster 1
and cluster 2 by the coefficient, 12 [198]. It is equivalent to P (S1), the probability
that at least one of two clusters being compared is under functional constraint
[198, 197]. In this state, the rates between equivalent sites in two clusters are
statistically independent [198, 197]:
12 = P (S1)
Therefore, 1-12 is the probability that neither of the two clusters are under func-
tional constraint. In this state, the rates between equivalent sites in two clusters
are not statistically independent [198, 197]:
1  12 = P (S0)
The significance of the value of this coefficient can be calculated using a Likelihood
Ratio Test [197] :
H0 : 12 = 0
versus [197]
HA : 12 > 0
The likelihood ratio statistic (2l) can then be tested for significance against a 2
distribution with one degree of freedom [197].
If there is enough evidence to rejectH0 with significance then we can ascertain that
there is sufficient evidence that functional constraints differ enough between the
two genes that they can be seen as two functionally divergent groups of enzymes.
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Part II.
Exploring the evolution of antibiotic
resistance in the
metallo--lactamase superfamily
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5. Reconstructing the evolution of
the metallo--lactamase
superfamily
One mechanism of survival for antibiotic resistant bacteria is their ability to hydro-
lyse -lactam molecules. The ability of bacteria to do this is one of the key mech-
anisms of antibiotic resistance [199] and predates modern medicine [200, 201]. In
fact, a study in [202] dates the emergence of metallo--lactamase function to more
than two billion years ago. Despite this early emergence of metallo--lactamase
function, the intensive use of antibiotics by humankind has encouraged the ap-
pearance of resistant strains, which are a growing threat [203]. Some bacterial
enzymes have evolved the ability to hydrolyse a wide range of substrates - making
the design of a specific inhibitor more challenging [204]. These broad spectrum
enzymes include the metallo--lactamases which use activated water in nucleo-
philic attack of the lactam ring via a zinc ion(s) bound in the active site [205]. This
is in contrast to the serine--lactamases, which although similar in function (and
E.C. class) to the metallo--lactamases, use a serine residue to mitigate nucleo-
philic attack on the lactam ring rather than a bound zinc ion [206].
The metallo--lactamase gene is found in many pathogenic gram negative
species of bacteria including: Bacteroides fragilis, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Aeromonas hydrophila, Serratia marcescens and Elizabethkingia meningoseptica
[205]. It appears that the gene (carried on a mobile DNA element) is becoming
widely distributed [209]. The gene’s existence in the genomes of ‘environmental
species’ constitutes an additional threat [210, 211, 212, 213].
It is therefore important that we understand the distribution, transmission and evol-
ution of this gene. By the use of phylogenetics we can pinpoint organisms and
trends that might be most fruitful to study in the design of new antibiotics [214].
Studying past patterns of evolution using phylogenetics cannot be used as a ‘crys-
tal ball’ to predict future evolutionary events, but it can help pinpoint more likely
ones [215, 216, 217, 218].
Building a well-supported phylogeny for the metallo--lactamase family has
proven a challenge. Past studies have focused on the B1 and B3 lactamases
only, building separate phylogenies for these two groups [202]. Others have used
a small dataset of structural representatives to build a phylogeny of the whole
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Figure 5.1.: Crystal structure of 1M2X, a BlaB metallo-beta-lactamase from Chryseo-
bacterium meningosepticum bound with D-captopril inhibitor (red) [207]. Zinc ions are
shown as grey spheres, those bound in the active site are important for the lactamase
reaction. Figure generated using Jmol [208].
family [219]. However, despite these efforts, statistical support for divergences
for relationships between more divergent superfamily members remains low.
Part of challenge in attempting to build a phylogeny for this superfamily lies in
the fact that enzyme functions in this superfamily are so diverse. Annotated in
the CATH database (CATH 3.60.15.10) [220] this family includes the metallo--
lactamases, A-type flavoproteins, the glyoxalase IIs and the RNase Z enzymes.
The structural and functional diversity of these enzymes is such that they are
separated into two clusters of Structurally Similar Groups (SSGs) by the protein
structure–function phylogeny suite FunTree [108, 107] for the purposes of align-
ment and phylogenetic tree building. SSGs are the result of clustering portions
of protein sequences that contain only the domain of interest based on their se-
quence and structural similarity [108, 107].
At the level of the metallo--lactamases, there exists another level of separation
which is much contended in the literature. The metallo- lactamases have tra-
ditionally been classified into three subclasses B1, B2 and B3 [221], by virtue of
their sequence identity or substrate specificity. However, the degree of evolution-
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ary separation between these subclasses appears not to be equal - with the B1
and B2 subclasses sharing more more sequence identity to each other than to
group B3 [222]. Despite this difference, common catalytic and mechanistic fea-
tures are shared by the B1/B2 and B3 subclasses. Namely, the amide bond of a
lactam ring is hydrolysed by a zinc-activated water initiating nucleophilic attack at
the carbonyl carbon. The area of contention lies in the fact that although the over-
all mechanism is the same in these subclasses, the transition state is stabilised
by different residues [223, 224, 225, 226, 227].
This observation is congruent with the general substrate profile of this family.
That is, excluding the flavoproteins, although substrate identity varies, the overall
mechanism of hydrolysis is conserved. As discussed by Aravind et al. [39] this
superfamily seems to exemplify the case in which different substrates have been
accommodated by a conserved scaffold through the course of evolution [83, 81].
As such, the subject of classification of the B1/B2 and B3 metallo--lactamases
remains contentious. In fact, some argue that the B1/B2 and B3 may represent
independent evolutionary inventions and this should be reflected in their classi-
fication, no matter how similar they might be in function [228]. The difficulty in
discerning the relationship between the B1/B2 and B3 subgroups is compounded
by the fact that although these subgroups are similar in overall structure, they
have distinct and individual structural features [223].
Here, we utilise the FunTree resource as a base to generate an improved phylo-
geny for the whole superfamily - by widening the distribution of taxa included in
the alignment, using an ML strategy with a model of evolution selected to fit the
data.
5.1. Past work by others and available data
A structurally informed approach can be an aid in diagnosing signal in evolutionar-
ily diverse superfamilies. It therefore comes as no surprise that previous studies
have used structural information as a basis for alignment and tree building.
Here, we contrast the alignment generated by Garau et al. [219] with that pro-
duced by the FunTree resource [108, 107] which uses different strategies to gen-
erate a structural alignment.
5.1.1. Alignments
Garau et al. [219] used a small set of structural representatives to create an align-
ment of the metallo--lactamase superfamily. This sequence alignment was then
edited to only include those parts of the structural alignment that were conserved
(Fig.5.2). In doing this the authors ensured that positions in the alignment were
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aligned to maximize identity. However in doing so, there is concern that key evol-
utionary information may have been disregarded.
FunTree, in contrast, uses a different strategy to maximize identity in alignment
positions between structural representatives [108, 107]. Using the CATH clas-
sification of homologous superfamily domains (in this case 3.60.10.15), it is re-
congnised that superfamily members can be so diverse it is not always easy to
align them at the structural core. Therefore, the FunTree strategy clusters super-
family members into Structurally Similar Groups. These SSGs can then be more
confidently aligned (than the whole family).
The alignment by Garau et al. includes many of the same protein representatives
as those found in FunTree, but does not share any of the same representatives of
the flavoproteins as the FunTree phylogeny. Interestingly, 1VJN & 1WRA share
the metallo- lactamase CATH code (predicted by CATHEDRAL [229]) but are put
into separate SSGs in FunTree [108, 107].
Figure 5.2.: Schematic illustration of the secondary structure of the metallo--lactamase
topology as presented by [230]. Sections a - g of the structurally conserved regions
used in the alignment by Garau et al. [219] are highlighted. Adapted from Garau et al.
[219].
In the alignment by Garau et al. residues such as: Tyr 191 in 1SML & 228 1K07
and Cys 141 in 1QH5 (numbering as documented in the Catalytic Site Atlas [103])
thought to be involved in catalysis [103] were not included in the alignment. How-
ever, even though these residues lie in areas not so well structurally conserved,
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their inclusion is important in the building of phylogenetic trees that faithfully rep-
resent the history of evolution in this superfamily.
The above comparisons demonstrate that there are fundamental differences
between the alignments of Garau et al. and FunTree. One of the main reasons for
this may lie in the fact that Garau and colleagues concatenated all B1 sequences
as a first step and then used this resulting sequence as a template for the rest of
the alignment. By doing so, the authors actually biased the alignment to include
features found in the B1 class of metallo--lactamases.
5.1.2. Phylogeny
As discussed, the FunTree strategy gives results that are more accurate in the
alignment of residues of functional importance than that of Garau et al. [219]. We
then went on to examine how differences in the underlying alignment strategies
used by Garau et al. and FunTree impacted the resulting phylogeny.
Determining the evolutionary ordering of the major functional groups in this su-
perfamily is by no means a trivial task. In part, this is evidenced by the work of
Garau et al. [219] in which phylogenies based on structural diversity scores versus
those based on a structurally informed sequence alignment differ extensively in
their topology.
The FunTree phylogeny agrees with the phylogeny based on structural alignment
as generated by [219] in that the B3 and B1/B2 lactamases form two distinct
groups that diverged back in evolutionary history (Fig.5.3). The clear evolutionary
separation of these groups evidenced by both FunTree and [219] adds weight to
the argument by Hall and Barlow [228] that despite functional similarities of chem-
ical mechanism, the B1 and B3 classifications of these enzymes should remain
distinct.
However, the relation of these two major groups of lactamases is a source of
contention. The phylogeny by Garau et al. implies that the B3 subclass is more
closely related to the glyoxalases and rubredoxin than the B1/B2 group which
is most closely related to rubredioxin [219]. This is in contrast to the FunTree
phylogeny, where the B1/B2 group is more closely related to the glyoxalases, and
the B3 group most closely related to the flavoproteins.
5.1.3. The contribution we make to this field
Constructing phylogenies of divergent superfamilies represents a formidable chal-
lenge. Despite this, we felt that the existing attempts for this superfamily could be
improved by use of strategies shown to be useful in the literature.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.3.: Top: A phylogeny based on structures of the metallo--lactamases by Garau
et al.[219]. Figure adapted from Garau et al. [219] Bottom: Phylogeny adapted from
FunTree.[107, 108] Enzyme functions are colour coded as follows: cyan glyoxalase IIs,
green A-type flavoproteins, pale pink subclass B2 metallo--lactamases, magenta B1
metallo--lactamases, orange B3 metallo--lactamases, no colour function not included
in FunTree SSG1 phylogeny. Branch lengths are not biologically meaningful.
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The first strategy was to increase the size of the dataset by adding additional ho-
mologous sequences. By doing this, we hoped to increase signal to noise ratio,
break up long branches [168, 167, 231] and provide a more realistic and broad
ranging view of evolution. We felt that after inspection (discussed above), the Fun-
Tree alignment did an excellent job of aligning homologous and important catalytic
residues. Therefore, we used the FunTree alignment of CATH domain 3.60.15.10
as a profile to search for similar additional sequences and as a base during align-
ment (discussed in more detail in sec.5.2).
The ML method used by FunTree involves fewer unrealistic assumptions than the
neighbour-joining used by [219]. FunTree uses a JTT model of evolution [141] by
default. We hoped to improve on this by using a statistical framework to assess
the best model of evolution for our alignment (see sec.5.2).
The FunTree software suite generates its phylogenies by use of a species guide
tree. For some datasets this may improve phylogenetic accuracy but only when
the evolution of a gene correlates with that of the overall evolution of its species.
For prokaryotes, this is not always the case, given the high prevalence of HGT
[232, 187, 233]. We therefore felt that for this particular dataset, with its high
proportion of prokaryote members, that constraining the gene tree to the species
tree topology was not appropriate.
FunTree phylogenies are not rooted [107, 108]. Including an outgroup as a root
would enable the unfolding of evolutionary events throughout this superfamily to
be seen more clearly. An outgroup should be clearly more evolutionarily distinct
than those members of the ingroup, whilst remaining detectably homologous. We
used the FunTree definition of SSGs within a superfamily to define an ingroup and
outgroup (for more detail see sec.5.2).
5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Selection of additional sequences
Using the FunTree multiple alignment (FunTree 3.60.15.10 SSG1) [107, 108] a
profile hidden Markov model was created in HMMR [122] to search for additional
sequences in the UniProtKB database using default parameters. The profile ef-
fectively represented SSG1 of CATH H-level superfamily 3.60.15.10.
In its phylogenies, FunTree uses a filtering strategy so that trees include groups
of taxa that proportionally represent their occurrence in nature [108, 107, 90].
Whilst adding sequences, we were careful to maintain the approximate propor-
tions of these functional groups. A diverse and significant group of sequences
were picked by using keywords for different metallo--lactamase members (as
listed by Bebrone [205]) and other functional groups: ‘flavoprotein’, ‘nitric oxide
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reductase’ (NOR) and ‘Hydroxyglutathionehydrolase’/‘glyoxalase II’ which were
ordered by score. We excluded draft sequences but not all sequences had been
reviewed.
We extracted the 3.60.15.10 domain from the sequences by submitting to Gene3D
[234, 235] and CATH (for those sequences that had solved structures) PDBsum
[236] and Gene3D were also used to trim off signal peptide sequences.
Choice of outgroup sequences Composed of two structurally similar out-
groups, the CATH superfamily 3.60.15.10 includes SSG1 - including the metallo-
- lactamases, and SSG 2 which includes the ribonucleases (tRNase Z). We used
structurally solved members of SSG2, with their experimentally designated func-
tional residues as our outgroup. These members of SSG2 satisfied the conditions
for a good outgroup - showing homology but suitably distinct from all members of
the ingroup (SSG1).
Alignment of additional sequences We used the FunTree structurally in-
formed multiple sequence alignment (FunTree 3.60.15.10 SSG1) [108, 107]) of
the superfamily as a basis for which to align additional sequences. Trimming of
the alignment by BMGE [237] was used in preliminary analyses (data not shown)
but the results of which were not used in further analyses. By visual inspection, we
found that metal coordinating residues, thought to be conserved in the alignment,
were well aligned.
The bias of long branch attraction [165, 238] can be reduced by adding additional
sequences [168, 167, 231]. We aligned our additional sequences, found using the
above search strategy, using he profile aligning facility in MAFFT [129, 131, 130],
with the L-INS-I algorithm, JTT 100 matrix with gap opening penalty of 1.0 and
an extension penalty of 0.0. The gap penalties were lowered as compared to
the default to account for the high level of sequence and structural divergence
expected given the wide range of functions within this family. The JTT 100 mat-
rix achieved the lowest number of gapped sites and therefore best alignment of
catalytic residues according to visual inspection.
Model testing and inference of phylogenetic trees Using MODELGENER-
ATOR [239], specified with four gamma catagories, we found that the WAG-I-G
[143] model was chosen as a best fit to our alignment by the BIC, AIC and AIC2
criteria.
PhyML 3.0 [155] was used to infer the Maximum Likelihood phylogeny. We al-
lowed PhyML to optimise the I and G parameters and use a strategy of the best of
‘Nearest Neighbour Interchange’ and ‘Subtree Pruning and Regrafting’ rearrange-
ments with 100 bootstrap replicates.
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Since we had good structural evidence that SSG2 was more divergent than any
members of the ingroup SSG1, we only included trees in which the ingroup was
monophyletic for further analysis. We used the R [240] package Ape [241] and
’Root’ function to manually test for the monophyly of the ingroup across the whole
bootstrap set. Using this criterion, 98 of 100 bootstrap trees were used for further
analysis [90, 157].
5.3. Results & Discussion
5.3.1. Alignment of sequences and structures
Figure 5.4.: LIGPLOT [242] schematic depiction of the protein ligand interactions between
1M2X, BlaB metallo-beta-lactamase and D-captopril inhibitor (labelled above as Mco
811A) [207]. Hydrogen bonds are shown as green dashed lines. Curved red combs
show other types of interactions, such as ligand and hydrophobic interactions.
Our alignment for this superfamily, viewed with Taylor [243] colouring at 30%
conservation shows that conservation of residues only lies within a specific re-
gion that surrounds Asp 170 (residue numbering from (Fig.5.5)) and the motif
surrounding it. This motif is not so well aligned for sequence Q3M8K9, where
the position at 170 has been inferred as a gap ’-’ character and the nearest as-
partate residue has been aligned with the histidine and glutamic acid residues of
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Figure 5.5.: Section of input alignment [102] viewed with Taylor colouring [243] at 30%
conservation in Jalview 2.8.2 [244].
column 168. This may represent misalignment by the software or be possibly in-
dicative of a mutation in this region for this particular sequence. This motif has
clear roles in metal ion binding [245]. Interestingly, the motif changes consistently
dependent on the function, with the motif H-x-H-x-D corresponding to metal ion
binding in the lactamases, ribonucleases and glyoxalases, and H-x-E-x-D corres-
ponding to metal binding in the flavoproteins. These observations are in line with
[245]. Interestingly, the ribinucleases bind one or two zinc ions, the flavoproteins
bind iron, and the glyoxalses are capable of binding iron, zinc and manganese
[246, 247, 248, 249].
In fact, the glyoxalases have been so well studied in their ability to bind different
metal ions as compared to their superfamily relatives that researchers have man-
aged to change the specificity, and resulting function, of a glyoxalse II scaffold
[250]. Different functions within this superfamily have been annotated in terms of
their metal coordination in both sites, which differs dependent on function [245].
We expect that residues performing similar functions should cluster closely in 3D
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space between different enzymes. We used the CSA’s definition of a catalytic
residue via the FunTree resource to superimpose structural members and com-
pare clustering of active site residues for the ingroup. At the time of writing, no
CSA annotations existed for members of the outgroup.
Within clade (interclade) distances show how well residues thought to be do-
ing an equivalent function in the same enzyme class cluster together in three-
dimensional space (Tab.5.1). The between clade (intraclade) distances give
an idea of how these clusters of functional residues relate in terms of distance
between each other (Tab.5.1).
In general, within clade distances of catalytic residues with the same identity in
the same functional group tended to cluster closely.
Unsurprisingly, given its role as a hydrogen bond acceptor, electrostatic stabiliser,
activator and in increasing nucleophilicity, Asp 120 (MACiE [98] 1SML number-
ing) is extremely well conserved both in sequence alignment and structural su-
perposition. The conservation of this residue throughout the metallo--lactamase
superfamily was discussed some time ago by Aravind [39]. Focusing on its role in
the metallo--lactamases, the role of this aspartate residue in the binding of the
second of the zinc ions [61] is key, as the positioning of this zinc ion has been
shown to be involved in the optimal positioning of the substrate [251, 252, 224].
The only protein for which the Asp 120 is not aligned is an uncharacterised protein,
discussed previously (UniProt acc: Q3M8K9).
Other residues labeled as catalytic by the CSA tend to cluster according to func-
tion/substrate type, as can be seen by the interclade distances of representatives.
These other catalytic residues tended to share roles in transition state and sub-
strate stabilization.
Strikingly, the common catalytic Cys residue found in the glyoxalases did not
cluster so ’tightly’. More specifically, the position of this cysteine residue in 2QED
differed substantially in comparison to the two other glyoxalase structures. There
are a number of reasons why this may be the case, and it must be remembered
that crystal structures only provide a static view of an enzyme in action [253]. It is
possible that the 2QED structure represents a different stage in reaction and en-
zyme conformation than the other two glyoxalase structures. Although the differ-
ence could emanate from the fact that 2QED glyoxalase comes from a prokaryotic
source, whereas 1QH5 & 2Q42 are from eukaryotic sources. It seems likely that
these residues that cluster together with high proximity are performing equivalent
functions with enzyme members of the same function.
We then took representative enzymes from each function and measured the dis-
tance between catalytic residues (other than the highly conserved catalytic Asp
residue, which seemed invariant in position), substantial distances were recorded.
As such, it seems that in this family, catalysis of different substrates has evolved
by an active site that has evolved and specialised to bind different substrates using
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(a)
(b)
Table 5.1.: Interclade and intraclade distances of FunTree annotated residues measured
in Angstroms between amino acid alpha carbons. Residue numbers as documented in
the FunTree resource.
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discrete and divergent locations of residues within its active site (Fig.5.6), whilst
those residues involved in metal ion coordination remain conserved.
Aravind in 1999 described the structure of this active site as an exaptation [254] of
an ancient structural scaffold that has allowed for specialisation of different sub-
strates and therefore functions, whilst employing a similar chemical mechanism
[39]. In the flavoproteins, the situation is a little more complicated, with a two
domain fusion event having modified overall function. This superfamily exempli-
fies a common theme seen in enzyme evolution, that often a superfamily contains
members that catalyse similar reaction mechanisms but on different substrates.
Exaptation seems a plausible explanation to explain the pattern of binding and
catalysis for a wide range of substrates in this superfamily. If so, this may help
us to understand antibiotic resistance in this superfamily - since such an exapt-
ation may lead to the same functionality evolving twice by independent means,
as speculated by phylogenetic analysis by Aravind 1999 [39] and covered in the
following chapter.
5.3.2. Comparison with Baier et al. alignment
The idea that the structural scaffold of this superfamily has demonstrable capab-
ility of catalysing hydrolysis of a wide range of substrates could imply that spe-
cialisation to different substrates evolved via a process from promiscuous activity.
This notion was explored by Baier and colleagues, who mapped the connections
between diverse reactions in this superfamily and found them to be evolutionarily
traversable [62].
The sequence set used in the study by Baier et al. included members with less
than 5% sequence similarity, but homology was confirmed by means of a con-
served motif (Fig.5.7) and by the overall structural fold [62]. Since such divergent
sequences were being used, sequence similarity networks were used to explore
broad relationships between members as the authors deemed phylogenetic ana-
lysis and multiple alignments were not appropriate for such a low level of sequence
homology [62].
The results of Baier et al’s analysis can be viewed as complementary to our own.
Our own alignment of the metallo--lactamase family with a selection of Baier’s
sequences [alignment using MAFFT with default parameters] shows conserva-
tion of the metal ion binding motif discussed earlier. Since Baier’s sequence set
contains more divergent members than our own, its perspective on evolution ex-
tends further, although the low level of sequence identity means the details are
more broad brush. By taking this broader, less detailed view, Baier et al. hypo-
thesise that ancestrally, this enzyme evolved to hydrolyse nucleotide derivative
substrates, before diverging into catalysis of non-nucleotide substrates such as
-lactams [62]. This correlates with the FunTree divisions of SSG1 and SSG2
and our choice to use SSG2 as the outgroup.
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(b)
Figure 5.6.: a) 1SML (B3 metallo-lactamase) and 1YCG (flavoprotein) superimposed in
Jmol [208] as provided by the FunTree resource [107, 108]. Catalytic residues (1SML):
Tyr191, Asp120, catalytic residues (1YCG): Asp85, Asn198, His25, Tyr195. b) 2Q42
(glyoxalase), 2QED (glyoxalase) and 1ZNB (B1 metallo-lactamase) superimposed in
Jmol [208]. Catalytic residues (2Q42): Asp58, Cys138, Lys140. Catalytic residues
(2QED): Asp57, Cys134, Arg136. Catalytic residues (1ZNB): Asp103, Asn193.
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V T K KGV V L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F DV PW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EK VQ YQ S LMDT I K - - - - - - - - - - K RHN L P V V A V F A T H SHDDRAGD L - - - - - - - -
V T NKG I V L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F DV PW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Q K SQ YQ E L NDM LQ - - - - - - - - - - EK Y N L P V I A V F A T H SHDDRAGD L - - - - - - - -
NT SKG L V L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - V D S SW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DDK L T K E L I EMV E - - - - - - - - - - K K FQ KRV T DV I I T HA HADR I GG I - - - - - - - -
I NNHQA A L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L DT P I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NDAQ T ET L V NWVA - - - - - - - - - - D S L HA K V T T F I P NHWHGDC I GG L - - - - - - - -
I NNHQA A L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L DT P I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NDAQ T ET L V NWVA - - - - - - - - - - D S L HA K V T T F I P NHWHGDC I GG L - - - - - - - -
L V NA EA Y L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DT P F - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T A KDT EK L V TWF V - - - - - - - - - - ERGY - K I KG S I S SH F H SD ST GG I - - - - - - - -
L V NA EA Y L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DT P F - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T A KDT EK L V TWF V - - - - - - - - - - ERGY - K I KG S I S SH F H SD ST GG I - - - - - - - -
L V NA EA Y L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DT P F - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T A KDT EK L V TWF V - - - - - - - - - - ERGY - K I KG S I S SH F H SD ST GG I - - - - - - - -
VQNKQA F I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DT PW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T D SDT A K L V DW I T - - - - - - - - - - QQG L - T V T A S I ST H SHQDRAGG I - - - - - - - -
I K DKQ A F I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DT PW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T DNDTQK L V DW I T - - - - - - - - - - QQG F - I P V A S I ST H SHQDRAGG I - - - - - - - -
R DGD E L L L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DT AW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GA KNT A A L L A E I E - - - - - - - - - - KQ I G L P V T R A V ST H F HDDRVGGV - - - - - - - -
R DGD E L L L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I DT AW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GA KNT A A L L A E I E - - - - - - - - - - KQ I G L P V T R A V ST H F HDDRVGGV - - - - - - - -
F GA KGV T V - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - V GA TW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T P D- - - T A R E L HK L I K - - - - - - - - - - R V S SK P V L EV I NNNY HT DRAGGN- - - - - - - -
F GA KGV T V - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - V GA TW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T P D- - - T A R E L HK L I K - - - - - - - - - - R V SRK P V L EV I NT NY HT DRAGGN- - - - - - - -
I GT DG I T I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I GA TW- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T P E - - - T A ET L Y K E I R - - - - - - - - - - K V SP L P I N EV I NT NY HT DRAGGN- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - R N I D F NG F AW I R P E - GN I L I D- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - P V A L SNHDWKH L E S L GGV VW I V L T N S
DAG EGV ST T L G SK V Y A F K Y V F L T HGH- V DH I A G LWGV VN I RNNGMGDR EK P L DV F Y P EGNRA V E EY T E F I K - - - - - - - - - - R A NP - - - D L R F S F NV HP L K EG ER - - - - - - - -
GT GAG I P A K A RNV T SV A L K L L E ER R S- VWL F DCG E- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A TQHQ I L HT T - - - - - - - - - - - I K P R K I EK I F I T HMHGDHV Y G L P G L L G SR S
GT SAGV P T R T RNV T A I L L N LQHP TQ SG LWL F DCG E- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GTQHQ L L HT A - - - - - - - - - - - F NP GK L DK I F I SH L HGDH L F G L P G L L C SR SM
P AD SA E L NA KGGV AGT SGG L I V GT RG- AM L I ETM- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L NR R L F DQ VQ - - - - - A L A K K EA L G L P L L Y A V NT SY HGDH SY GN- - - - - - - -
L F EV A EG I YQ V RG F D L A N I T F I RGD SGW I V V DT L T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T P A T A R A A Y E L V SR E L G ER P I R T V I Y SHA HADH F GGV RG L V EPQQ
L L I DP V D- - - - K T V D- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R D L K L I D E L G- - - - - - - - - - - L K - - - L I Y AMNT HVHADHV T GT - - - - - - - -
- - NGNT Y V - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - V DAGD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GT A GQ L A K VG L D I - - - - - - - - - - K - - - - NV DA V F L SH L H F DHT GG L P A I L S L RWQ
I - - - NVQ EGG SDA I I L E SNGH F A - - - - - - MV DT G E- DY D F P DG SD SR Y PWR EG I ET SY KHV L T DRV F R R L K - - - - - - - - - - E L SVQ K L D F I L V T HT H SDH I GNV - - - - - - - -
L V DT GA AG L F GP T L G- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - R L A A N L K A AG- - - - - - - - - - - YQ P EQ VD E I Y I T HMHP DHVGG L - - - - - - - -
V T GGNV F V P GR L NA H F ST V V Y L EHKDRR I I I DP GN- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - L S SMD E L E EK F S E L G- - - - - - - - - - - I SP DD I T DV L F T HV H L DH I F N S- - - - - - - -
L I DT GY DY DHVM- - - - - - - - - - - - K V - L P F EK P IQ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EK HQ T I P GA L G L L G- - - - - - - - - - - L EP RD I DV V V N SH F H F DHCGGN- - - - - - - -
L V DT GMP E SA V NN EG L F NGT F V EGQ I - L P - - KMT E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EDR - - I V N I L K R V G- - - - - - - - - - - Y EP DD L L Y I I S SH L H F DHAGGN- - - - - - - -
L SDDGVHW I L CNA SP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D I R AQ LQ A F A - - - - PMQ P A RA L RDT G I NA I V L L D SQ I DHT T G L - - - - - - - -
WF GHA C F A - - - - - - - - - - - - - L EM EGK T I V T DP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F D E - - - - - - SV G- - - - - - Y P I P NV T A DV V T E - - - SHQH F DH- - - - - - - - - - - -
L CDD S SQNG- - - - - - F E S EHG F SV L V D SV L F DT GK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SDV F L KNA R - - - - - - - - - - K L G I D L P KDV L I SHGHY DHAGG L - - - - - - - -
Figure 5.7.: Input alignment [102] with additional sequences from Baier and Tokuriki [62],
realigned with default parameters in MAFFT [128, 132] viewed with Taylor coloring [243]
at 30% conservation in Jalview 2.8.2 [244]. The conserved sequence motif (positions
230-242 above) are similar to our input alignment (Fig.5.5).
Baier and colleagues found that some of the promiscuous activities between dif-
ferent members of this superfamily corresponded with evolutionary divergences
and some did not [62]. For example, enzymes not closely related to the metallo-
-lactamases were able to catalyse a metallo--lactamase reaction [62]. It was
noted that metallo--lactamase functionality can happen within active sites that
vary substantially in volume and hydrophobicity, adding credence to the idea that
this fold is particularly amenable to lactamase substrates [62]. It was found that
with enzymes with sub-optimal promiscuous activities the substrate was not well
aligned for attack by the activated water molecule [62] corroborating the role of
the highly conserved catalytic aspartate residue within this site [251].
Many of the differences between the dataset used by [62] and by ourselves are
due to Baier et al.’s inclusion of more divergent sequences that are beyond the
homology cutoff by FunTree. However, according to Baier et al.’s Fig 3., there are
enzyme functions within our scope (i.e. between the B3, B1 and ribonucleases)
that have not been included in our dataset. The difference emanates from the
source of our sequences - Baier et al. used Pfam followed by a BLAST search
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[62]. We used the FunTree alignment to search for additional sequences using
HMMR. Most importantly, we used the FunTree SSGs as a template for which
functions to include - aiming only to add sequences to already included functions.
Additional functions, such as lactonases & phosphodiesterases can be found in
the FunTree MDA 2 (Multiple Domain Architecture) for this family. However, in this
study, we focused on SSG alignments since their homology is easier to determine.
Later in this thesis we experiment with building an alignment and phylogeny for a
superfamily in which multiple domains are included in the alignment.
5.3.3. Phylogenetic tree
Figure 5.8.: ML phylogenetic tree of the metallo--lactamase superfamily labelled with
percentage bootstrap support values. Taxa are labelled by UniProtKB accession num-
bers. groups are colour coded by function: red ribonucleases, cyan glyoxalase IIs,
green A-type flavoproteins, pale pink subclass B2 metallo--lactamases, magenta B1
metallo--lactamases, orange B3 metallo--lactamases, black function not assigned.
The phylogeny was edited in Mesquite [255]. Figure taken from Alderson et al. [102].
The lowest support for divergences in our phylogenetic tree (Fig.5.8) is at the
deeper splits, between the glyoxalase clade and the B3 lactamases, and between
this glyoxalase /B3 clade and the B1/B2 clade. This correlates with the findings of
Garau et al., in which the more ancient divergences were harder to resolve, and
with bootstrap support values seen for the FunTree tree [219, 108, 107]
Although not strongly supported, the hypothetical protein (UniProt acc: Q3M8K9)
forms a monophyletic group with (UniProt: Q8ZRM2) from Salmonella typh-
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imurium that is a sister group to the remainder of the ingroup. Other than this,
the main functional groups fall in well supported monophyletic groups (<50% cut
off). We assume that our ingroup, being structurally distinct, should be mono-
phyletic - phylogenetic support for this is strong, at 98%. Our phylogenetic tree
demonstrates the difficulties in resolving the exact evolutionary order of functional
subgroups within this superfamily. However, subclades of members sharing the
same enzyme function are well supported - giving credence to our structurally
informed alignment method and careful choice of members.
5.4. Conclusion
In studying divergent enzyme superfamilies, a structural approach is necessary.
An approach such as the one outlined in this chapter ensures that related se-
quences from a wide evolutionary scope are selected, which may not be obvious
from looking at sequence features alone. As such, the CATH and FunTree re-
sources can be used as a starting point for exploration of enzyme superfamilies,
at the single and multi domain level. We widened the taxonomic representation
of the dataset to gain a more detailed picture of the evolution of a functions within
a particular superfamily, using the FunTree seed alignment as a structural profile.
To optimise the ML tree building strategy, we aimed to make sure that the model
of evolution matched the data at hand [239]. The use of a species tree to guide
gene tree topology, as is used in the FunTree pipeline, can be helpful, but for the
prokaryotes, where HGT is common, constraining the gene tree by species tree
would not be a judicious choice. By taking these measures, we have developed
and improved the phylogeny for this superfamily, giving a more detailed picture
of evolutionary relationships in this whole superfamily than others had previously
published [219, 107, 108].
Using structure to inform sequence alignment is essential for building high qual-
ity trees of such divergent sequences. However, a balance must be struck. For
example, an approach such as that found in Garau et al. [219], where only struc-
turally aligned residues to specified members of the dataset were used, leads to a
short and biased alignment, and therefore a questionable tree. The quest to find
the true signal in noisy datasets such as these is not an easy one.
Our work, and the work of others, have shown that aligned members of this super-
family share a common scaffold in which metal coordination in order to activate
water is conserved. The wide range of functions in this superfamily, particularly
in the ability to hydrolyse a broad range of lactam substrates, is conferred by an
active site that may be exapted to bind a range of substrates. Understanding this
trend is key in understanding why this enzyme is so readily adaptable to overcom-
ing diverse antibiotic challenges.
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6. One origin for
metallo--lactamase activity, or
two?
The diversity seen in this superfamily includes three classes of metallo--
lactamases - the B1,B2 and B3 subclasses. These three groups all hydrolyse
lactam substrates by means of nucleophilic attack by a zinc activated water. The
B1 and B2 classes share more sequence similarity to each other than to the B3
class and therefore are often grouped together [222]. In fact, analyses based on
sequence, structure and phylogenetic reconstruction postulate that the B1/B2 and
B3 subgroups arose by independent evolutionary events [202, 39, 222]. Hall et al.
date emergence of B1/B2 lactamase functionality at one billion years ago and the
B3 class as arising 2 billion years ago [222, 202]. The notion that these groups
are products of independent evolutionary events tallies with their low sequence
similarity. However, at the structural level, lactamases from these two groups
share some structural similarities, although both groups also display unique func-
tional features [223]. This evidence, therefore, does not constitute a clear basis on
which to discriminate between scenarios of single or multiple origins of lactamase
functionality.
In surveying the literature, the evolution of the same function via independent
events within the same superfamily seems rare [256, 257]. However, the con-
vergent evolution of the same function by independent means between different
superfamilies seems more common, for example - aldehyde reductase and glycol-
ate oxidase which have representatives from more than one enzyme superfamily
[258]. In converging to evolve a similar function, these enzymes can employ dif-
ferent mechanisms of catalysis or more rarely, employ the same chemical mech-
anism, using different catalytic machineries [258]. The B1/B2 and B3 subgroups
may constitute an example of this rarer case, in which the mechanism of nuc-
leophilic attack of the lactam ring by zinc activated water is the same, but the
transition-state stabilising residue differs (Fig.6.1).
The observation that convergent evolution of the same function is rarer within
superfamilies than between them seems intuitive, since the evolutionary land-
scape explored by the evolution within one superfamily is necessarily smaller
than that explored by multiple superfamilies. However, given sufficiently strong
selective pressure, the occurrence of evolutionary events leading to the same
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Figure 6.1.: The chemical mechanism for B1 and B3 lactamase catalysis as displayed
in MACiE entries M0015 and M0258 [259, 98]. Figure adapted from MACiE and cre-
ated using ChemDraw [260]. The transition state stabilising residue, Asn for the B1
lactamase and Tyr for the B3 lactamase donates a hydrogen bond to the carbonyl oxy-
gen, electrostatically stabilising the carbonyl group thus encouraging nucleophilic attack
by the hydroxide ion.
function becomes more likely, as exemplified in enzymes with a role in host-
pathogen relationships - such as in iron-transporter ferric ion-binding protein
found in Haemophilus influenzae [256], in plant resistance genes [261] and in
the phosphatidylinositol-phosphodiesterase superfamily, which includes a mem-
ber that catalyses the production of sicariid spider venom [108].
In addition to the influence of selective pressures, certain protein folds can be more
amenable to the binding of certain substrates than others. In this family, Aravind
noted that this fold is particularly amenable to substrates with similar chemistry
[39]. This may be indicative of a fold exapted (preadapted) [254] to bind lactam
substrates and therefore has important implications in understanding the evolution
of antibiotic resistance within this superfamily. For example, understanding the
past phylogenetic history of lactam hydrolysing enzymes can be used to predict
more likely trajectories of future evolution [215, 216, 217, 218]. If indeed the same
lactamase function has evolved twice in this family by independent events, then
recognising the possibility that this fold is exapted to do so has implications for the
future of antimicrobial drug design and clinical practice.
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6.1. Our contribution to the field
Although there are indications, based on sequence and structure comparisons,
that the evolution of lactam hydrolysis has occurred twice on two separate oc-
casions, no study has been designed to directly assess this possibility. In our
work, we look to assess the function of the common ancestor of the B1/B2 and
B3 subgroups. We assume that if the evolution of these two groups occurred by
independent means then the common ancestor should be devoid of lactamase
activity. Conversely, if it is found that the ancestor is likely to have possessed
lactamase activity, we interpret this as evidence that the B1/B2 and B3 functions
evolved in a divergent process from ancestral lactamase activity.
In order to assess the function of the MRCA of the metallo--lactamase sub-
groups, we need a robust phylogeny on which to base our predictions. The chal-
lenges in reconstructing an unambiguous phylogeny for this superfamily are dis-
cussed in the previous chapter. We use a Maximum Likelihood strategy to infer
the phylogeny and base our analysis on a set of topologies from the bootstrapped
alignments, broadly similar to the approach used by Latysheva et al. [262].
Discerning function in silico is not easily accomplished by analysing sequence fea-
tures alone. Nor is function necessarily well represented by the overall structure of
a protein. In this study, we assess function based on the use of 3D catalytic tem-
plates - in which we can compare the positioning of catalytic residues in 3D space
between our homology models and extant lactamase enzymes. This approach
has been used by others, such as Meng et al. and Torrance et al. [105, 106].
6.2. The challenge of low bootstrap support
As discussed in the previous chapter, unambiguously reconstructing a phylogeny
for this superfamily is a challenge [202, 219]. The low bootstrap support, espe-
cially between clades of different functions makes ascertaining the exact evolu-
tionary ordering of events difficult.
However, since our question is broad based - in which we wish to know the gen-
eral ordering of the evolution of functions in this family, we can use the bootstrap
sample as a set of possible evolutionary scenarios. It seems likely that, although
bootstrap support for some nodes is low, there are broader commonalities across
the bootstrap sample which are not necessarily reflected in the bootstrap scores
on the ML tree.
By predicting MRCA sequences for each topology in the bootstrap set, we can
identify commonalities at the sequence level and, through homology modelling, at
the structural level too. An alternative method, such as Bayesian Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) used by authors such as Lutzoni et al. [263] could have
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been utilised but was deemed to be not as appropriate for our particular dataset.
Using a Bayesian strategy is beneficial in terms of its statistical interpretability,
since each predicted MRCA sequence can be assigned a posterior probability of
confidence, although, this is conditional on the subjective priors applied and the
underlying alignment and tree topology. One can attempt to create a more ob-
jective Bayesian strategy by the use of uniform priors, but this is not reasonable
for all variables - such as branch length. In addition, even if we could reason-
ably estimate a prior for one variable, such as topology, this can have unintended
effects on the priors for other variables, such as clade size [158, 264, 157]. Al-
though a bootstrap value is not a direct indicator of confidence in a result, it does
give an indication of the robustness of the topology given the underlying align-
ment [265]. There exists inherently more variability within a bootstrap sample
than within a Bayesian sample, and so the bootstrap is less in danger of report-
ing inflated statistical support due to an underlying sample with little variability.
Given the challenges in unambiguously reconstructing the evolution of this family,
by ourselves and by others, constraining our sample by subjective priors would
not be as effective in exploring the different past evolutionary trajectories of this
family. If the evolutionary signal in this family were strong, then effects of the prior
may be overcome, but this is not the case for this dataset [158].
We can think of these MRCA predictions, each based on one topology from the
bootstrap set, as a sample from evolutionary probability space. Obviously, our
sample is not exhaustive, and there will be other possible evolutionary scen-
arios not included. However, our careful use of sequence selection, structure
based alignment and ML building strategy are constructive measures to ensure
our sample is likely to reflect the evolutionary signal in the data.
6.3. Methods
We only included trees in which the ingroup was monophyletic for further analysis
- resulting in 98 different tree topologies.
Prediction of ancestral sequences using GASP
We set branch lengths of trees to a minimum of 0.0001 and submitted these along
with the original, un-bootstrapped alignment to GASP [174], using default settings
and specifying a WAG substitution matrix [143] and outgroup sequences.
Selection of MRCA node
The Ape package [241] in R [240] was used to view output GASP trees. Using
R, the relevant node number for each MRCA for each tree was used to extract
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Figure 6.2.: A schematic overview of the study. Alignment and phylogeny construction as
described in Chapter 5 are shown, before the process of predicting the MRCA sequence
for each tree in the bootstrap set, clustering, homology modelling and alignment to
catalytic templates as described in this chapter. Figure taken from [102].
the relevant GASP predicted sequence for each tree using the ‘SeqinR’ package
[266].
Submission of sequences to InterProScan
We submitted the resulting 98 GASP MRCA sequence predictions to InterProScan
[267]. 44 of these sequences were hits for metallo--lactamase signatures [116].
Clustering in CD-HIT
The 44 MRCA sequences that had positive hits for the metallo--lactamase sig-
nature were clustered at 60% in CD-HIT [268]. This step was to filter the dataset
to a smaller number of representatives that represented the variability of the se-
quences. The resulting 11 representatives from the 11 clusters were then tractable
for homology modelling and alignment to catalytic templates.
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Homology modelling
We used PHYRE2 to model the 11 representative MRCA sequences [182, 269].
The coordinates for the highest scoring model for each sequence submission were
used for the next stage.
Construction of catalytic templates
We found that high quality, publicly available templates, such as the ProFunc
server [270], did not discriminate between B1/B2 and B3 structures. We there-
fore created our own templates, by using PDB structures of extant metallo--
lactamase enzymes and their respective catalytic residues as annotated in MACiE
[259, 98] or the CSA [271].
Alignment of homology models to catalytic templates
We used a structure-based strategy, rather than a sequence based strategy, to
align our homology models to the catalytic templates. CEAlign [272] as utilised by
ourselves in PyMOL Version 1.6.0.0 [273] is a structural based alignment strategy
which we deemed more appropriate given the low level of sequence similarity
between members of this superfamily.
We then used two criteria to filter our 11 MRCA homology models. Both these fil-
ters were applied to distinguish the models that possessed the minimal machinery
for lactamase activity according to our catalytic templates. The first of of these was
to assess if our MRCA models had an equivalent residue to that defined by our
catalytic template within a five Angstrom radius. The MRCA models that passed
this test were then assessed to see if the distance between the predicted ‘catalytic’
residues was within  two Angstroms of the distance between catalytic residues
in the template. These distance filters of five and two Angstroms are purposefully
generous, allowing for imprecision in the homology models, particularly in loop
regions where it is known that some of these catalytic residues reside.
6.4. Results & Discussion
Ancestral sequences results from clustering analysis
We chose to use ’GASP’ (Gapped Ancestral Sequence Prediction for proteins)
[174] for prediction of MRCA sequences. GASP is not able to differentiate
between multiple, near optimal predictions, as is implemented by programs such
as FASTML [173]; despite this, its unique handling of gaps is more biologically
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realistic. From a practical point of view, GASP is available as source code allow-
ing for the prediction of sequences from our 98 trees in a tractable manner. The
FASTML server is more sophisticated in its prediction of sequences and of gaps,
but the use of this server was impractical for the size of the dataset. No source
code was available with this indel prediction functionality included and we found
the use of FASTML source code produced sequences that were too long - as a
result of gaps being inappropriately treated.
Using the alignment of MRCA cluster representatives (Fig.6.3) we noticed that
a metal binding motif, as described by Gomes et al., is well conserved as dis-
cussed in the previous chapter [245]. We can compare the first part of Gomes
et al.’s metal binding motif (since the second part of this motif is not as well con-
served and more scattered) to look at identity. Most sequences have ‘H-X-D-H’
which corresponds to S.maltophilia or with the glyoxalase enzyme signature as
described by Gomes et al. [245]. One sequence, (46) differs from this ‘H-X-D-R’
which corresponds to B.cereus [245]. Based on this comparison, it seems that
most MRCA sequences correspond most closely with the B3 lactamases, or to
the glyoxalase. It is striking that the metal binding motif of the these predicted
MRCA sequences does not tend to correspond with the B1 lactamases. If the
MRCA of the metallo--lactamases did have lactamase activity, it is more likely
to have had B3 characteristics, with the B2/B1 groups being derived from these.
This corresponds with the prediction that the B3 lactamases are older than the B1
class. If the MRCA of the lactamases did not possess lactamase activity then it
is likely to have been similar to a glyoxalase according to this comparison. We
notice that regions 25-40, 120-135, and 185- 200 of our alignment appear to be
most variable - with a large number of gaps. These regions may well correspond
to features, such as loops, which are less constrained in evolution. When compar-
ing our alignment to the annotated structure 1SML, we find beta hairpin secondary
structures in these approximate regions.
It could be argued that the noted variability across our MRCA sequence set
demonstrates our success in the generation of a wide sample of tree topology
space. Yet, it appears our approach has been sufficient to highlight common mo-
tifs that would be harder to identify solely from the comparison of tree topologies.
A comparative analysis of MRCA sequences across our bootstrap sample has
highlighted convincing functional properties of the MRCA, despite ambiguities in
the ML tree for this superfamily.
Homology modelling of structural representatives and alignment with
catalytic templates
After the two filtering criteria, the only representative (sequence 51) that passed
both our criteria for having metallo--lactamase activity had the closest structure
to 1SML - a B3 lactamase (Fig.6.4). This representative was from a cluster of five
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Figure 6.3.: Sequence alignment of the 11 cluster representatives, with the percentage
weight of the cluster in the dataset of 44 sequences possessing IPR001018 signatures.
The sequences were aligned with default settings in MAFFT and columns are coloured
according to a 70% similarity threshold in BioEdit [274]. Figure taken from [102].
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Figure 6.4.: PHYRE2 homology model of sequence 51 aligned with 1SML with 3.5 ang-
stroms RMSD, which passed both our criteria for being most like a B3 metallo--
lactamase. 1SML catalytic residues Asp and Tyr are shown in grey, their distance in
angstroms to the homology model’s predicted catalytic residues, Asp in green and Tyr in
orange, are shown. Image was generated using Pymol [273]. Figure taken from [102].
MRCA sequences, and so represents 5/98 MRCA sequence candidates. A close
runner up was the homology model from MRCA sequence 46, which was most
similar to our B1 lactamase template (PDB 1M2X). Interestingly, this was the only
sequence in our MRCA set that had the metal binding signature of a B1 lactamase
(see above). This result correlates with the sequence based observations above.
The variation seen in the sequence set was also reflected in the results of ho-
mology modelling for each MRCA sequence, with top used templates including
more similar A-type flavoproteins and even an alkylsulfatase, which was deemed
a homologous member of this superfamily according to Baier and Tokuriki [62].
On the face of it, and statistically, the fact that only five of the 98 MRCA sequence
predictions passed our criteria for lactamase activity adds evidence against a
lactamase hydrolysing MRCA and the hypothesis that lactamase activity has
evolved twice, on two separate occasions in the B1/B2 and the B3 lineages. How-
ever, as Weinreich et al. demonstrated, some trajectories are more probable than
others in evolution of fitter proteins [275]. It may not, therefore, be biologically ap-
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propriate to assess our result on the assumption that all of our phylogenetic trees
are equally probable in the evolutionary history of this family.
Even when looking at the MRCA sequence which passed both our criteria for
lactamase activity, we should be aware that our criteria only prescribe the ma-
chinery (i.e. catalytic residues) that is necessary for catalysis. The presence
of these residues does not imply sufficiency - this would need to be assayed in
vivo. Moreover, our criteria for lactamase activity are based on the alignment with
static crystal structures. Although useful for structural characterisation of larger
proteins, crystal structures do not reflect protein dynamics, which play a key role
in evolution [80, 276]. The crystal structures on which we base our analysis are of
extant enzymes, which we know are successful in catalysing lactamase substrate.
However our definition does not include all possible ways this function may have
been accomplished in the past, for example, by early, promiscuous activities of
other enzymes.
In general, phylogeny only has the power to model the process of evolution at a
residue-by-residue granularity [173, 175, 277]. Even those that do take correlated
evolution of sites into account [278, 279, 280, 281] do not evaluate each muta-
tional step by its fitness, given the existing selection pressures and the size of
population.
6.5. Conclusion
Our aligned MRCA cluster representatives, which were positive hits for InterPro
metallo- lactamase signatures, showed high variability in regions - possibly
loops involved in binding substrate and product. Despite this variability, all cluster
representatives had the easily identifiable portion of the conserved metal binding
motif highlighted in Gomes et al. [245]. Interestingly, the majority of these mo-
tifs indicated most similarity to a B3 lactamase or a glyoxalase. This observation
was consistent at the structural level, in which we found the only model to pass
both our criteria for being a metallo--lactamase most closely resembled our B3
lactamase catalytic template.
The finding that 54 of our MRCA sequence predictions did not match the metallo-
-lactamase InterPro signature has some bearing on the interpretation of our res-
ults. Are these sequences simply ‘scrambled’ predictions - for which all possible
enzyme resemblance had been lost as a result of methodological inaccuracy? If
so, then the proportion of ‘successful’ lactamase MRCA predictions amongst only
those that matched the metallo--lactamase Interpro signature scales to 5/44 -
over 10% of MRCA candidates. Looking at it this way, one might ascertain that
10% of the bootstrap sample actually supports the scenario that the B1/B2 and
B3 lactamases arose as a result of a single, divergent event in evolution. Or,
conversely, could it be that these 54 sequences may be the result of accurate
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phylogenetic reconstruction and ASR, and are simply proteins for which the func-
tion is unknown? This would not be unusual, since the literature is littered with
numerous examples of discovered proteins with no functional assignment or se-
quence signature [282, 283, 284]. In this case, possibilities open for an MRCA
of unknown function, possibly exapted to catalyse lactam substrates. Despite the
constraints on our study, including sample size, the inability to model all evolution-
ary parameters and catalytic templates based on static ‘snapshots’, phylogenetic
methods have been shown to adequately model the process of protein evolution,
at least from the viewpoint of structural viability [285].
What does our study mean for future efforts to combat antibiotic resistance?
Firstly, if we assume that the methods we have employed are capable of de-
termining the general properties of MRCA sequences in this family then statistic-
ally speaking, there appears to be few paths which evolution could have taken to
yield a lactamase hydrolysing ancestor. This adds to the evidence for an exapted
fold particularly amenable to evolving machinery capable of hydrolysing metallo-
-lactamase substrates.
If our 5% of MRCA sequences that passed both of our criteria for lactamase activity
actually represents a more probable evolutionary trajectory, we can glean that this
protein is likely to have resembled a B3 lactamase in terms of metal ion coordin-
ation and in terms of catalytic amino acids. One common theme is that whether
able to hydrolyse a lactam molecule or not, the ancestor was likely to have been
metal coordinating (according to our alignment of cluster representatives). The
evolutionary flexibility in this family appears to lie in regions other than this metal
coordinating motif, presumably in more flexible loop regions. It is therefore likely
that whether via multiple independent evolutionary innovations, or by rapid diver-
gence from a lactam hydrolysing ancestor, these enzymes have the flexibility to
adapt their exapted structure to face new, but related structures of drug molecules.
It seems that targeting metal coordination in these enzymes may be an effect-
ive way to hinder the evolution of resistant variants, and has been exploited in
the development of antimicrobial compounds which chelate the bound zinc ions,
including biphenyl tetrazoles, mercaptocarboxylate, D-captopril and thiomandelic
acid [206]. However, an efficient inhibitor for all subgroups of metallo--lactmases
has not been discovered [206]. This is in part due to the differences in structure
between the B1/B2 and B3 lactamases, and the fact that no covalent intermedi-
ate is involved to specifically target. Apart from biological uptake and in vivo effi-
ciency, this superfamily includes important enzymes in human metabolism such
as glyoxalase II. This makes the design of a broad ranging zinc chelator without
dangerous off-target effects a challenge for drug design.
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Part III.
Investigating the evolution of a
Domain of Unkown Function - The
DUF-62 gene
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7. Tracking the evolution of the
DUF-62 gene
The DUF-62 gene has evolved a diverse array of functions, including chlorinase,
fluorinase and S-adenosyl methionine (SAM) hydrolase activity. The chlorinase,
fluorinase and SAM hydrolase all use SAM as a substrate, initiating nucleophilic
attack via halide ions or water [286].
Known structures and functions within this family tally with the general trend of a
conserved scaffold being able to accommodate a range of substrates - thereby
allowing for diversity of function with enzyme superfamilies [83, 81, 102, 39]. The
overall structure of enzymes within this family is well conserved (Fig.7.1) although
there are key differences within the active site [286], for example, the fluorinase
has an ‘insert loop’ that can be seen in aligned sequences and structures (Fig.7.1)
[286].
Figure 7.1.: 2WR8, DUf-62 enzyme from Pyrococcus horikoshii, 2Q6I, chlorinase from
Salinispora tropica and 1RQP, fluorinase from Streptomyces cattleya chain A aligned
with CEAlign [272] in PyMOL [273], the fluorinase insert loop is encapsulated by a
dashed grey circle in the above diagram.
The chlorinase and fluorinase enzymes are exciting avenues of study for medi-
cine with applications to oncological chemotherapy. The chlorinase catalyses the
production of a metabolite involved in production of salinosporamide A (protea-
some inhibitor and possible anti cancer agent) [287]. Halogenated metabolites
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can provide important starting points for the generation of new antibiotics [288]
since halogenation of a drug can improve its bioavailability, stability and activity
[289]. In the last thirty years, 70 % of antimicrobials and 60% of anticancer drugs
that have entered clinical trials have been based on natural products [290, 291].
From an evolutionary perspective, the generation of a wide range of natural
products by an organism is thought to confer a selective advantage - by allow-
ing a range of ‘tools’ that can be used in different and changing environments
[292]. The mechanisms of generating these diverse metabolites can be attributed
to metabolic enzyme promiscuity or incomplete processing of substrate leading
to the release of a different product [292]. It seems likely that both the fluorinase
and chlorinase produce metabolites that are involved in the generation of products
useful to the organism, as is the case for other prokaryotes [293].
Nucleophilic halogenation is relatively rare, with the only other examples being
halomethane production [288]. However, enzymes that catalyse halomethane
production substitute the halide at the S-methionine position rather than the C5’
position of adenosyl methionine as seen in this family [288]. Despite this differ-
ence, it has been reported that the halomethane synthase from Arabidopsis thali-
ana [294] has a similar structure to members of this family [288]. We find that
these enzymes are unlikely to be homologous - given their different CATH [89]
codes (2WR8 - 3.40.50.10790 & 2.40.30.90, 3LCC - 3.40.50.150). A structural
alignment of PDB (Protein Data Bank) structures 3LCC and 2WR8 using CEAlign
[272] in PyMol [273] revealed that although structural similarity is present for parts
of the sequence, this is not conserved over the whole domain (Fig.7.2). In addi-
tion, the S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH) substrate binds in a very different loca-
tion between the two enzymes - these differences are reflected in an RMSD (Root
Mean Square Deviation) of 6.30 angstroms over 88 residues (Fig.7.2).
Figure 7.2.: 2WR8 chain A in red with bound SAH molecule in pink (inhibitor), 3LCC in
blue with associated SAH molecule in lavender (inhibitor).
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On the face of it, the cellular role of the SAM hydrolase seems to be counter-
intuitive, unlike the halogenases, which produce an ‘expensive’ product. By modi-
fying SAM the SAM hydrolase appears to break down a ‘high-currency’ molecule
in the cell to relatively ‘cheap’ constituent parts [286]. Available experimental evid-
ence indicates that the SAM hydrolysis reaction is not reversible [295]. In the lit-
erature, two hypotheses have been posed as to the role of this enzyme. One is
that the SAM hydrolase acts as a regulator of SAM levels by breaking SAM down
when its concentration gets too high [295]. Another, more striking hypothesis is
that since every catalytic cycle of the SAM hydrolase generates one proton this
enzyme could have a role in maintaining cellular pH, particularly since around 20%
of DUF-62 members are found in the archaea, many of which are extremophiles
[286].
Unlike the metallo--lactamase family, where we had a wealth of knowledge of
annotated structures, functions and cellular roles, this family provides an example
of exploring function within a family that has much less annotation. We broke our
study into smaller questions and hypotheses, whilst keeping the broad question
of the role of SAM hydrolase in our mind when interpreting results.
Firstly, we do not know that all DUF-62 genes function as SAM hydrolases (or
as chlorinases or fluorinases for that matter). Secondly, even if all DUF-62s do
function as SAM hydrolases we do not know if their cellular role is the same.
As a first step, we aimed to gain a better understanding as to how well distributed
the DUF-62 gene is across all organisms. Previous attempts, such as those by
Eustáquio et al. and by Deng and O’Hagan [295, 286] have been by BLAST
search - which, although sensitive, is not necessarily that accurate for identifying
distantly related homologs. Instead, we make use of the fact that homologous
proteins tend to share similar motifs rather than overall sequence similarity. We
use the Pfam family [117] to look at the distribution of these genes throughout the
kingdom of life, with its sensitive HMM search method.
Using the Pfam family as our core dataset, we build an ML phylogenetic tree
to map the history of evolution in this family. We then go on to infer the root
position and ancestral habitat of this gene as well as possible transfers assuming
a parsimonious model of evolution. From this, we infer major transfer events in
this family and determine well supported clades for further analysis.
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7.1. Available data in the literature
7.1.1. Distribution of the DUF-62 family members across the
tree of life
The DUF-62 gene is well represented across the prokaryotic archaeal and bac-
terial kingdoms of life but less so than in eukaryotes with only three representat-
ives - two species of parasitic protozoan - Entamoeba histolytica and Entamoeba
dispar as well as one from the castor oil plant - Ricinus communis. Within the
prokaryotes, according to the Pfam, species presence of the gene seems well
conserved. In the main, the gene occurs as a single copy, although some spe-
cies have more than one, with Gloeobacter violaceus (strain PCC 7421), Frankia
sp. EUN1f and Spirochaeta smaragdinae having three copies of the DUF-62 se-
quence per species (source: Pfam). The highest copy numbers of this gene ap-
pear in the bacteria rather than the archaea.
In the bacteria, the gene is found in extremophiles, pathogenic species and in
species that are neither extremophiles or pathogens. Chlorinase, fluorinase and
SAM hydrolase functions have been annotated in the bacteria. In the archaea
the gene is found in halophiles, some of which are also alkaliphiles, thermophiles,
acidophiles and methanogens.
7.1.2. Alignment
The Clustal [124] progressive alignment strategy employed by such as those by
Eustáquio et al.[295] is quick and efficient but does not have the ability to incorpor-
ate additional evolutionary information, such as from known structures, to inform
the alignment process. We found that many more residues are highly conserved
in this family than highlighted in such as those by Eustáquio et al. [295], in which
11 homologs were found by BLAST search. These additional residues are high-
lighted in (Fig.7.3). Moreover, those positions highlighted by Eustáquio et al.,
thought to be involved in catalysis, are more variable in residue type than is por-
trayed by these authors. The variation seen at these alignment positions may be
indicative of other functions within this family and is further supported by a range
of functional annotations with IPR002747 sequence motif Fig.7.4.
7.1.3. Phylogeny
Eustaquio et al.[295] used this alignment to build a neighbour joining tree using
ClustalX [297]. Their phylogeny, although limited in taxa and choice of tree build-
ing method, shows well supported branchings of the members between the ar-
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Figure 7.3.: Comparison of Pfam sequence conservation in a section of the alignment
containing key residues as compared to Eustáquio et al. [295]. Drop down boxes cor-
respond to the percentage of each residue type in the corresponding alignment column
of Eustáquio et al. [295] as compared to the proportion of residues presented for each
sequence position by the Pfam sequence logo. Sequence logo downloaded from the
Pfam resource [296].
chaea and the bacteria, and subdivisions of these - the Crenarchaeota, the Eurar-
chaeota, the Proteobacteria and the Actinobacteria are well supported.
Such strong support may seem surprising having used such a small dataset and
using a neighbour joining strategy. The neighbour joining strategy can be seen
as a heuristic to find the tree topology that represents minimum evolution. This
method is time-efficient, but is susceptible to LBA and only ever finds one heur-
istic solution. Although the bootstrap values could be taken as an indicator of the
quality of this tree, the bootstrap value indicates the degree of repeatability not
accuracy [298]. Phylogenetic inconsistencies including compositional bias, LBA
and heterotachy are systematic biases that mean the wrong tree topology can be
inferred with high statistical support [299]. Increased taxon sampling has been
shown to improve the accuracy and minimise these inconsistencies in phylogen-
etic trees [298] as has using a probabilistic model that can more realistically model
the evolutionary process such as ML or Bayesian methods [299, 300, 301, 302].
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Figure 7.4.: The diversity of functions assigned in the IPR002747 sequence family [116].
7.1.4. What contribution do we make to the field?
In our work, we aim to expand and improve upon this phylogeny. First, we aim to to
improve the taxon sampling by utilising the Pfam database. We use Pfam as our
base as its use of profiles and HMMs enables proteins that are more divergent
to be found - giving us a greater indication as to the extent of the conservation
of this gene across the tree of life. As discussed, this gene is well distributed
throughout the prokaryotes - with only a few representatives in eukaryotes. We
found that this gene is therefore present in a much wider range of species than was
demonstrated by such as those by Eustáquio et al. [295]. Using our more broadly
representative taxon sample, we use a more sophisticated alignment strategy that
incorporates information from solved structures to inform sequence alignments
[136]. Rather than assuming that DUF62 superfamily evolution can be modelled
by an assumption of ‘minimum evolution’, as underlies the NJ strategy [142], we
pick a model that fits our data using the AIC and BIC criteria and use a maximum
likelihood phylogenetic strategy that can incorporate this model to find the most
likely tree topology given our alignment.
Using this tree topology, we root our gene tree by reconciliation with a species tree.
Eustáquio et al. assumed an evolutionary ordering of functional groups where the
halogenases are derived from the SAM hydrolases - but have insufficient evid-
ence to propose this - since their phylogeny was not rooted using a species tree
informed approach [295].
Although Eustáquio et al. in 2008 noted that no conserved operon structure exists
for the DUF-62 gene no attempts have been made to survey the gene context
across a phylogenetic tree. Surveying any changes in gene cluster structure in
conjunction with phylogenetic groupings and root has the power to reveal changes
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Figure 7.5.: Neighbour Joining Tree of archaeal and bacterial DUF-62 sequences by Eu-
stáquio et al. adapted from Figure 1 [295]. Original bootstrap values (2000 times in
study) have been rounded to whole percentages for figure. Grey dashed line indicates
division between archaea and bacteria.
in function or cellular role for this gene [293].
7.2. Methods
7.2.1. Construction of phylogeny from whole Pfam seed
The seed alignment for family PF01887 was downloaded from Pfam on 12.08.14.
Since this dataset consisted of a high number of sequences RaxML [303] was
used to build phylogeny specifying LG [144] as the substitution model as selected
by MODELGENERATOR AIC & BIC criteria [239] with four discrete gamma cat-
egories, without the use of empirical base frequencies and letting RaxML estimate
the proportion of invariant sites.
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7.2.2. Construction of phylogeny from only archaeal members
of the Pfam seed
Seed sequence accessions were taken from archaeal Pfam family 01887 and
used to download sequences from UniprotKB in batch-mode [91]. It was found
that initial runs with DIVERGE [197, 304] for this sequence set generated errors.
Investigations determined that this was probably due to the inclusion of two se-
quences that were too close in sequence identity to one another. Therefore, the
Pfam sequence accession from Pyrococcus furiosus was replaced with Pyrococ-
cus yayanosii since this was more divergent from Pyrococcus horikoshii but did
not alter broad phylogenetic position, this accession was then used to download
the sequence from UniprotKB.
The sequences were then aligned using Expresso from T-Coffee [136] at http:
//tcoffee.crg.cat/apps/tcoffee/do:expresso. All relevant methods (excluding RNA)
were chosen to construct the library. PDB structures were automatically associ-
ated with each input sequence.
MODELGENERATOR [239] was used with four discrete gamma categories to
estimate the model of evolution that best fitted the data. LG+I+G was chosen
by AIC2 and by BIC, LG+I+G+F by AIC1. The PhyML 3.0 [155] server at
http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/ was used to build the phylogeny using an
LG model of evolution, with model equilibrium frequencies, allowing PhyML to
estimate the gamma parameter and proportion of invariant sites, with four substi-
tution rate categories. BioNJ was used as the starting tree, SPR & NNI moves
were used to search the topology. Both topology and lengths were allowed to be
optimised. The dataset was bootstrapped 100 times.
Shortened taxa names were required for PhyML input (Phylip format). These were
converted back to ‘accession_species’ name format in R [240]. In preparation
for the following reconciliation analysis, it was made sure that names matched
between species tree and gene tree using the NCBI taxonomy browser http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/taxonomy [305] [306] as a guide for alternative names.
7.2.3. Extraction and editing of species tree
In order to reconcile the gene tree we needed an appropriate species tree. We
used the SILVA Tree of Life http://www.arb-silva.de/projects/living-tree/ since it is
a consensus of various studies, uses an rRNA dataset, is manually curated and
its output does not contain polytomies [307, 308]. The Tree of Life was accessed
and downloaded in October 2014 and the archaea clade extracted in Dendro-
scope [309]. The archaea subtree was then edited to only include species names
(deleting family names and accession numbers) using a simple text-string find and
replace method and was checked in Dendroscope. It was noted that there were
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some duplicate taxa, with the same accession numbers in different positions on
the tree. This is due to possession of more than one copy of the ribosomal (rrn) op-
eron in the genomes of some organisms [307, 308]. For most species, sequence
similarity is great enough that only one of these paralogs needs to be considered,
since there is insufficient difference between them to affect phylogenetic posi-
tion. However, one species included in our study, Haloarcula marismortui- ATCC
43049, has two possible positionings [308]. We therefore created two species
tree versions - each with one copy of Haloarcula marismortui in each of the two
alternative positions, and both versions were used for further analyses.
7.2.4. Reconciliation of core gene tree with species tree using
Notung
We reconciled both variants of the species tree with the gene tree for all follow-
ing analyses. Parameters were varied systematically in Notung [185] and docu-
mented. These included: ‘rearrange’ on and off, with default weightings, ‘duplica-
tion cost’ & ‘loss’ up-weighted and ‘transfer costs’ down-weighted. We rationalised
the down-weighting of transfers as a result of the known contribution of horizontal
gene transfer in prokaryote evolution [233, 187]. We also experimented with the
above parameters at a different branch rearrange threshold - at 50%.
Notung does not accept unrooted gene trees for analysis. As such, it is necessary
to root the tree arbitrarily before rooting analysis. However, the ‘arbitrary root’ po-
sition can have an impact on subsequent rearrangement analyses, causing a bias
between procedures in which we rearranged before rooting and cases in which
we did not. This would mean that comparisons between results of rearranged and
non-rearranged rooting analyses would not be valid. Hence, we used a strategy in
which an arbitrary root was chosen, before a rooting analysis was carried out. We
then used this suggested root for further analyses where the tree was rearranged
and rooting analysis was carried out again, on this rearranged tree. As such, the
tree was rooted in the same position for rearranged and non-rearranged analysis
(Procedure suggested by Notung developers, personal communication).
7.3. Results & Discussion
7.3.1. Pfam full seed set
7.3.1.1. Alignment
We analysed the conservation of residues thought to be important for function,
as annotated in the literature across the seed alignment downloaded from Pfam.
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The alignment was analysed in Jalview [244] using Taylor colouring [243] at 30%
identity threshold (Fig.7.6).
Both Deng et al. in 2008 and Eustáquio et al. highlighted the conservation of
a triad of residues postulated to be essential for SAM hydrolysis [286, 295, 310,
311]. In fact, this triad is thought to be involved in the activation of water for the
enzyme reaction to proceed by an SN2 mechanism as proposed by [311, 286] and
corroborated by [312].
Using the Pfam seed alignment as a diverse representative for the DUF 62 family
we find that Asp 68 is totally conserved and Arg 75 is well conserved (residue
numbering as seen in [310]). These residues are indicative of SAM hydrolase
functionality rather than halogenase functionality [286, 295, 311]. We find that the
third member of this catalytic triad, His 127, is much lower in its level of conserva-
tion ([310] numbering). We found this His residue to be substituted for Tyr, Pro,
Arg and Thr amino acids in many cases. A wide ranging BLAST search (~300
members) by Deng et al. also revealed this trend [310]. The authors rationalise
this lack of conservation of the His residue as a sign that different nucleophiles
might be able to be accommodated [310]. We also found that the ‘GV’ (70 & 71
fluorinase numbering as found in Deng et al. [286]) of the DPGVG motif is surpris-
ingly unconserved, given that these residues were particularly well conserved in
alignments by Eustáquio et al., Deng and O’Hagan and Deng et al. [295, 286, 311].
We also found the Arg in the motif TFHGRD (129 fluorinase numbering as found
in Deng et al. [286]) not well conserved, this is in contrast to Eustáquio et al.,
Deng and O’Hagan and Deng et al. [295, 286, 311]. On the other hand, we find
the PDNG (120-124 [286] fluorinase numbering) motif well conserved, especially
‘N’ & ‘G’ which corroborates the alignments generated by Eustáquio et al., Deng
and O’Hagan and Deng et al. [295, 286, 311].
The general similarity in conservation of motifs such as that of ‘PDNG’ (120-124
fluorinase numbering as found in Deng et al. ([286]) indicates that Pfam mem-
bers of this superfamily share homology with sequences found in Eustáquio et
al., Deng and O’Hagan and Deng et al. [295, 286, 311] . Overall, the high conser-
vation of two members of the SAM hydrolase triad indicates a superfamily in which
many members perform a function more similar to the SAM hydrolase versus the
chlorinase or the fluorinase. However, the lack of conservation of the His 127,
numbering as found in Deng et al. [286], is intriguing, as this may point to flexibil-
ity/promiscuity in the binding of substrate and nucleophile in this family, allowing
for a diverse range of functions to evolve.
7.3.1.2. Phylogeny
The groupings on this tree reflected the separation of the archaea from the bac-
teria, and the separation between the Crenarchaeota and the Euryarchaeota
which was well supported. However, the bacterial group is not monophyletic and
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Figure 7.6.: Section of the alignment from the full Pfam seed as retrieved from PF01887
[296]. Visualised using Taylor colouring [243] at a 30% conservation threshold in Jalview
[244]. Highly conserved motifs have been highlighted, including those of the SAM hy-
drolase catalytic triad.
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although appearing to emerge twice is also not well supported. Overall, the tree
had many nodes with extremely low measures of bootstrap support, especially
within the bacteria. We therefore chose not to use this dataset for further analysis.
The phylogenetic tree and associated alignment can be found in the supplement-
ary information.
7.3.1.3. Domain conservation
(a)
(b)
Figure 7.7.: Index of conservation (y-axis) plotted against sequence position for bacterial
and archaeal sequence alignments downloaded from Pfam [296].
Low bootstrap support can be indicative of evolutionary signal that is not consist-
ent across the length of an alignment. We examined the level of conservation
of residues across the length of the Pfam alignment (Fig.7.7). These alignments
represent all archaeal and all bacterial members of this Pfam family.
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Sequence and structural analysis (Fig.7.1) reveal that members of this superfam-
ily have proteins composed of two domains. This is evidenced at a structural level
as CATH classifies members as being a product of two domain structures. Pfam,
however, classifies the two domains by one Pfam signature. It therefore appears
that at least for many members of this superfamily, the domains are translated
together.
It was found that in the archaea a good level of conservation was seen across both
domains of the whole alignment, although less conservation was seen around
sequence position 200. This is to be expected, since these positions correspond
to the linker region between the two domains.
In bacteria high conservation of residues across both domains is not found. In the
first domain, many sequences show a level of conservation that is approximately
less than half that seen in the archaea. In the second domain, conservation levels
are more similar in magnitude to the archaea, but areas of high conservation oc-
cur at a lower frequency across this second domain sequence than seen in the
archaea.
The difference in conservation between the domains across the archaea and bac-
teria calls into question the relative functionalities of these two domains. Could
it be that the lack of conservation of the first domain in the bacteria indicates a
difference in function or cellular role?
Using solved structural representatives can help indicate the role of these two
domains. For the SAM hydrolase (Pyrococcus horikoshii, PDB: 2WR8 chain
A) the two domains have distinct roles in catalysis. The first domain (CATH -
3.40.50.10790) is where the catalytic triad, which activates the nucleophile, is
found [310, 311].
The fluorinase functions as a ‘dimer of trimers’ [313] with three monomers in which
each N and C terminal of each domain are in contact. SAM is bound between
these domains along with a fluoride ion [314]. The SAM hydrolase is also as-
sembled as a trimer with monomers assembled in a similar manner. The chlor-
inase is similar in trimer structure [287].
The fluorinase binds the fluoride ion with residues Thr 80 & Ser 158 which are
found in the first domain (3.40.50.10790) [286]. However the substrate SAM also
plays a role in binding the fluoride ion - effectively trapping it and desolvating it
[314]. The unique insert loop found in the N-terminal domain of the fluorinase
moulds the active site to bring the substrate into contact with Ser 158 and Thr
80, numbering as found in Senn et al. [314, 287]. It is thought that the difference
in halide specificity between the fluorinase and chlorinase is in part due to the
modification of active site structure created by this unique insert loop [287].
The chlorinase nucleophile bonding is similar to the fluorinase - except Gly 131
replaces Ser 158 to bind with the chloride ion in the first domain [287]. Both the
chlorinase and fluorinase appear to have evolved to desolvate their respective
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Figure 7.8.: A mechanism proposed for nucleophilic substitution of SAM by activated wa-
ter [311]. In the active site of the Pyrococcus horikoshii DUF-62 enzyme, the His127,
Arg75 and Asp68 triad are thought to constitute a hydrogen bond network that particip-
ates in a ’electronic proton relay’ as shown in the diagram above [311]. In the proposed
mechanism, the hydrogen bond between His127 and Arg75 weakens the hydrogen
bond interactions between Arg75 and Asp68 [311]. This increases the basicity of the
Asp68 carbonyl group, where it can now abstract a proton from a nearby bound water
molecule [311]. It is thought that this now activated water molecule can directly initiate
nucleophilic attack on SAM, or, as shown in the above diagram, can abstract a proton
from another proximal water molecule, that then initiates nucleophilic attack on the C5’
carbon of SAM [311]. Diagram created in ChemDraw [260] and based on scheme 4,
from Deng et al. [311].
halide ions, thereby activating them for nucleophilic attack [287]. The importance
of this halide ion desolvation and close juxtaposition of halide ion and SAM mo-
lecule contributes to the spectacular rate enhancements these two halogenase
enzymes achieve, 2 x 1015 and 1 x1017 fold increase in the fluorinase and chlor-
inase reaction rates respectively as compared to the uncatalysed reaction [312].
Comparing the roles of these domains in different structurally solved mem-
bers of this superfamily, it becomes clear that the N-terminal domain, CATH -
3.40.50.10790, has a role in activating a range of nucleophiles. The SAM sub-
strate is bound via different combinations of N and C terminal domains for differ-
ent functions. All three structural representatives carry out their reactions in an
assembly where the substrate is catalysed between the interface of an N and C
terminal domain of different monomer units.
For other annotated functions in this superfamily, including acetolactate synthase
3 regulatory subunit, DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit delta and putative
molybdate/tungstate binding protein, a common theme exists of binding nucle-
otide or amino acid substrates. For example, the structurally solved acetolact-
ate synthase 3 regulatory subunit binds valine between the N-termini of two
monomers, positioned back to back (in contrast to the above) [315].
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The difference in conservation patterns of sequences between archaeal and bac-
terial members may indicate a large shift in function between these groups, pos-
sibly after a HGT event. The low bootstrap values of our Pfam seed tree incor-
porating bacterial and archaeal members may be indicative of the difference in
conservation in the two groups. The archaeal sequences were, in general, better
conserved across the whole length of the alignment so we chose to use archaeal
seed members only for further analysis.
7.3.2. Archaeal seed sequences
Although we decided to restrict our analyses to archaeal sequences only, the
sequence set still exhibits much diversity when looking across archaea. In fact,
members of the Crenarchaeota and the Euryarchaeota are very distinct and even
can be thought of as sub-domains rather than phyla [316]. We aim to capture the
diversity of sequence features across the wide occurrence of the gene across the
archaea.
7.3.2.1. Alignment
Figure 7.9.: Alignment of archaeal seed members of PF01887 [296]. Visualised using
Taylor colouring [243] at a 30% conservation threshold in Jalview [244]. The alignment
positions corresponding to the catalytic triad are highlighted.
Our alignment of the archaeal seed members (Fig.7.9) shows that the catalytic
triad (as discussed previously) is totally conserved. It is interesting to note that
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His 127, numbering as found in Deng et al. [286], is completely conserved in
alignment, despite its apparent flexibility in conservation as noted by ourselves
and by others [310]. The pattern of conservation in this family indicates that this
gene is likely to function by activating water as a nucleophile in the archaea, as
opposed to a chloride or fluoride ion in which the high conservation of this triad is
not found.
The motif DPGVG {68 - 72 numbering as found in Deng et al. [286]) although
not well conserved across the whole Pfam seed alignment is well conserved for
archaeal members. This pattern is in common with the Arg in the motif TFHGRD
(125 -130 numbering as found in Deng et al.[286]) which, totally conserved in our
alignment, is not well conserved when looking at the alignment of the whole Pfam
seed set.
When looking across the whole alignment, it is clear that despite this absolute
conservation in residues involved in SAM hydrolysis and binding, there lie inter-
vening stretches of amino acids that are not as well conserved. This pattern is in
common with our study of the metallo--lactamases. This phenomenon seems
common for divergent superfamilies, in which the large evolutionary time scale
means only residues under strong selection pressure to retain function are con-
served.
7.3.2.2. Phylogeny
At the broad level, the phylogeny built from the Pfam seed alignment (archaeal
members only) reflects species groupings, with divergence between the Crenar-
chaeota and Euryarchaeota having 81% support (Fig.7.10). This is in line with
the high levels of divergence between these groups [316]. More recent diver-
gences within these groups are less well supported, in particular, in the group-
ing of the haloarchaea with the uncultured methanogenic archeaon (Methano-
cella aravozae), the position of Haracula marismortui, the placing of Staphylo-
thermus marinus and the placing of Thermofilum pendens, Ignicoccus hospitalis,
Aeropyrum pernix and Hyperthermus butylicus. It comes as some surprise that
some of the least well supported divergences are not those found deepest in the
tree, as compared to general observations from other superfamilies.
Low bootstrap support can be seen as the level to which the alignment supports
the given tree topology and is an indication of how well support for a given topo-
logy is distributed over the alignment. It therefore seems likely that the lack of
conservation for regions of the alignment, where gaps are frequent, may mean
that certain taxa ‘jump around’ in the bootstrap set.
Alignments from divergent superfamilies tend to contain regions of low conser-
vation and gaps. One way of attending to this problem is to ‘mask’ alignments
with programs such as BMGE [237] and TrimAL [317]. However, for divergent
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Figure 7.10.: ML phylogeny of archaeal seed sequences from PF01887, nodes with less
than 50% bootstrap support have been collapsed. Phylogenies visualised using Mes-
quite [255].
sequences such as these, the risk that all signal may be lost is high. We found
that BMGE trimming of a superfamily alignment worsened tree support. This cor-
roborates the results of the BMGE paper which found that for a divergent set of
sequences, alignment trimming does not always lead to a better supported tree
and is therefore not always appropriate [237].
7.3.3. Rooting analysis in Notung
In order to find the origin of this gene in the archaea, we reconciled the gene
and species trees according to the protocol outlined in (sec.7.2). Tab.7.1 details
parameters that were changed and the effect on inferred root position and root
score.
It was found that adjustment of event cost weights (duplications, transfers and
losses) had an effect on the inference of root position, as did allowing Notung to
rearrange branches with support at 50% and 90%. Notung provides the user a
way to explore alternative evolutionary scenarios dependent on evolutionary as-
sumptions made by the user. Starting with default parameters, we explored differ-
ent assumptions using an iterative process (Tab.7.1). Rearrangement thresholds
were varied to explore confidence in our tree topology. The costs of transfers
and losses as opposed to duplications were varied to explore the likely dominant
process in evolution.
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Table 7.1.: Results of rooting analysis in Notung with different event costs and thresholds
for rearrangement.
We found that with default parameters and no rearrangements the root was in-
ferred as a tie between multiple clades and Methanopyrus kandleri, and with re-
arrangement at 90% the root was inferred as lying between the most basal bifurc-
ating branches.
When the cost for duplication was increased, and the cost for transfer was de-
creased, it was found that the root was inferred to lie between Haloarcula maris-
mortui and the other species when the tree was not rearranged. This is in contrast
to the result when the same event weightings were used, but Notung was allowed
to rearrange the tree at 90% and 50% threshold levels. At 90%, the root is inferred
as positioned between a large clade consisting of the methanogens and Pyrococ-
cus, and a clade consisting of all other species in the study. At 50%, the root is
inferred between Methanopyrus kandleri and all other species in the study.
How do we choose between these different evolutionary scenarios? The simplest
way is to use Notung’s strategy of minimising costs in evolution - thereby assuming
a parsimonious model of evolution. In general, root cost scores are lowered when
we allow Notung to rearrange the tree and when transfers are given a lower cost
than duplications.
If we work purely off the ‘lowest cost’ logic, then we find that the lowest root lies
between the clade of methanogens and Pyrococcus species and the rest of the
taxa in this study, given a root score of 2.5. However, this is when we allow Notung
to rearrange all bifurcations with support of less than 90% to a more parsimonious
solution (i.e. closer to the topology of the species tree). The problem with this
strategy is that evolution does not always take the simplest route and gene trees
often do not match species trees.
In order to balance the logic of parsimony and yet allow room for gene tree de-
viation from the path of minimum evolution, we lowered the Notung threshold for
rearrangement to 50%. In doing so, we put into place a prior assumption that
divergences supported by equal to or more than 50% bootstrap support are not
to be rearranged even if they do not follow the most parsimonious path of evolu-
tion. Lowering this rearrange threshold led to root scores with a higher cost than
when we allowed Notung to rearrange a wider selection of branches (equal to or
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above 90%). This strategy, which determined a root lying between Methanopyrus
kandleri and all other species in this study, with a root score of 9 provided the best
balance between accounting for HGT in evolution whilst ensuring that those diver-
gences we were confident about according to alignment data were maintained.
There was a concern that although we pruned our tree (to ensure species not
present on our species tree were not penalised as ‘losses’), inferring transfers
also, by definition assumes a loss event. Since our gene dataset is filtered, it is
possible that loss costs are being inferred as a result of transfer events. In an
effort to buffer these loss costs, we increased the ‘loss’ event cost. It was found
that doing this led to many optimal roots all with high costs (Methanopyrus kandleri
was one of these) but the same number of transfers, duplications and losses were
inferred during rearrangement.
Be that as it may, our representative but sparse dataset means we do not get
a picture of copy number - so we cannot infer the full picture of duplication and
transfer events at this stage. Despite this limitation, we can use this reconciliation
method to infer the likely root and ancestral habitat, under varying parameters.
Analyses with species trees 1 and 2, in which H. marismortui differed in its phylo-
genetic position, led to exactly the same results for root position and costs.
7.3.4. Rationalising different root hypotheses in Notung
We can analyse evolutionary histories under different parameters in order to ra-
tionalise the root inferred under a biological context.
7.3.4.1. Rearrange off - Haloarcula marismortui as the sister group of all
other species on the unrearranged tree
Under this scenario, by a parsimonious reconstruction of the ancestral environ-
mental state, the root of this gene in the archaea resides in a hypersaline environ-
ment. Due to the number of transfers inferred (12) multiple optimal solutions can
be found, most of these transfers occur within the hyperthermophilic clade. Look-
ing across all possible transfer histories in Notung, a transfer between hypersaline
members to the methanogens and another transfer event between the methano-
gens and those of the hydrothermal vent clade is in common for all (Fig.7.11).
Methanogen and hyperthermophilic environments are derived traits, with meth-
anogen evolving first and giving rise to hyperthermophilic.
Evidence for a hypersaline ancestor, as is proffered by the unrearranged tree, is
thin [316] as it is generally thought that a hyperthermophillic archaeal ancestor is a
more likely scenario[316, 318, 54]. In addition, HGT is a well known phenomenon
within the archaea but across vastly differing environments seems rare.
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Figure 7.11.: ML phylogeny of archaeal seed sequences from PF01887 drawn with the
root lying between Haloarcula marismortui and all other species on the unrearranged
tree. Predicted transfer events under this scenario are shown in yellow. Sub-Figures
depict a range of optimal solutions as calculated by Notung. These optimal solutions
were selected by clicking on the green circles. Figure generated in Notung 2.8.1.2
[185, 186].
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7.3.4.2. Rearrange on - Methanopyrus kandleri as the sister group of all
other species on the rearranged tree at 50% threshold
Under this scenario, the root of this gene in the archaea resides in a hydrothermal
vent environment. Due to the number of transfers inferred (four) multiple optimal
solutions can be found. Note that this, as compared to the un-rearranged tree
above, is a smaller number and indicates a more parsimonious result. Although
in this scenario it is clear that the ancestor of the archaea had a hydrothermal vent
environment, it is not clear how many times a hydrothermal vent habitat emerges
on the tree, although it would be parsimonious to assume that it is the ancestral
state. If the ancestral trait of the hydrothermal vent only appears once, then meth-
anogen and hypersaline would be the derived traits, with hypersalinity evolving
either after HGT or divergence. HGT to hypersaline members in this scenario
would mean transfer between organisms of different environments, which would
seem unlikely. However, this is one of a range of possible optimal scenarios for
this reconciliation, some of which do not involve transfer between different en-
vironments (Fig.7.12). This is in contrast to the unrearranged tree reconciliation
with a hypersaline root, in which two transfers between differing environments
are always needed for an optimal solution. In contrast to the lack of a hypersaline
ancestor, much evidence exists for a hyperthermophillic Last Common Ancestor
(LCA) (e.g. [316, 318, 54] ).
7.3.4.3. Ancestral habitat - the argument of parsimony
Taking the above analyses and arguments of parsimony into account, it seems
likely that the root lies between Methanopyrus kandleri and all other species in the
study. In this proposal, we assume that transfers are more likely to have occurred
than losses, and that clades of gene tree with more than 50% support accurately
represent evolution even if not parsimonious in reference to the species tree.
In reference to other studies, it is interesting that the high rate of evolution of
Methanopyrus kandleri makes it hard to place [316]. There is some debate as
to whether to place Methanopyrus kandleri with other methanogens (e.g.[319]) or
nearer the root (e.g. [318, 320, 321]). For our gene tree, the placement of Methan-
opyrus kandleri is away from the methanogens and monophyletic with Pyrococcus
and Thermococcus with moderately high support (71%).
Methanopyrus kandleri, although present in a hydrothermal vent environment
(black smoker), also exhibits features of other extremophiles - including the ability
to carry out methanogenesis and a high salinity tolerance. Methanopyrus kand-
leri’s survival in hypersaline environments appears to be made possible by a
higher than average level of negatively charged amino acids in its proteome [319].
It seems that many other archaeal members in this superfamily may thrive in high
salinity environments - such as other ’hydrothermal vent’ members and those from
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Figure 7.12.: ML phylogeny of archaeal seed sequences from PF01887 drawn with the
root lying between Methanopyrus kandleri and all other species on the rearranged tree
at 50% threshold. Predicted transfer events under this scenario are shown in yellow.
Sub-Figures depict a range of optimal solutions as calculated by Notung. These optimal
solutions were selected by clicking on the green circles. Figure generated in Notung
2.8.1.2 [185, 186].
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hypersaline lakes. This may constitute a counter argument to the hypothesis that
the generation of protons by enzymes in this family confers a fitness advantage in
extreme environments commonly found in this superfamily. In high salinity envir-
onments, commonly encountered by archaeal members of this superfamily, the
generation of protons is unlikely to aid in the generation of negatively charged
amino acids.
The prevailing opinion appears to be that methanogenesis evolved only once in
the Euryarchaeota but was then lost on multiple occasions [321]. In fact, Gribaldo
and Brochier-Armanet propose a controversial theory that the LCA of the archaea
was a methanogen, but this activity was then lost in Crenarchaeota and some
linages of Euryarchaeota [316].
7.3.5. Modelling the structure and inferring the possible
function of the DUF-62 gene from Methanopyrus
kandleri
Since we postulate that Methanopyrus kandleri has had little possibility of habit
change since the root in the archaea, we submitted the protein sequence of this
gene for homology modelling. We used I-TASSER [322] to do this, thanks to
its high rankings in recent CASP experiments [323] and its integrated function
prediction - including predicted ligand binding and EC number [322].
TM-align, as utilised by I-TASSER, predicted our protein to structurally closest to
2ZBU chain A, an uncharacterised conserved protein from Thermotoga maritima.
Whereas the prediction of ligand and EC number both predicted our Methanopyrus
kandleri homology model closest to the fluorinase 2V7X.
Both these results come as a surprise. Given its phylogenetic position, one might
expect the sequence to be closest to the archaeal structurally solved structure
from Pyrococcus horikoshii (2WR8, UniProtKB O58212 included in our study).
However, its close similarity to bacterial members may be indicative of its basal
position in this phylogeny.
7.4. Conclusion
In conclusion, sequence analysis of this superfamily indicates that the pattern of
conservation of residues is more diverse than demonstrated by sequences found
in Eustáquio et al., Deng and O’Hagan and Deng et al. [286, 295, 311] and may be
indicative of more, as yet, unexplored functions within this superfamily. Building
a phylogeny for this whole family remains a challenging task - leading to trees
with low statistical support. This may be due to a difference in the conservation of
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sequence between the archaeal and bacterial domains. Sequence conservation
distribution appeared higher for archaeal members of this Pfam family, as such,
we only included archaeal members for future analysis, in which we built a new,
better supported phylogeny.
Reconciliation of this archaeal gene tree with the species tree generates differ-
ent evolutionary histories and estimation of the root depending on the parameters
used. One of the key differences is the difference in root inferred when allowing
Notung to rearrange or not. We determined that allowing Notung to rearrange
branches with less than 50% support struck the balance of using a parsimonious
strategy, whilst allowing evidence from our gene tree and alignment to overule
if well supported. This approach, in conjunction with decreasing transfers costs
and increasing duplication costs, as expected in this family, gave us a root position
between Methanopyrus kandleri and all other species included in this study, sug-
gesting a hydrothermal vent dwelling ancestor of this superfamily. This correlates
with studies that propose a hyperthermophilic last common ancestor.
Homology modelling and function prediction of the Methanopyrus kandleri DUF-62
gene yielded surprising results. Given its phylogenetic position, one might expect
this model to most closely resemble its structurally solved DUF-62 gene from its
relative Pyrococcus horikoshii. In fact, the homology model indicates that struc-
turally, and functionally, Methanopyrus kandleri resembles homologous members
in the bacteria and actually postulates fluorinase ligand binding and function. This
surprising result may be indicative of its basal position in the evolution of this su-
perfamily.
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gene perform in the archaea?
The DUF-62 gene is well conserved across the prokaryotes, and the archaea. The
archaeal kingdom comprises of organisms that live in a wide range of habitats, in-
cluding hydrothermal vents, hypersaline lakes, and sewage. These organisms
have evolved particular adaptations in their metabolism for such environments,
for example, Methanopyrus kandleri has an unusually high proportion of negat-
ively charged amino acids in its proteome, thought to be of benefit in high salinity
conditions [324].
As pointed out by Eustáquio et al. [295], the wide distribution of this gene across
the prokaryotes makes it likely that its role lies in primary, rather than secondary
metabolism. For example, the hypothesis by /todoDeng and O’Hagan Deng and
O’Hagan [286] that this gene may play a role in cellular homoeostasis in extreme
conditions. However, we note there are many different ‘extreme’ conditions en-
countered by this family and yet the presence of the gene is conserved across
many organisms. Taking this in conjunction with the fact that much diversity ex-
ists in the archaeal sequences away from the catalytic triad [311, 295] it seems
possible that multiple functions or cellular roles have evolved in the superfam-
ily, that may, or may not, have a link to the specific ‘extreme’ environment of the
organism.
Using our rooted ML phylogeny, derived by methods described in the last chapter,
we hope to discern the possibility of divergent functions or cellular roles within
this family. Unlike the metallo--lactamases, as described in Part II, and other
well studied superfamilies, only a handful of members of the DUF-62 superfamily
have been structurally and functionally characterised. This poses a challenge; for
the metallo--lactamases we were able to discern the function of unknown mem-
bers by comparison and reference to a wealth of well characterised examples. In
particular, we used knowledge of structure and spatial location of amino acids to
predict function.
Despite the challenges involved with studying enzyme families with few structur-
ally characterised members, the literature has many examples of studies which
have attempted to overcome this. Hicks et al, in their study of the strictosid-
ine synthase-like proteins, used sequence similarity networks in conjunction with
phylogenetics and gene context analysis, despite the existence of few structural
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representatives in this family [325]. Gene context, especially for prokaryote gen-
omes, is a useful measure of a gene’s interaction partners and cellular interac-
tions. Such a strategy has been utilised in studies by authors such as Gerlt et
al. [6] for assigning functions in the enolase family and by Makarova et al. [326]
to infer metabolic pathways in the archaea. Most recently, an investigation by
Mudgal et al. compared the functional prediction accuracy and sensitivity of a
range of methods thought to be suited to the identification of remote similarity
between proteins [4]. The authors found that using a strategy in which the results
of multiple methods combined could be used as a measure of the robustness of
the prediction [4]. A study such as this highlights the benefits of using multiple
methods to predict function, and is a strategy we implement in this work.
8.1. What we contribute to the field
In this study, we ask how many functions and/or cellular roles have evolved in
this superfamily. This goes beyond the broad functions already assigned to these
proteins (e.g. by UniProtKB).
Although not functionally characterised, many members of this gene family are
well documented in terms of their sequence and genomic context. We can use in
silico techniques to track possible changes in function or cellular role across this
phylogeny in conjunction with our ML tree, in which we hypothesise the evolution-
ary ordering of taxa and their environments. In doing this we choose to remain, as
in the rest of this thesis, at the protein level, reflecting the high levels of divergence
found within enzyme superfamilies.
Since the gene is found almost exclusively in prokaryotes we can make use of
a given gene’s location in the genome to infer function. This is due to the fact
that in prokaryotes, enzymes that function in the same metabolic pathway are
often translated from neighbouring genes in the genome; these clusters of genes
operating together are called ‘operons’. The existence of operons is prevalent
in the prokaryotic kingdom [327] (although some examples from the eukaryotes
exist [328]).
We used the STITCH resource [329] to query each DUF-62 gene in our data-
set for possible protein and chemical functional interactions. The STITCH re-
source is a database which integrates information from a range of sources in-
cluding those from experiments, databases and text mining of the existing liter-
ature [329]. STITCH gives a measure of confidence for the resulting predicted
interactions [329]. Such an approach in integrating data from different sources
increases the robustness of predictions as compared to using protein-protein in-
teraction datasets alone [330]. Other methods which build functional linkage net-
works from integrated data sources have been developed including VIRGO (VIR-
tual Gene Ontology) [331] and VisANT. Unfortunately, the VIRGO server seems
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no longer maintained http://whipple.cs.vt.edu:8080/virgo and VisANT is aimed at
establishing disease-protein function relationships. Since no known members of
the archaea have been established as pathogenic [332] we established that the
STITCH databases were most appropriate for our study.
We then looked to quantify the results of the STITCH analysis. We assume that
change in predicted protein interactions may be evident in a protein’s amino acid
sequence. We use DIVERGE [198, 197] (discussed in Chapter 4) to assess this.
Although structural information is sparse for this particular family, we can still make
best use of the structures we do have by use of a program such as DIVERGE. By
quantitatively comparing sequence conservation between phylogenetic groups,
DIVERGE is able to identify common residues conserved within a family and those
that differ between phylogenetic groups.
The residues that are restricted to particular phylogenetic clades can be import-
ant indicators of neofunctionalisation events. The method used by DIVERGE in
which the phylogenetic conservation of residues is used to indicate the import-
ance of residues has much in common with the Evolutionary Trace method (ET)
[193, 196, 333]. However, the evolutionary trace method does not give an indic-
ation of how statistically significant a particular residue of ‘importance’ is, mak-
ing distinguishing between residues that have diverged by neofunctionalisation
versus neutral drift (for example) particularly difficult. DIVERGE uses a frame-
work in which it tests the assumption that residues are correlated across different
phylogenetic lineages. The extent of this correlation is given a score, allowing the
user to determine the ‘functionally divergent’ residues in a more objective man-
ner. For our study, we only know the residues that are important (and therefore
conserved) for SAM hydrolysis functionality. We hope that our study may reveal
other important functional residues in this superfamily, in an objective manner us-
ing DIVERGE.
Once the evolutionarily important residues have been identified (either by ET or
in our case, DIVERGE) they can be then mapped onto an available structure,
where the spatial clustering of these evolutionarily ‘important’ residues might be
seen. This mapping onto structure is key, since identifying the conservation of
residues at the sequence level does not reveal as much about catalytic function
as diagnosing their relative position in 3D space - for example, around a binding,
catalytic or allosteric site. Even though we only have a limited number of struc-
tural representatives for this family, the mapping of these evolutionarily ‘important’
residues onto any homologous structure is useful - since approximate clustering
and proximity to the known catalytic site can be observed.
We then annotate the predictions of protein associations and change in function
onto our phylogenetic tree. Using the reconciliation software Notung [185, 186],
we infer the history of duplication and transfer events. As was discussed in the
previous chapter, our current reconciled gene-species tree topology does not in-
clude all possible information on duplication events - due to our ‘sparse’ dataset.
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We noted that the use of all sequences, even from the archaeal family only, resul-
ted in a badly supported topology hence our decision to use the PFAM ‘seed’ set.
In order to introduce extra information on duplications without introducing addi-
tional ML tree ambiguity, we chose to only add sequences for those clades which
had the highest levels of predicted divergence as inferred by DIVERGE.
8.2. Methods
STITCH prediction of protein interactions Proteins were queried as a batch
job at http://stitch.embl.de/cgi/show_input_page.pl (accessed 05.05.15) with each
entry represented by a UniProtKB accession code. All parameters were left as
default including the use of a medium confidence level score threshold (0.4).
Protein-protein interaction data and chemical interaction was downloaded as a
plain text file for each entry. It should be noted that at the time of retrieval, STITCH
did not have an entry for Pyrococcus yayanossi, so information of interactions of
the closely related Pyrococcus furiosus was downloaded instead.
The text data on predicted protein interactions for each entry was then used to
annotate the ML topology, using a different colour to distinguish each protein in-
teraction partner.
Analysis of seed gene tree in DIVERGE 3.0 The seed gene tree (from previous
chapter) was used to test clades with different habitats. Sequences had to be
more than 4 per clade. The methanogens did not form an isolated clade, so were
excluded from this analysis. The methanogen clade was then used to root the tree,
leaving 3 clades to test: ’Hypersaline lake’ (Hsl), ’Hydrothermal vent 1’ (Hv_1) and
’Hydrothermal vent 2’ (Hv_2). We only picked clades which were well supported.
Nodes were collapsed at below 50% and groups were chosen after this.
It should be noted that initial tests with the Pfam seed set yielded ’NaN’ num-
bers with DIVERGE 3.0 using the 1999 and 2001 algorithms. After testing, it was
found that this seemed to be due to very similar sequences Pyrococcus horikoshii
and Pyrococcus furiosus. Since Pyrococcus horikoshii is the only taxon with a
structurally solved DUF-62 protein, we resolved the problem by replacing Pyro-
coccus furiosus with a slightly less similar sequence, Pyrococcus yayanossi, that
still lay within the Pyrococcus clade. This resolved the problem for the 1999 type
I algorithm, but not the type II or 2001 algorithm.
Results from DIVERGE were analysed at the whole sequence level but also at the
residue level. The posterior probability of each residue contributing to functional
divergence can be analysed in isolation. These can be mapped onto structure
as described previously. Those specific residues that had a posterior probability
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above a given threshold (at default = 0.5 and 0.7) were then analysed in terms
of their mapping for a structural representative in this sequence set (PDB: 2WR8,
from Pyrococcus horikoshii) with annotated catalytic amino acids.
Subtree Analysis Using the taxonomy browser in the Pfam family the Ther-
moproteaceae and the Halobacteria were selected and downloaded in ‘FASTA’
format and sequence accessions, since these were the two family levels that
contained seed sequences from the clades with the highest level of divergence.
These were combined with the original seed set from Pfam. The sequences were
sorted to remove duplicate accessions - since original ‘core’ sequences and ad-
ditional sequences had been added - leading to duplicate accessions in selected
clades. The sequences were then submitted to ‘Expresso’ with parameters used
in seed gene tree analysis (previous chapter). The aligned combined sequences
were submitted to ‘Modelgenerator’ using 4 gamma categories. The AIC, AIC2
and the BIC all chose LG+G+F as a model. The same alignment was submitted to
PhyML 3.0 at http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/ specifying the LG model with
empirical equilibrium frequencies, ‘0’ proportion of invariant sites, 4 substitution
rate categories, SPR & NNI moves and 100 bootstrap replicates.
Tips were converted using ‘R’ by the method as described in the previous chapter
for the Pfam seed gene tree. Like the gene tree and species tree it was found that
there were alternatives for some taxa names, these were reconciled by the same
methods used in the previous chapter.
The subtree-gene tree was reconciled with the species tree, in Notung version
2.8.1.2.beta, using the same protocol as for the seed gene tree and same phylo-
geny for the species tree as the previous chapter, whilst keeping the outgroup
taxon Methanopyrus kandleri consistent and rearranging at a 50% threshold level
each time.
8.3. Results & Discussion
8.3.1. Prediction of DUF-62 interactions using STITCH
After colour coding each enzyme function as a different colour, we annotated the
whole, unrearranged tree with the results only for those clades with 50% support
or more.
From manual inspection, and using a qualitative approach, it appears that there is
a non-random pattern of gene distribution, with particular clades appearing to have
different patterns according to our colour coding of the different gene predictions.
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Strikingly, and despite different patterns seen in different clades, the majority (ex-
cluding Methanopyrus kandleri and Pyrobaculum aerophilum) share predicted in-
teractions with one copy or more of nicotinimide-nucleotide adenyltransferase
(nadR) genes. This gene encodes an enzyme that synthesises nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) from nicotinamide D-ribonucleotide, adenosine tri-
phosphate (ATP) and a proton [334]. NAD+ is an important coenzyme, and oxid-
ising agent. The conserved pattern of predicted interactions between the DUF-62
gene and the nadR gene adds evidence to its possible role in primary metabolism
in the archaea.
If we focus on clades that were used for the DIVERGE analysis (described in
‘Methods’) and inspect the colour distribution of STITCH predicted interactions
and their gene names we find particular sets of gene interactions tend to corres-
pond with the taxonomic grouping within each clade.
Figure 8.1.: STITCH predicted interactions of the DUF-62 genes in the Hsl clade. Col-
oured boxes to the right of the phylogeny correspond to the coloured names of proteins
in the black coloured box. Phylogeny visualised using Mesquite [255].
Hypersaline lake In this clade, we not only see the nadR gene, but also, fre-
quent occurrences of ATP dependent protease Lon and also, in two out of the four
members, adenylate cyclase (Fig.8.1).
ATP dependent protease Lon has roles in the degradation of misfolded and ab-
normal proteins, as well as possible DNA binding activity [335]. Focusing on its
physiological role in the Archaea, experiments show that in a fellow halophile
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Haloferax volacanii the Lon protease is essential for viability due to its purpor-
ted role in the regulation of membrane lipid composition [336]. A later proteo-
mic study by the same authors revealed that Lon may be involved in many more
cellular roles, including co-enzyme metabolism, amino acid biosynthesis, genetic
processes, transcriptional regulation and ABC transportation [337].
ATP is converted to 3’-5’ cyclic AMP by the adenylate cyclase enzyme. Cyclic
AMP is an important secondary cell messenger for a range of functions, including
signal transduction.
Figure 8.2.: STITCH predicted interactions of the DUF-62 genes in the Hv_1 clade. Col-
oured boxes to the right of the phylogeny correspond to the coloured names of proteins
in the black coloured box Phylogeny visualised using Mesquite [255].
Hydrothermal vent 1 Three out of four members of this clade have
predicted interactions with CDP-diacylglycerol-glycerol-3-phosphate 3-
phosphatidyltransferase (PGP synthase) (Fig.8.2). This enzyme, also a trans-
ferase (like NADR), catalyses the production of CMP from CDP-diacylglycerol
and glycerol 3-phosphate. This enzyme plays a role in the metabolism of
glycerophospholipid, an important component of biological membranes [334].
The tRNA guanosine-2’-O-methyltransferase, another transferase, is predicted to
interact with the DUF-62 gene for three out of four members (Fig.8.2). The tRNA-
2’-O-methylase catalyses the formation of S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine from S-
adenosyl-L-methionine and tRNA substrates [334]. S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine
can be then converted to homocysteine which has many different roles in the cell.
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Figure 8.3.: STITCH predicted interactions of the DUF-62 genes in the Hv_2 clade. Col-
oured boxes to the right of the phylogeny correspond to the coloured names of proteins
in the black coloured box Phylogeny visualised using Mesquite [255].
Hydrothermal vent 2 A cytidyltransferase-like protein is a predicted interact-
ing partner for three of five members of this clade (Fig.8.3). Cytidylyltransferase
uses CTP as substrate before releasing pyrophosphate after catalysis [334]. A
web search yields information on multiple types of these enzymes, including
- choline-phosphate cytidylyltransferase, phosphatidate cytidylyltransferase and
ethanolamine-phosphate cytidylyltransferase. All of these enzymes are capable
of partaking in glycerophospholipid metabolism. All members of this clade are
predicted to interact with adenylate cyclase (Fig.8.3).
A striking feature of this qualitative study is that each DUF-62 gene in each clade
has predicted interactions with enzymes that contribute in some way to membrane
biosynthesis. Notably though, these are not through the same routes in metabol-
ism for each clade.
There are a number of mechanisms by which archaeal membranes differ from
those of bacteria and eukaryotes. It is thought that some of these differences may
constitute adaptations. Firstly, archaeal lipids are constructed via an ether bond
joining the alcohol and lipid components [339]. This is in contrast to eukaryotes
in which an ester bond joins the glycerol and lipid moieties [339]. Secondly, the
structure of the lipid chains often differs in the archaea - featuring branched, or less
commonly, ring structures in side chains. It is thought that both these differences
may make for ‘tougher’ membrane structures, since ether bonds are chemically
more stable than ester bonds and branched lipid chains may help create a mem-
brane that is less permeable to leakage [339]. The degree of cyclisation has been
shown to be adaptable by organisms such as Sulfolobus solfataricus [340].
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Figure 8.4.: Comparison of bacterial (left) and archaeal (right) lipid structures. Adapted
from Albers and Meyer [338], Box 1 and created using ChemDraw [260].
Using the STITCH resource has allowed us to review predicted interactions of
the DUF-62 gene across our archaeal phylogeny and allowed us to determine for
which clades these predicted interactions differ. However, these predictions are
not quantitative, and a change in interaction, even if accurately predicted does not
necessarily imply a change in function.
If the DUF-62 gene does indeed have different interactions in different clades of
our tree, we assume this will be evident at the sequence and structural level.
At such a point, we might be in a better position to evaluate whether any noted
changes in sequence conservation between these phylogenetic groupings may
have a bearing on the function of these proteins, using our limited knowledge
about structure and function for this family.
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Table 8.1.: Results of the DIVERGE analysis using the 1999 algorithm. The analysis was
performed in a pairwise manner for each of the selected clades. ThetaML is the ML
estimate of the coefficient of divergence, AlphaML is the ML estimate of the among site
variation, SE Theta is the standard error of ThetaML, LRT Theta is the log likelihood
ratio score as compared to the null hypothesis (ThetaML = 0).
8.3.2. Testing for differences in sequence conservation
across different clades
DIVERGE allows the user to compare the rates of evolution between sequences
of different clades in a phylogenetic tree, measured by the conservation of se-
quences. This difference is then expressed as a coefficient from 0-1, with 1 being
the greatest degree of inferred divergence. Although in general, no one compar-
ison has a particularly high measure for ThetaML, our results show that the highest
level of divergence lies between the Hsl and Hv_2 clades, the next between Hv_1
and Hv_2 clades and the least between Hsl and Hv_1 clades. However, it should
be noted that the result for the comparison between Hsl and Hv_1 clades comes
with a particularly large value of standard error.
Since DIVERGE tests the level of correlation between the rates of evolution of two
clades it is possible for the user to assess the significance of ThetaML using the
calculated LRT against a 2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom (df). The 5% cut-
off value for 1 degree of freedom is 3.841, in which the Hsl/Hv2 and Hv_1/Hv_2
LRT statistics exceed whilst the Hsl/Hv_1 LRT statistic does not exceed this value.
In fact, the Hsl/Hv_2 value also exceeds the 1% cut-off value with 1df of 6.635.
On the basis of this, it is tempting to argue that there is evidence for the difference
in the rates between Hsl and Hv_2 being statistically significant.
However, we must be aware that our experimental design involves multiple inde-
pendent comparisons. Such a strategy increases the chance of false positives
(Type I errors). To do this, we can convert our likelihood ratio statistics to p-values
using the 2 distribution before using a correction, such as the Bonferroni. How-
ever, this approach is thought to be very conservative (an example of a discus-
sion on this topic can be found by authors such as Perneger [341] along with its
response) possibly leading to the generation of false negatives. The False Discov-
ery Rate (FDR) is a less stringent approach, and has been utilised by ourselves
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to adjust the p-values calculated from the Likelihood ratio statistics (found in Sup-
plementary Information). We found that when adjusted by FDR, our DIVERGE
results for Hsl/Hv_2 and Hv_1/Hv_2 were both significant at the 5% level but the
Hsl/Hv_2 result was no longer significant at the 1% level.
However, using a 2 distribution to convert between a likelihood ratio statistic and a
p-value is only an approximation. Corrections for multiple testing, such as the Bon-
ferroni, violate the likelihood principle (e.g. by authors such as Barnard et al.[342])
since they assume that the context in which the data were obtained should be con-
sidered whereas a likelihood approach assumes the likelihood of an event can be
estimated only by data that has already been collected and the model alone.
Given the philosophical issues with accounting for multiple tests when using LRT
statistics, it is important to be careful in assessing the ‘significance’ of our results.
With this in mind, we will discuss the results in terms of the ‘strongest’ and ‘weak-
est’ evidence for functional divergence of clades. Looking from this perspective,
the comparison of clades in which we have the strongest evidence of divergence is
between Hsl and Hv_2, although as noted previously the magnitude of this result
is low on the 0-1 scale of ThetaML values of divergence.
In relating this back to the prediction of interactions in STITCH we remind
ourselves that the Hsl clade members have common predicted interactions in-
cluding ATP dependent protease Lon and adenylate cyclase, whereas in the Hv_2
clade frequently predicted interactions include cytidylyltransferase-like protein and
also adenylate cyclase. The predictions of these interactions appear to represent
different metabolic pathways, and so the finding that members from these two
clades have some evidence for divergence is not surprising. We might have ex-
pected the two clades from the same class of habitat (Hv_1 & Hv_2) to exhibit
very little evidence for divergence - this was not the case, with thetaML being the
2nd ranked in the set. Although we cannot evaluate our result in terms of overall
statistical significance, this result could be indicative that the role of the DUF-62
gene is not correlated with any particular environment. Although, we should be
aware that our classification of habitats, including ‘hydrothermal vent’, is particu-
larly broad and may not capture distinct environments within this niche.
Taking a closer look at protein interaction data for clades of particular in-
terest STITCH generates a large amount of information on predicted interac-
tions, not all of which was discussed previously. We therefore decided to take
a closer look at the clades with the highest level of divergence as calculated in
DIVERGE and take a deeper look into predicted interactions and the source of
these.
To do this, we took a member of each of the Hsl and Hv_2 clades with the most
diversity and range of protein interactions, as examined in our previous STITCH
analysis. In looking at the predicted chemical interactions two chemicals in par-
ticular appear surprising. The first is a chloride ion predicted to interact by our
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Figure 8.5.: Predicted protein and chemical interactions as predicted by STITCH 4 for Hsl
clade representative - Haloquadratum walsbyi DUF-62 protein (red). Line colours are
representative of the source of evidence for each predicted interaction, green: gene
neighbourhood, fuchsia: experiments, yellow: text mining, cyan: databases. Figure
generated using STITCH 4 [329].
Hsl representative. However, further investigation into the source of this ‘exper-
imental’ evidence reveals that this is probably in reference to homology with the
chlorinase and therefore may be a false positive.
Another curious prediction is that of selenomethionine for both the Hsl and Hv_2
representatives. Not only is selenomethionine predicted to interact with the DUF-
62 gene but also other chemicals and proteins too. We suspect that the prediction
of an interaction with selenomethionine is actually an artefact from homologous
structures in which selenomethionine was incorporated to help elucidate the crys-
tal structure [343]. It therefore should be noted that the combined score of some
of these interacting proteins, when they have predicted links to our DUF-62 gene
and selenomethionine, is over-inflated by this false positive result. There is still
evidence, however, of interactions between our DUF-62 gene representatives and
interacting proteins by gene context (green lines (Fig.8.5) & (Fig.8.6)).
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Figure 8.6.: Predicted protein and chemical interactions as predicted by STITCH 4 for
Hv_2 clade representative - Pyrobaculum calidifontis DUF-62 protein (red). Line col-
ours are representative of the source of evidence for each predicted interaction, green:
gene neighbourhood, fuchsia: experiments, yellow: text mining, cyan: databases, lilac:
homology. Figure generated using STITCH 4 [329].
Adding sequences to clades of interest and reconciliation in Notung If in-
deed there exists divergence in function between the Hsl and Hv_2 clades, we
might expect to see evidence of duplication or transfer events between these
clades. After adding additional sequences from PFAM to the Hsl and Hv_2 clades
we reconciled them in Notung, using a 50% statistical threshold for rearrangement
and placing Methanopyrus kandleri as the root.
Under these conditions, no temporally feasible solutions are found with a trans-
fer weight of less than 2.0. With a transfer threshold of over 2.0 and duplica-
tions at various weights a transfer event appears to have happened between an
ancestor of the Pyrobaculum clade (including Hv_2) to the ancestor of the Hsl
clade. When rooting with Methanopyrus kandleri, the Pyrococcus species appear
to have diverged before this event. In fact, this major transfer seems to split the
Haloarchaea and the methanogens from Pyrobaculum (Hv_2). This is in line with
our DIVERGE results, in which the greatest evidence of divergence was found
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Table 8.2.: Results of reconciliation of the species and subtree gene tree in Notung.
Transfers and duplication weights were varied and the resulting event cost recorded.
A threshold of 50% was maintained for rearrangement each time and rooted with Meth-
anopyrus kandleri.
between Hsl and Hv_2 clades. A transfer event early on in their history seems a
convincing scenario in this case. This major transfer event between these groups
holds for all parameter weightings tested with feasible solutions (Tab.8.2). Dif-
ferences in conservation between members of this family may be less to do with
adaptation to different environments and more the result of a transfer event far
back in evolutionary history. An interesting implication of this result is that mem-
bers of the Halobacteria clade may not have possessed a DUF-62 gene before
transfer and therefore its activity was not required in the Halobacteria clade native
state, however, after transferral, it appears that the gene diverged and possibly
neofunctionalised, taking its place in a new metabolic pathway.
Mapping the most divergent positions onto structure Using DIVERGE we
can pinpoint the posterior profiles of the columns of the alignment that contrib-
ute most to the MLtheta score. We identified alignment positions with a posterior
probability of equal to or more than 0.5 (coloured yellow on Fig.8.8), and also
those positions with a probability equal to or more than 0.7, coloured orange on
(Fig.8.8). We reasoned that those residues surpassing the 0.7 posterior probab-
ility were likely to be the strongest contributors to divergence.
We used Jalview [244] to map these alignment annotations onto the SAM hydro-
lysing enzyme from Pyrococcus horikoshii, (PDB:2WR8). Jalview also annotates
known information on binding sites (pink) and areas of interest (green). Using
Jalview we are able to see the correspondence at both the alignment and struc-
tural level of our highly scoring (assumed to be most divergent) columns and pre-
viously known information on function.
At the 0.5 posterior probability level, there are 29 residues contributing to the di-
vergence score. In both the alignment and structure, these are spread out, and do
not appear to cluster in any specific area. However, some positions coincide with
those involved in binding and areas of interest. When we take it to the 0.7 level,
all three are close to the binding site (distributed over the two structural domains).
One of these, position 313, corresponds to an asparagine residue that is shown
to bind substrate in the crystal structure of 2WR8.
None of the ‘divergent’ residues, at either 0.5 or 0.7 thresholds, coincide with the
highly conserved motif of the catalytic triad (see previous chapter). It therefore
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Figure 8.7.: Reconciled and rearranged subtree gene tree in Notung (50% threshold)
with duplications and transfers both weighted at 2 (result 1.3 in supplementary data).
Greyed out taxa are those predicted to be lost under this reconciliation scenario. The
tree is rooted at Methanopyrus kandleri. Colours approximately correspond to core
gene tree groupings: Hsl: blue, Hv_1: orange, Hv_2: red. Possible cellular roles for
each coloured node are annotated. The arrows (not to scale) correspond to the degree
of functional divergence between clades as calculated by DIVERGE. Figure generated
in Notung 2.8.1.2.
seems likely that any possible divergence of function does not lie in the overall
chemical mechanism - i.e. hydrolysis catalysed by the conserved catalytic triad
rather, divergence of function seems more feasible in those residues involved in
substrate/product binding. DUF-62 members of these two phylogenetic groups
may hydrolyse different substrates and take part in different metabolic processes
possibly interacting with different protein partners.
There has been another protein structure solved for this family - the product of the
DUF-62 gene from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii (PDB: 2F4N). This organism
was not included in our analysis but is presumably most closely related to the other
methanogens. No function could be found for this protein and although compared
to the fluorinase, the authors conclude that the enzyme is devoid of halogenase
activity [345]. This similarity to the fluorinase is in common with predicted EC
number and ligand binding of the homology model of the DUF-62 gene product
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Figure 8.8.: Positions with a posterior probability of 0.5 (yellow) and 0.7 (orange) mapped
onto PDB:2WR8 in Jalview [244]. Green areas denote regions of interest and pink areas
denote binding sites from the annotations from the PDB [344].
from Methanopyrus kandleri, as presented in the last chapter.
8.4. Conclusion
In this work, we have used the topology of our ML tree and our prediction of root
taxon as a basis on which to predict the possible existence of multiple functions or
cellular interactions for the DUF-62 gene in the archaea. Utilising both a qualitative
and quantitative approach and comparing our results to known information on
the structure and function for members of this superfamily, we infer that there is
evidence from our different lines of enquiry that multiple functions/interactions of
the DUF-62 gene may have evolved in the archaea.
Discrete phylogenetic groupings of predicted interactions are observed. Strikingly,
the differences in predicted interactions of the DUF-62 gene between the Hsl and
Hv_2 clade, and to a lesser extent, the Hv_1 and Hv_2 clade have support from
DIVERGE results, and coincide with a major transfer event far back in the history
of this superfamily which divided these two groups. Despite the difference in these
metabolic pathways, all have connections with membrane composition and there-
fore may constitute a pathway to regulate lipid composition in extreme environ-
ments. Based on this evidence we do not predict that the function of the DUF-62
gene specifically changes in a correlative manner according to organismal en-
vironment habitat. However, our definition of ‘environment’ is inherently broad,
particularly in our grouping of all ‘hydrothermal vent’ habitats into one category,
when in fact, this genre is likely to contain many more diverse sub-environments.
Our study only sheds light on a subsection of the evolution of the DUF-62 gene -
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that is, in the archaeal domain of life. In actual fact, and as discussed in the pre-
vious chapter this gene is well distributed throughout the organisms, and is found
in many species of bacteria, including pathogenic ones. As more structures are
solved for proteins in the superfamily, our power to resolve evolutionary signal
between distant family members will increase by improvement of the robustness
and accuracy of alignments and phylogenetic trees. This will be of particular in-
terest in determining the relationships between the archaea and other members
of the DUF-62 family. In this study, we make use of available structural informa-
tion in our alignment strategy to build ML trees but note that many bifurcations do
not have strong statistical support. Therefore, by necessity, our inference of root
position is at least in part constrained by the topology of the underlying species
tree and our prediction of divergence between clades is limited to those with 50%
bootstrap support or more. Although we have made steps to constructively add
information from additional sequences in this family to determine duplication, loss
and transfer events, we are restricted in our addition of sequences as our previ-
ous experiments (previous chapter) show that phylogenies built from larger sets
of sequences are not well statistically supported.
As discussed, assessing the significance of multiple independent tests on the
same data is a challenge. In this study we have explored the idea of attempt-
ing to correct our results using both the Bonferroni and FDR methods. We have
mapped residues which were the most divergent between the Hsl and and Hv_2
clades onto the only archaeal structure with functional annotations (PDB:2WR8).
Although useful in determining the spatial position of these residues in relation to
the SAM hydrolase substrate (S-homocysteine used as an inhibitor in this case)
we cannot be sure that all of our DUF-62 representatives have the exact same
overall and active site structure as Pyrococcus horikoshii. Despite this, a com-
mon observation in the comparison of our DUF-62 alignment at the sequence
level and at the structural level indicates that divergence of function in this family
is likely to reside near the substrate binding site, rather than within sites involved
in catalysis. From a BLAST search in Deng et al. the conservation of the catalytic
triad presumed necessary for nucleophilic attack is well conserved across many
of the DUF-62 sequences, spanning the domains of life [310].
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9. Conclusions
9.1. The metallo--lactamase superfamily
In this work, we have explored the prediction of function of sequences from two en-
zyme superfamilies. In the first case, our study of the well characterised metallo--
lactamase superfamily attempted to improve published phylogenies before going
on to explore whether the MRCA of the extant metallo--lactamases was capable
of hydrolysing lactam substrates.
To do this, we needed a good quality phylogeny on which to base ancestral se-
quence reconstruction. Although phylogenies for this enzyme superfamily had
been published in the literature, we noted that at deeper levels their statistical
support was low. In order to improve upon this, we used a structurally informed
approach by adding sequences to the pre-existing structurally informed FunTree
alignment. Using structure to inform sequence alignment is essential for build-
ing high quality trees of such divergent sequences. However, a balance must
be struck. As reviewed in the literature, a strategy in which only the structurally
alignable residues are included generates a short and strongly biased alignment.
We extended the number of taxa represented and used a statistical approach to
choose the best model of evolution that fitted the data. This improved upon exist-
ing phylogenies for the superfamily which either assumed a parsimonious model
of evolution, or had evaluated multiple tree topologies by ML analysis but had not
chosen the model of evolution to fit the data. FunTree phylogenies use a species
guide tree in their construction, essentially setting a prior belief that the evolution
of the gene is congruent with that of the species. For our phylogeny construc-
tion attempt, such a constraint was not appropriate in discerning the gene tree of
prokaryotes well known to have undergone horizontal gene transfer events.
By taking these measures, we have developed and improved the phylogeny for
this superfamily, giving a more detailed picture of evolutionary events than others
have previously published. Our work, and the work of others, have shown that
aligned members of this superfamily share a common scaffold in which metal
coordination in order to activate water is conserved. The wide range of functions
in this superfamily, particularly in the ability to hydrolyse a broad range of lactam
substrates, is conferred by an active site that seems exapted to bind a range of
substrates. Understanding this trend is key in deciphering why this enzyme is so
readily adaptable to overcoming diverse antibiotic challenges.
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Despite taking measures to improve the phylogeny for this superfamily, we found
that some of the deepest bifurcations were still not well supported. In general, the
major functional groups formed discrete clades with high support, although the low
bootstrap support on some deeper nodes meant we were still unsure as to which
order these groups diverged. Given the lack of confidence in the deeper branch-
ings of our ML tree, we decided to perform ASR for the MRCA of the metallo-
-lactamases for each tree in the bootstrap sample of 100 trees. By doing this,
we were able to observe any commonalities in the properties of the MRCA not
apparent when looking at phylogeny topologies only. The majority of MRCA mo-
tifs indicated most similarity to a B3 lactamase or a glyoxalase. This observation
was consistent at the structural level, in which we found the only homology model
to pass both our criteria for being a metallo--lactamase most closely resembled
our B3 lactamase catalytic template. We found that only 5% of representative
homology models for these sequences passed our criteria for having metallo--
lactamase activity, based on alignment with a metallo--lactamase template.
What does our study mean for future efforts to combat antibiotic resistance? Al-
though our results cannot be used to definitely support the case of one or two
origins of lactamase evolution in this family, our foray into possible MRCA se-
quences and structures has yielded useful insights into common trends. Firstly,
if we assume that the methods we have employed are capable of determining
the general properties of MRCA sequences in this family and we take the results
purely at face value, there appears to be few paths in which evolution could have
taken to yield a lactamase hydrolysing ancestor. Adding evidence for an exapted
fold particularly amenable to evolving machinery capable of hydrolysing metallo-
-lactamase substrates. One common theme is that whether able to hydrolyse
a lactam molecule or not, the ancestor was likely to have been metal coordin-
ating (according to our alignment of cluster representatives). The evolutionary
flexibility in this family appears to lie in regions other than this metal coordinating
motif, presumably in more flexible loop regions. It is therefore likely that whether
via multiple independent evolutionary inventions, or by rapid divergence from a
lactam hydrolysing ancestor, these enzymes have the flexibility to adapt their ex-
apted structure to face new, but related structures of drug molecules. It seems
that targeting metal coordination in these enzymes may be an effective way to
hinder the evolution of resistant variants, although the design of a broad ranging
zinc chelator without dangerous off-target effects is a challenge for drug design.
One of the main limitations in our study is that it is not possible to know how ex-
haustively we have sampled tree topology space and if those sampled represent
biologically viable candidates. For example, that 54 of our MRCA sequence pre-
dictions did not match the metallo--lactamase InterPro signature has some bear-
ing on the interpretation of our results. Are these sequences simply ’scrambled’
predictions - for which all possible enzyme resemblance has been lost as a result
of methodological inaccuracy? If so, then the proportion of ’successful’ lactamase
MRCA predictions scales to 5/44 - over 10% of MRCA candidates. Looking at
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it this way, one might ascertain that over 10% of the bootstrapped phylogenies
support the hypothesis that the B1/B2 and B3 lactamases arose as a result of
a single, divergent event in evolution. Or, conversely, could it be that these 54
sequences may be the result of accurate phylogenetic reconstruction and ASR,
and are simply proteins for which the function is unknown? As discussed, our
experimental design means we have no way of rationally assigning probabilities
to different tree topologies. Therefore, we have no way of determining if some
trajectories are more likely in evolution. Specifically, if the 5% of our MRCA se-
quences that passed both of our criteria for lactamase activity actually represents
a more likely evolutionary trajectory, this creates additional complexity in the in-
terpretation of our 5% statistic.
Even if we were able to identify the more evolutionarily feasible tree topologies
in our bootstrap set, our assessment of function is inherently limited by our cata-
lytic templates. Our catalytic templates are based on extant crystal structures
- static snap shots of dynamic, flexible structures. Although the catalytic tem-
plates give a good indication as to the relative location of catalytic amino acids
in 3D space, they give no information as to the flexibility, compensatory and epi-
static mechanisms the structure may utilise. As such, our work demonstrates the
likely minimal machinery needed by an MRCA to hydrolyse metallo--lactamase
substrates and quantifies the degree of support by topologies from an intelligent
sampling strategy.
9.2. The DUF-62 superfamily
In this work, we have used the topology of our ML tree and our prediction of root
position as a basis on which to predict the existence of multiple functions or cellular
interactions for the DUF-62 gene in the archaea. We used this case study to
contrast with the well studied metallo--lactamase superfamily, by using in silico
methods to produce a phylogenetic tree and predict function, despite the lack
of structurally and functionally characterised members of this family. By utilising
both a qualitative and quantitive approach and comparing our results to known
information on the structure and function for members of this superfamily, we infer
that there is evidence from our different lines of enquiry that multiple functions
and/or cellular roles of the DUF-62 gene have evolved in the archaea.
We have demonstrated a protocol in which we use a number of alternative tools
to those used for the metallo--lactamase family. We extended our search to
look for phylogenetic support for neofunctionalisation events, for example after a
duplication or transfer event, by reconciling the species tree with the gene tree.
Sequence analysis of this superfamily indicates that the pattern of conservation
of residues is more diverse than demonstrated by previous studies and may be
indicative, of more, as yet, unexplored functions within this superfamily. Building
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a phylogeny for this whole family remains a challenging task - leading to trees with
low statistical support. In fact, we found that sequence conservation for this gene
in the archaea was much higher than for the bacteria, leading to our decision to
restrict our analysis to archaeal members only. Reconciliation and rooting ana-
lysis generated an evolutionary history in which the root position lay between M.
kandleri and all other species in the study, with the habitat of the root likely to be a
hydrothermal vent. This correlates with studies that propose a hyperthermophilic
last common ancestor (LUCA). We chose to model the M.kandleri taxon, since
it was one of four taxa that were unlikely to have changed habitat (hydrothermal
vent) since diverging from the root. Given the phylogenetic position, one might
expect this model to most closely resemble its structurally solved DUF-62 gene
from its relative P.horikoshii. In fact, the homology model indicates that structur-
ally and functionally M.kandleri resembles homologous members in the bacteria
with fluorinase ligand binding and function. By the use of gene context analysis,
we observed a pattern of discrete phylogenetic groupings of predicted interac-
tions. Despite the difference in these metabolic pathways, all have connections
with membrane composition and therefore may constitute a pathway to regulate
lipid composition in extreme environments. We used the program DIVERGE to
test for differences in the rate of evolution between these phylogenetic groupings,
and noted the biggest difference between the Hsl and Hv_2 clades. After adding
extra sequences to these clades of interest, we reconciled the gene tree with the
species tree and noted that this difference in the rate of evolution coincides with
a major transfer event far back in the history of this superfamily which appeared
to divide the Hsl and Hv_2 groups.
The main challenge in studying the DUF-62 superfamily is the lack of data avail-
able. Our work pushes new frontiers in this way, since many studies focus on
families that have more members structurally and functionally characterised. We
found that reconciliation of our archaeal gene tree with the species tree generated
different evolutionary histories and estimation of the root, depending on the para-
meters used. This may indicate the low support of some bifurcations, especially
since the root inferred when we allowed Notung to rearrange or not changed con-
sistently. We determined that allowing Notung to rearrange branches with less
than 50% support only struck the balance of using a parsimonious strategy, whilst
allowing evidence from our gene tree and alignment to overrule if well supported.
Our inference of root position is therefore constrained by the topology of the un-
derlying species tree and our prediction of divergence between clades is limited to
those with 50% bootstrap support or more. As more structures and functions are
solved for this superfamily the resolution of phylogenies will improve, for example,
by the use of structurally informed alignments.
Our study sheds light on the evolution of the DUF-62 gene only in the archaeal
domain of life. In fact, this gene is well distributed throughout the prokaryotes,
and is found in many species of bacteria, including pathogenic ones. Although
we have made steps to constructively add information from additional sequences
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in this family to determine duplication, loss and transfer events, we were restricted
by adding only sequences of interest. As more structures are solved for proteins
in this superfamily, our power to resolve the evolutionary signal between distant
family members will increase. This will be of particular interest in determining the
relationships between the archaea and other members of the DUF-62 family.
Assessing the significance of multiple independent tests on the same data is a
challenge. In this study, we have explored the idea of attempting to correct our
results using both the Bonferroni and FDR methods. We concluded that attempt-
ing to correct for multiple tests when using likelihood ratio statistics was difficult
since they do not map directly to p-values. We then mapped residues which had
the greatest degree of divergence between the Hsl and and Hv_2 clades onto
the only archaeal structure with functional annotations (PDB:2WR8). We should
bear in mind that the definition of ’environment’ was inherently broad, particularly
in our grouping of all ’hydrothermal vent’ habitats into one category, when in fact
this genre is likely to contain many more diverse sub-environments. Future stud-
ies might examine any differences in rates of evolution between well supported
clades of the same environment. Although useful in determining the spatial posi-
tion of these residues in relation to the SAM hydrolase substrate (S-homocysteine
used as an inhibitor in this case) we cannot be sure that all of our DUF-62 repres-
entatives have the exact same overall and active site structure as the Pyrococcus
horikoshii structure (PDB:2WR8). Despite this, a common observation in the com-
parison of our DUF-62 alignment at the sequence level and at the structural level
indicates that divergence of function in this family is likely to reside near the sub-
strate binding site, rather than within sites involved in catalysis. This is in common
with other studies in which it was found that the evolution of new function often pro-
ceeds via the divergence in the residues involved in substrate or product binding,
not by changes in those that are involved in the catalytic mechanism.
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10. Methodological questions and
suggestions for future
directions
”I checked it very thoroughly,” said the computer,
”and that quite definitely is the answer. I think the
problem, to be quite honest with you, is that you’ve
never actually known what the question is”
Douglas Adams, 1979
10.1. Can we build an accurate phylogeny of the
evolution of function in enzyme
superfamilies?
Despite our structurally informed approach when building phylogenies, bifurca-
tions are not always supported well statistically. This may be symptomatic of the
fact that only small sections of the alignment are conserved (for example near the
active site) whereas other parts of the alignment have undergone much change,
possibly as a result of high mutation rates in evolutionary less constrained areas.
One way to circumvent this issue might be to only use parts of the alignment
which are well conserved. However, this narrows down to an extremely small
dataset and may miss important patterns of variation diagnostic of the evolution
of new functions. Using an ML strategy and accounting for rate heterogeneity and
invariant sites is one way in which we attempted to model the different categories
of rate evolution in our alignments. Further partitioning of the alignment may be an
interesting and appropriate path to follow in the future modelling of highly divergent
superfamilies.
We have used the bootstrap procedure because it is conceptually tangible and
has proved tractable for use in further investigations. However, statistically, the
meaning of the bootstrap value is disputed. In this thesis, we have used a working
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definition of the bootstrap value as a measure of how well the given alignment
supports the topology, or, how robust a given topology is to the underlying data.
A high degree of robustness, or precision, is not always indicative of accuracy.
For the case of enzyme superfamilies, we do not know the ‘true’ history of evol-
ution in a given superfamily, so a true measure of accuracy is difficult to obtain.
For example, using alignment trimming and masking, it might be possible to fil-
ter a ‘messy’ superfamily alignment to a set of columns with high conservation,
resulting in a tree with higher bootstrap values but not necessarily accurate in its
depiction of the true topology. Although alternative measures of statistical support
are available, these can only ever be a measure of precision, rather than accuracy
for any given topology.
What does this mean for the future construction of phylogenetic trees of the genes
of highly divergent superfamilies? With an absence of knowledge of a ‘true’ tree
topology at hand, and no fossil records to limit our hypotheses, we must reframe
our question - rather than asking how ‘accurate’ our phylogeny is - we can ask
how ‘rational’ our phylogeny is (inspired by online discussion, see [346]).
In some ways, this relates to our discussion of whether to use a Bayesian ap-
proach in the construction of phylogenies. The source of rational evaluation
of a given phylogeny should come from a structural and functional perspective.
Structure is more conserved in evolution than a protein’s primary amino acid se-
quence, and only those proteins that are functional persist long-term in evolution.
At present, no method constrains every node in a phylogenetic tree to model a
functional protein, or even for the modelled protein to be structurally viable and
foldable. One way forward might be to conduct ML analyses to allow for a large
and diverse sample of possible tree space to be explored before evaluating each
node to see if the ancestral protein structure and sequence is viable. Only those
topologies that represent trajectories in evolution that satisfy these criteria should
be considered as rational, if not accurate, hypotheses of the evolution of an en-
zyme superfamily.
10.2. How can we accurately diagnose function?
The above suggestion is at the moment, intractable, at least in part due to the
computational expense needed to calculate the ‘structure and function’ of all given
nodes across a sample of phylogenies. Moreover, such an assertion yields an-
other question - ‘How to diagnose function from a enzyme’s primary sequence?’,
or in this particular scenario, from a prediction of the state of some ancestral node?
How do we define enzyme function? Throughout this thesis, the working defini-
tion is that function is an enzyme’s capability to successfully catalyse a given re-
action and therefore fulfil its cellular role. When one has the means to synthesise
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ancestral sequences in the laboratory, many questions under the umbrella term
‘functional’ can be answered: Does the protein fold correctly? Can it turn over the
expected substrate at a reasonable rate? Are there any promiscuous activities?
What other proteins does the enzyme interact with? However, for experiments in
which many alternative scenarios of evolution are sampled, wet-laboratory essays
become impractical.
There are many tools for which the experimenter can query protein function in
silico, these tend to be based on empirical data, rather than knowledge from first
principles. For in silico queries of a mystery protein’s function, the more you know
about the homologs of the protein the more informed you are to make a pre-
diction of its function. In this thesis, we have compared two case studies, the
metallo--lactamases, for which many structural and functional representatives
were available, against the DUF-62 superfamily, for which very few structurally
and functionally solved representatives exist. The difference in the information
available for the two superfamilies was reflected in the granularity of the questions
we were able to ask. For the metallo--lactamases, we were able to ask a very
precise question about function, since, due to the wealth of structural and func-
tional information available, we were able to distinguish between B1 and B3 types
of lactamase function. For the DUF-62 superfamily however, the lack of available
functional information meant that we took a much broader stance, ascertaining
that there was some evidence towards the existence of multiple functions and/or
cellular roles in the superfamily, beyond those already characterised.
Even when many structural and functionally characterised members are available
for a family, our ability to diagnose function is still limited. In this work, we make
use of ‘catalytic templates’ as the minimal machinery to define function. We work
from the rationale, that rather than the presence of particular residues being in-
dicative of an ability to perform a particular catalytic reaction, these residues form
the minimal set of machinery a given protein must have to perform a particular re-
action. Much like the discussion about phylogenetic accuracy, assessing enzyme
function accurately in silico is not possible, because without a wet-laboratory ex-
periment we have no idea if all of the many variables needed for successful cata-
lysis are present in a given amino acid sequence.
Perhaps the closest we can get to accurate estimate of protein function is by some-
thing such as docking or simulation, where the process of binding and of catalysis
can be modelled explicitly, whilst incorporating information on dynamics and kin-
etics. However, increased accuracy comes at a price in terms of time and cost.
It is therefore important to frame the question being asked carefully in the study
of enzyme superfamilies. The results presented in this thesis use the information
we have at hand to highlight, and to some extent quantify, the likelihood of more
rational trajectories in the evolution of the metallo--lactamase and the DUF-62
genes.
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A. Supporting data for analyses of
the metallo--lactamase
superfamily
Supplementary data can be found on the enclosed CD, under ‘MBL’ and at http:
//link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00239-014-9639-7 as described.
Notes taken verbatim from those included with the Supplementary Information of
[102].
‘1_GASP’
This folder includes the full bootstrap sample of trees in NEWICK format, all phylo-
genetic trees and sequence files from running the GASP program in NEWICK and
FASTA format respectively and the WAG matrix used in the running of the GASP
program.
Input Protein sequence alignment of the superfamily can be found in ‘Boot-
strap_sample_trees_and_alignment’.
Bootstrap_sample_trees are unrooted and include two trees where the ingroup
isn’t monophyletic (tree #62 & #93).
Tiny/zero length branches were rounded up in ‘r’-
for(i in 1:length(trees)) + {trees[[i]]$edge.length[which(trees[[i]]$edge.length<
0.0001)] =0.0001}
Only monophyletic trees were used in analysis. Resulting trees (GASP_trees_out)
should be rooted correctly by GASP.
Corresponding sequence files including sequence predictions can be found in
‘GASP_sequences_out’.
Ancestral sequence predictions are labelled as follows- ‘X Node X (Y,Z,A)’
Where X is the number of the node, Y and Z are numbers of descendant nodes
and A is the ancestor node to node X.
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‘2_MRCA’
This folder includes the node numbers corresponding to the MRCA of the metallo-
β-lactamases in each of the 98 trees output by GASP and the corresponding an-
cestral sequence predictions.
Node numbers of the MRCA for all metallo--lactamases in each of the 98 trees
can be found in -’Ancestral_node_numbers’.
The corresponding sequences pulled from GASP output can be found in
‘MRCA_sequences’.
‘3. INTERPROSCAN’
This folder contains the results of the InterPro search of the 98 MRCA sequence
predictions.
Gap (-) characters were removed from MRCA sequences before being submit-
ted to InterPro. Results of the analysis are shown in ‘InterProScan_results’, only
results which hit signature PR001018 are shown.
‘4. CD-HIT’
This folder contains the results of clustering of sequences at 60% identity in CD-
HIT.
The 44 sequences with sequence signature IPR001018 were then clustered at
60% identity using CD-HIT. The results of the clustering are in ‘Cluster_results’.
Sequences with annotated with a star are cluster representatives and were sub-
mitted to PHYRE2 for homology modelling.
‘5. PHYRE2’
This folder includes all of the 11 MRCA models built in PHYRE2. Also included
are the distances of between catalytic residues of aligned MRCA models and tem-
plates.
The best model for each sequence submitted is included here as a PDB file and
annotated with its sequence identifier. Distances measured between catalytic
residues and described in the manuscript can be found in ‘Distances_summary’.
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Supplementary data can be found on the enclosed CD, under ‘DUF-62’ as de-
scribed:
‘1_PFAM_seed_gene_tree_analysis’
‘1_Sequences’
This folder contains the archaeal sequences downloaded from UniProt via the
accession codes for the PFAM seed for ‘SAM_adeno_trans (PF01887)’.
1) Seed sequences were downloaded from Pfam.
2) The file was delimited in excel and accession numbers extracted.
3) This list of accession numbers was used to query UniProt.
4) The results were filtered to include archaeal sequences only and downloaded.
‘2_Sequence_Alignment’
This folder contains the output alignment by Expresso in DND, FASTA and
PHYLIP formats. The folder also contains log, scoring and template information.
‘3_Modelgenerator’
This folder contains the output file for Modelgenerator on the alignment file gener-
ated by Expresso. Four gamma categories were specified and the output details
the results for AIC, AIC2, and the BIC criterion.
‘4_PhyML’
This folder contains all PhyML output files including log, statistics and likelihood
files for ML and bootstrap trees.
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‘5_Renaming_tips_in_R’
This folder contains the conversion table to convert accession numbers to acces-
sion_gene name’ format, the function used in ’R’, the resulting tree and a log of
alternative names used in order to reconcile species & gene trees successfully.
‘6_Notung_analysis’
This folder contains the input gene tree, and both the input species trees, with the
H.marismortui taxon in its alternative position in each. Also included is a spread-
sheet detailing the results with different parameter changes, it makes references
to the original Notung files which can be found in ‘...3_Analysis/Analysis_files’.
‘7_DIVERGE_analysis’
This folder contains the raw output from the DIVERGE analysis, using the 1999
Type I algorithm on clades with>50% support. Also contained are the mapping of
predicted divergent residues to PDB structure in a Jalview file and False Discovery
Rate (FDR) adjustment calculations.
‘8_STITCH_analysis’
This folder contains raw output from STITCH 4.0, queried with default medium
confidence level (0.4). The output data includes predictions for chemical and
protein interactions for each taxon and is organised into ‘Hsl’, ‘Hv_1’ and ‘Hv_2’
clades respectively.
‘2_Gene_tree_addional_sequences_analysis’
‘1_Additional_sequences’
This folder contains additional sequences selected using the taxanomy browser
in the PFAM. We selected PF01887 sequences from the Thermoproteaceae
and the Halobacteria, the accessions for which can be found in ‘selec-
ted_sequence_accessions.txt’. The folder also includes the additional sequences
combined with the core seed gene sequence set, with duplicates removed and
P.yayanossi replacing P.furiosus.
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‘2_Sequence_alignment’
This folder contains the output alignment by Expresso in DND, FASTA and
PHYLIP formats. The folder also contains log, scoring and template information.
‘3_Modelgenerator’
This folder contains the output file for Modelgenerator on the alignment file gener-
ated by Expresso. Four gamma categories were specified and the output details
the results for AIC, AIC2, and the BIC criterion.
‘4_PhyML’
This folder contains all PhyML output files including log, statistics and likelihood
files for ML and bootstrap trees.
‘5_Renaming_tips_in_R’
This folder contains the conversion table to convert accession numbers to ‘acces-
sion_gene name’ format, the function used in ’R’, the resulting tree and a log of
alternative names used in order to reconcile species & gene trees successfully.
‘6_Notung_analysis’
This folder contains the input gene tree, and both the input species trees, with the
H.marismortui taxon in its alternative position in each. Also included is a spread-
sheet detailing the results with different parameter changes, it makes references
to the original Notung files which can be found in ‘...3_Analysis/Analysis_files’.
‘3_Whole_PFAM_seed_tree’
This folder contains the sequence alignment and resulting ML tree from the whole
PFAM seed set.
The seed alignment for family 01887 was downloaded from PFAM on 12.08.14.
Since this dataset consisted of a high number of sequences RaxML was used
to build phylogeny specifying LG as the substitution model as selected by MOD-
ELGENERATOR AIC & BIC criteria with 4 discrete gamma categories, without
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the use empirical base frequencies and letting RaxML estimate the proportion of
invariant sites.
It should be noted that some tips in the tree are labelled ‘NA’, as the seed acces-
sions from Pfam could not be found in UniprotKB to associate with full species
names at the the time of analysis.
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